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AbstractThis thesis presents a method for automatic location of type errors in con-straint logic programs (CLP) and a prototype debugging tool. The approachis based on techniques of veri�cation and static analysis originating fromlogic programming, which are substantially extended in the thesis. Themain idea is to verify partial correctness of a program with respect to agiven speci�cation which is intended to describe (an approximation of) thecall-success semantics of the program. This kind of speci�cation, describingcalls and successess for every predicate of a program is known as descriptivedirectional type. For specifying types for CLP programs the thesis extendsthe formalism of regular discriminative types with constraint-domain-speci�cbase types and with parametric polymorphism.Errors are located by identifying program points that violate veri�ca-tion conditions for a given type speci�cation. The speci�cations may bedeveloped interactively taking into account the results of static analysis.The main contributions of the thesis are:� a veri�cation method for proving partial correctness of CLP programswith respect to polymorphic speci�cations of the call-success seman-tics,� a speci�cation language for de�ning parametric regular types,� a veri�cation-based method for locating errors in CLP programs,� a static analysis method for CLP which is an adaptation and gener-alization of techniques previously devised for logic programming; itsimplementation is used in our diagnosis tool for synthesizing draftspeci�cations,� an implementation of the prototype diagnosis tool (called TELL).
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Introduction1 Motivation and objectivesThis thesis addresses the problem of locating certain kind of errors inconstraint logic programs. Constraint logic programming (CLP) [JM94,JMMS98] emerged in the eighties as an extension of logic programming andis gaining growing industrial interest. Due to their expressive power theCLP languages make it often possible to provide concise programs describ-ing complex problems in an intuitively clear declarative way. On the otherhand, locating errors in a CLP program may be rather di�cult because thecontrol ow and the data ow are not explicitly described by the programand are quite involved. The motivation for the presented work is to facilitatethis task.Locating errors in a program is a major issue in software development.An erroneous program will, on some data, behave di�erently than expectedby the user. An observed discrepancy is a symptom of an error. By locatingan error we mean �nding a part of the program responsible for a symptomin some computation. Errors can be classi�ed according to the kind ofsymptoms. In particular the following symptoms may be considered:� the computed result is wrong (i.e. does not correspond to user's ex-pectation),� a procedure of the program is called with wrong arguments, causing arun-time error.� the program fails to compute an expected answer,In a traditional setting, the process of locating an error starts with asymptom observed when running the program on test input data. A sys-tematic testing technique may be needed to �nd symptoms, however we arenot guaranteed to �nd one.A rather ad hoc approach to locating an error is tracing the executionwhich shows a symptom. In the case of declarative languages it is par-ticularly di�cult because the execution is involved and control ow is notexplicitly reected in the program. A more systematic technique for locat-ing errors is declarative or algorithmic debugging proposed in [Sha82] for



2 INTRODUCTIONlogic programs (see also [Fer87, Llo87a]). Declarative debugging was alsoextended for lazy functional programming [NF94] and constraint logic pro-gramming [Tes96, TF00].2 The approachIn contrast to the above mentioned approaches, we propose to locate er-rors in a CLP program without searching for symptoms, that is withoutexecuting the program. The idea can be linked to methods for provingpartial correctness of a program with respect to a speci�cation, such as[Cla79, Der93, DM88, BC89] (see Section 3.2.1).Our framework relies on formal program veri�cation. An error searchingalgorithm tries to construct a proof that the program is correct w.r.t. a givenspeci�cation. If the proof is obtained then every execution will be free ofsymptoms violating the speci�cation. Conversely, if a symptom violatingthe speci�cation can be observed, a proof does not exist. Our speci�cationlanguage is restricted due to decidability reasons, thus it is able to expressonly certain properties. In a consequence, only some limited class of errorscan be captured. Nevertheless, in an incorrect program our tool �nds allsuch errors.To use the tool the user need not be familiar with the underlying programveri�cation techniques.We wanted to make the diagnoser as easy to use as possible. To achievethis it was necessary:� to choose a simple speci�cation language easy to understand by theuser,� to minimize the speci�cation e�ort necessary to locate an error,� to allow diagnosis of separate fragments of programs,� to provide a convenient user interface.We focus on the question whether incorrect procedure calls and wrong an-swers may appear in some computations of a given program. The speci�-cation provided by the user describes a superset of the expected calls anda superset of the expected answers in computations of the program. Theprogram may or may not satisfy these expectations. The above mentionedsets are described in terms of parametric types such as lists, trees, etc.Such descriptions of calls and successes are often called directional types[AL94, Boy96]. The language of types is easy to understand and allows e�-cient checking of the veri�cation conditions. On the other hand, this choicerestricts the considered errors to type errors.We deal with untyped CLP languages and in contrast to a commonpractice in typed languages we do not require types of program constructs



2 The approach 3to be speci�ed a priori. Moreover, in our approach we try to �nd a reason,that is a fragment of a program, responsible for the type speci�cation beingviolated.The type speci�cation is usually provided in a step-wise interactive way.At each stage of this process the program is checked against the fragmentof the speci�cation at hand. So incremental building of the speci�cation iscoupled together with locating errors. Even small fragments of the speci�-cation are often su�cient to locate (some) errors in the program. On theother hand, if no program errors have been located when the speci�cationis completed then the program is correct (w.r.t. the speci�cation).In the proposed methodology the process of type speci�cation is usuallypreceded by static analysis which infers directional types of the program.The inferred directional types approximate the semantics of the programat hand. They may also provide indication that the program is erroneous.In this case the user may decide to start the process of speci�cation anderror location. The results of the type inference may facilitate it, namelythe inferred types may be thought of as a draft for the target speci�cation.Thus, in our methodology type inference plays only an auxiliary, thoughuseful, role.The methodology is supported by a prototype error locating tool. Thepresent version of the tool works for a subset of SICStus Prolog [SIC98] in-cluding constraints. Previous version was tailored to the constraint program-ming language CHIP [Cos98]. A part of the tool has been integrated withCIAO Preprocessor [BLGP+99, PBH00b]. The tool can be easily adaptedto handle other CLP languages.The structure of the tool is illustrated in Fig 1.
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4 INTRODUCTIONThe tool includes a type checker, a type inferencer and a speci�cationeditor. The tool has also a library of prede�ned types. Among others,the library provides de�nitions of often occurring types and speci�cationsfor built-in predicates. The speci�cation of a program is introduced throughthe editor. It may refer to types de�ned in the library and/or to application-speci�c types, de�ned a priori by the user.The input consists of a CLP program and of an entry declaration. Thelatter is a speci�cation of intended (atomic) initial calls. Thus, the user mayexplore di�erent ways of using the program. The type inferencer constructsdirectional types for all predicates of the program, thus providing a speci�-cation such that the input program is correct w.r.t. it. However, these typesmay not correspond to the user's intentions. This is due to program errorsor to inaccuracy of type inference.The intended types have to be provided by the user. They are introducedin a step-wise interactive manner. When providing the type of a predicatethe user may �rst inspect the inferred type and accept it, or specify insteada di�erent type. The tool monitors the process and immediately reports asan error any violation of the veri�cation conditions for the so far introducedtypes.3 Background and related workIn this section we provide an overview of works related to the materialcontained in the thesis. We point out similarities and di�erences (whereverapplicable) in order to justify the contributions of the thesis.We start with a brief and informal introduction to constraint logic pro-gramming. In Section 3.2 veri�cation and debugging techniques are shortlydiscussed. The veri�cation frameworks presented in Section 3.2.1, as wellas abstract diagnosis mentioned in Section 3.2.3, are directly related to ourwork. We decided to provide also some introductory material on declarativedebugging in Section 3.2.2, since there are some similarities to our work.We however are not going to mention works on debugging by tracing, eventhough their principal goal is the same as ours. We found tracing as entirelydi�erent from what is presented in the thesis and thus unrelated. Section 3.3describes main approaches to types in (C)LP. Finally, Section 3.4 surveysvarious methods of approximating program semantics by types.3.1 Constraint Logic ProgrammingThis thesis is focused on �nding errors in constraint logic programs (CLP).Constraint logic programming is a generalization of logic programming.Likewise a logic program, a pure CLP program is a set of logical formul�



3 Background and related work 5called clauses1. However, a logic program is usually interpreted over the Her-brand domain, while a CLP program is interpreted over speci�c constraintdomain which need not be the Herbrand domain.A CLP program describes relations between objects from the constraintdomain. The user-de�ned relations correspond to predicates on a syntaxlevel, and are de�ned by a set of clauses. Constraints are basic relations,such as equality, inequality, etc., between elements of the domain. Predicatesdenoting constraints are sometimes called constraint predicates. In someCLP system the programmer may de�ne his own constraints, by using meta-level facilities.A CLP program has two main semantics. The �rst one is called declar-ative semantics. It is characterized by a least model of a program (theprogram is a set of formul�). This model is an interpretation that agreeswith semantics of constraints. It is well-known that the least model al-ways exists. Moreover, it coincides with a least �xed point of a monotonicoperator (called immediate consequence operator), which is a function oninterpretations. For a given set of known facts, the operator computes newfacts that immediately follow from the known ones and from the program(see e.g. [JMMS98], or [Llo87b] for the logic programming case).The way in which programs are executed is described by operationalsemantics. This semantics is usually described as a transition system, whichin the case of logic program becomes SLD-resolution (or SLDNF-resolutionif negation is admitted). An ultimate goal of executing a CLP programis to solve a set of constraints (i.e. computing one or more valuations ofvariables that make the constraints true) or to show that the constraints areunsatis�able (i.e. that there is no solution). A mechanism that provides analgorithm for solving the constraints is called a constraint solver. Constraintsin logic programming are equations over the algebra of terms (called also theHerbrand domain). The equations are solved by uni�cation. Almost everyCLP language incorporates terms and the uni�cation algorithm co-existswith solvers speci�c to the domain (e.g. �nite domain numbers, rationalnumbers, boolean). The operational aspect of CLP is also captured by call-success semantics. This semantics consists of two sets of constrained atoms(see Paper III [DMP02]) : a set of call patterns and a set of success patterns.We use this framework as a semantic basis of our veri�cation method.The foundations of logic programming can be found in [Llo87b, Apt90].An introductory material on CLP can be found in [JM94, MS97], and se-mantic aspects of CLP in [JMMS98].1See for instance Paper III, Section 2.3.



6 INTRODUCTION3.2 Veri�cation and debuggingThe thesis is related to the central point of program development which isobtaining a program that satis�es the programmer's intentions. In particularthis means that whenever the program is called in the intended way andterminates, the obtained results conform to user's expectations. In otherwords, we want the program to be partially correct2. To be able to verify theprogram, the programmer must express the intentions in a formal way. Sucha formally expressed intention is called a speci�cation. The speci�cation isan approximate description of the program's semantics.The speci�cation is used in a veri�cation process. The veri�cation boilsdown to checking su�cient conditions. This means that if the veri�cationsucceeds then it is assured that the program is correct. Otherwise, there isan indication of an error in the program. Note also, that if the program isincorrect then the veri�cation fails. The properties of interest expressed inthe speci�cation may be of di�erent nature. Therefore di�erent veri�cationmethods (di�erent forms of the su�cient conditions) have been devised.The program may be also found erroneous without formal veri�cation.This happens if program's behavior does not �t to the user's (possibly in-formally expressed) intention. In either case a debugging action has to betaken.A process of locating (a piece of code that contains) a bug is calleddiagnosis. By debugging we mean a process that involves diagnosis andremoving bugs from the program. Sometimes veri�cation techniques can beused to locate bugs, likewise in our thesis.Various semantic frameworks and veri�cation methods can be used. Inthis thesis we use call-success semantics and approximate speci�cations. See[BDD+97] for a general discussion on approximations in veri�cation anddebugging.The works surveyed below concern logic programming.3.2.1 Veri�cation frameworksThe general veri�cation methods proposed for logic programming can beroughly classi�ed with respect to the semantics considered.Declarative propertiesDeclarative approaches to veri�cation deal with declarative semantics andcan thus handle declarative properties. We abstract from the executionmodel, which can be seen as an advantage, but on the other hand we cannotreason about run-time properties such as variable instantiation.2Throughout the thesis we will often use the term \correct" meaning \partially cor-rect", as we do not deal with termination and with program completeness.



3 Background and related work 7Clark [Cla79] and Deransart [Der93, DM93] consider proving declara-tive properties of de�nite programs (i.e. with no negation in clause bodies).Proving correctness (and completeness) of normal programs (i.e. with nega-tion) has been studied by Ferrand and Deransart [FD93] and Malfon [Mal94]and recently advocated in the work of Drabent and Mi lkowska [DM01].Operational propertiesOften, we are interested in runtime properties, such as characterization ofcall patterns. Verifying the call patterns allows to detect possible run-timeerrors at compile time. Approaches dealing with these properties take intoaccount a particular execution model, typically LD-resolution3. They areinspired by the classical veri�cation methods devised for imperative pro-gramming [Hoa69, Flo67].In the thesis we extend the inductive assertion method (originally devel-oped for logic programming) of Drabent and Ma luszy�nski [DM88, Dra88]to CLP. The speci�cations are expressed using pre- and postconditions forevery predicate in the program. A special case of this method was presentedby Bossi and Cocco [BC89] (see also [Apt97]). Their approach is restrictedto proving properties which are closed under substitution.Colussi and Marchiori [CM91] consider a related method, where asser-tions are associated with the program points rather then the predicates.We refer to Apt and Marchiori [AM94] for a comprehensive discussionand comparison of the methods.Pedreschi and Ruggieri [PR99] present an attempt of a uniform veri�-cation framework that, apart from partial correctness covers other aspectssuch as termination. Their approach also applies to normal programs.Deriving proof methods by abstract interpretationAbstract interpretation [CC77] is one of static analysis methods that enablescompile-time predicting certain properties of a program execution. Theproperties captured by the analysis are described using an abstract domain.In order to achieve safeness, i.e. the relevant results of the analysis, it isrequired that the abstract and concrete domain are related my means ofa formal construction called Galois connection. Abstract interpretation isused e.g. in compilers - to produce e�cient code, in software validation orsoftware validation.The papers [LV98, CGLV00] apply abstract interpretation to veri�ca-tion. They demonstrate that su�cient conditions for veri�cation of logicprograms can be systematically derived if the considered class of speci�ca-tions is de�ned as an abstract interpretation domain with Galois connectionrelating them to the semantics (procedural or declarative) of logic programs.3I.e. the SLD-resolution with the leftmost selection rule



8 INTRODUCTIONUnfortunately, as shown in [DP98] (Paper I of this thesis), such a Galoisconnection does not exist in our case of speci�cations being regular sets ofterms, so the method is not directly applicable.3.2.2 Declarative debuggingLocating program errors by simple tracing is particularly tedious in declar-ative languages, mainly due to complex execution which is not clearly re-ected in a text of the program. A systematic technique for locating errors,which is particularly suitable for logic programming, is declarative or al-gorithmic debugging proposed in [Sha82] for logic programs. A debuggingsession starts with a symptom which can be either an incorrect answer, or amissing answer of the program, i.e. this concerns a particular test computa-tion that does not conform to the user's requirements. Then, the declarativedebugger seeks for an error by comparing elements of the actual semanticsinvolved in the computation of the symptom, with user's expectations. Theuser's expectations are of the declarative nature, i.e. the user is supposed toknow what has to be computed, but not how it has to be done. The user'srequirements are acquired by questioning the user in an interactive process.Some of the questions may involve big terms and therefore may be complex.The interactive debugging session is a kind of a searching process whicheventually leads to �nding an error, i.e. the part of the program causing thesymptom.This approach is related to ours in the sense that the answers provided bythe user to the diagnoser, may be seen as a (partial) program speci�cation.However, in contrast to our method, the declarative debugging session startswith a symptom and concerns a single (test) execution only.The formal properties of declarative debugging, in case of de�nite pro-grams, were investigated by Ferrand [Fer87], and results for general pro-grams are given in [Llo87b, Llo87a]. Naish [Nai91] shows further improve-ments in order to cope with missing answers in Prolog programs. Declarativedebugging was also adapted for constraint logic programming [Tes96, TF00].Pereira [Per86] developed a framework that adds an operational aspect todeclarative debugging.The declarative (or algorithmic) debugging has been also adapted to lazyfunctional languages [NF94] and imperative languages [KSF90, Sha91].Observe, that in the declarative debugging scheme the user, sometimescalled an oracle, is supposed to answer any detailed question about thespeci�cation of the program. This is often an unrealistic assumption. Oneway to reduce the number of queries and to simplify them is to apply partialformal speci�cations in form of assertions [DNTM88, DNTM89, BDM97].Then, whenever a query can be answered by looking up the assertions, itnot posted to the user.Another approach to simplify the user's e�ort in the debugging session



3 Background and related work 9was taken by [LS88]. The idea is to use abstract semantics and abstractoracle, that approximate, respectively, the program's semantics and the pro-grammer's intention. This makes is possible to ask questions that are easierto answer by the programmer.3.2.3 Abstract diagnosisA technique closely related to our approach is abstract diagnosis [CLV94,CLMV96, Com98, CLMV99]. It has been thought of as an extensionof declarative debugging. The speci�cation approximates declarative (in-tended) semantics of the program, which is given by the semantic function(the monotonic operator mentioned in Section 3.1). Then an abstract se-mantic function is designed that safely approximates the semantic function.Unlike the declarative debugging method, abstract diagnosis is not basedon the driven-by-symptoms interaction with the programmer. Instead, itis assumed that a complete (approximate) speci�cation is given. Then, theabstract semantic function is used in an inductive proof of the program'scorrectness.Abstract diagnosis is a generic approach that heavily uses an abstractinterpretation framework based on Galois connection [CC77]. This may beproblematic, as sometimes for interesting properties, such as regular typesin our thesis, Galois connection does not exist (see Paper I, [DP98]). Despiteof that we can still perform a similar kind of veri�cation.Our technique is restricted to a particular speci�cation language, as webelieve that regular descriptive types (see Section 3.3.2) form a natural, easy-to-use, and expressive enough formalism for writing speci�cations. Moreoverour method also concerns �nding an error rather than just stating if theprogram is or is not correct.3.3 Types in constraint logic programmingWe are interested in static (compile-time) detection of errors. In principle,introducing types to programming languages, (see e.g. [Car97, CW85]) hasa similar motivation. As stated in [Car97]:The fundamental purpose of a type system is to prevent theoccurrence of execution errors during the running of a program.In many typed languages providing type declarations is obligatory. Theneither static or dynamic type checking (or combination of both) assures thatthe program variables can only take values of the declared types.If a language is untyped then we can use types as a speci�cation andapply a program veri�cation technique. Such a technique can be viewed asa typing mechanism. A programmer can still provide type declarations withessentially the same motivation as in typed languages, i.e. to make sure, that



10 INTRODUCTIONvariables will take appropriate values. It is also possible to infer such typesfrom a declaration-free program, to �nd out what values the variables willtake.3.3.1 Descriptive vs. prescriptive typesThere has been a considerable e�ort to introduce types into logic program-ming. Some of those works concern CLP. The proposed approaches can bedivided into two main streams: descriptive and prescriptive.The descriptive approach concerns untyped languages. Types are meanthere as sets of values, or more speci�cally, sets of terms. We may say thatdescriptive types have semantic nature. A purpose of introducing types is toapproximate the program's semantics or/and user's intentions. Whether thesemantics is operational-based (call-success) or declarative is another issue.An important aspect is that the program has the same semantics with orwithout types.Unlike in the descriptive approach, in the prescriptive one types are partof the underlying language. Type constitute a part of the syntax, and assuch are veri�ed syntactically, without referring to the semantics. If typingrules are violated then the checked program does not conform to the syntax,thus does not belong to the language and consequently, is not a program.If types are checked successfully then the program has semantics that takesthe types into account, namely semantics of typed logic with parametricpolymorphism, and possibly with a subtyping relation.3.3.2 Descriptive typesDescribing descriptive typesDescriptive types, that are present in logic programming, are sets of terms.Types ought to be decidable and often are required to be closed under sub-stitution (i.e. if a term belongs to the type then all its instances do). All theknown descriptive approaches use regular sets of terms as types. Regularsets of terms are recognized by tree automata [GS97, CDG+97]. However inthe context of typing logic programs other equivalent formalisms have beenapplied:� regular term grammars - introduced by Mishra [Mis84]. He used thegrammars in a discriminative form (called therein tuple-distributive).This kind of a grammar corresponds to deterministic root-to-frontiertree automata.Dart and Zobel [DZ92] proposed non-discriminative regular type lan-guages4.4This formalism is equivalent to non-deterministic root-to-frontier automata or to ei-ther form of frontier-to-root automata.



3 Background and related work 11� RUL programs and uniform programs - is a syntactically restrictedform of a logic program; RUL programs were devised by Yardeniand Shapiro [YS91] (describe discriminative types) and followed by[GdW94] and later adapted to constraint logic programming in [DP98](Paper I) and [DP99]. [FSVY91] introduced uniform programs thatexpress non-discriminative types.� set constraints - initiated by Heintze and Ja�ar [HJ90b, HJ90a, Hei92b,Hei92a, HJ94]. Set constraints are inclusions between set expressionsbuilt up by: variables (ranging over sets of trees), tree constructors(interpreted as functions over sets of trees) and a set of operatorsspeci�c to a particular class of set constrains. The reader is referredto [PP97] for a brief survey.� type graphs - introduced by Janssens and Bruynooghe [JB92] and thentaken by [HCC95, Mil99]. As stated in [HCC95] type graphs can beseen as data-structure to represent regular tree grammars.Types based on declarative semanticsA notion of descriptive (regular) types has been introduced to logic pro-gramming by Mishra [Mis84]. His work was based on the least Herbrandmodel semantics, i.e. the types approximate either the program's semanticsor the user's intention. The problems considered were how to check that theleast model semantics is included in a regular set of terms (the type check-ing problem) and how to approximate it by regular sets (the type inferenceproblem) (see Section 3.4).Yardeni and Shapiro [YS91] show a type checking method which is es-sentially an inductive proof using an abstract semantic function and typesas an abstract domain (cf. abstract diagnosis, Section 3.2.3). Their workis similar to ours, however their type language is not as expressive as oursas it does not handle constraints. Moreover, this framework uses di�erentsemantics, namely declarative.Directional typesThe approaches based on the least model semantics do not take into accountthe intended use of the predicates and give therefore few possibilities for �nd-ing typing errors. The focus is mostly on detecting that for some predicatesthe inferred types are empty sets in which case the predicates never succeedor that success types do not violate (in a given sense) user's type decla-ration. Moreover, approximating declarative semantics is not suitable forsome purposes, such as reasoning about call-patterns.This observation led to the notion of directional types.



12 INTRODUCTIONChecking of directional types based on set constraints was discussed in[AL94]. The types used are sets of non-ground terms5. They are speci�ed byset constraints together with a lifting function Sat that maps a set of groundterms to a set of not necessarily ground terms. Type checking is based onthe same veri�cation condition we use, which in general form originates from[DM88, BC89] and was speci�cally formulated for directional type checkingin [Apt93] (see also [AM94, Apt97]).Charatonik and Podelski [CP98, Cha00] re-use procedures of [FSVY91]for directional type checking and inference. Following [FSVY91] they char-acterize types by the least model of a uniform program. The directionaltypes are regular, but in general, not discriminative.Boye [Boy96, BM97] identi�ed two aspects of directional types. First onereects passing values along the clause bodies in the left-to-right executionmodel. This resembles our method. Besides this he uses types for provingprogram correctness with the (declarative) annotation method of [Der93].This technique does not depend on operational semantics, and therefore canhandle some cases that methods based on simpli�ed execution model cannot.It is however not useful if we are interested in reasoning about call-patterns.Another perspective on declarative aspect of directionality in logic pro-gramming was given by Naish [Nai96]. Since his approach is restricted toground terms it was possible to apply model theoretic semantics, rather thanproof theoretic notions of [Boy96, BM97]. However, no speci�c algorithmsare given.Polymorphism in directional types is discussed by Boye [Boy96]. De-spite of di�erent semantics and veri�cation framework that he uses, theveri�cation conditions have a similar nature to ours and give rise to similarparametric set constraints. Our work [DMP02] (Paper III), [DMP01] goesfurther in that we use such parametric set constraints in a su�cient correct-ness test, and also for type inference, while the simpli�cation techniques of[Boy96] are rather limited in handling parameters.The problem of polymorphic directional type checking is also addressedin [RT00, RT01]. This work presents a formal system, where directional well-typing of a logic program for given type speci�cation is de�ned in terms ofproofs constructed from given axioms and typing rules. This is di�erent fromour approach where the well typing algorithms are derived from the semanticconcept of program correctness and parametric types are understood asfamilies of sets. Nevertheless, the semantics of types as sets is also providedin [RT00]. It is done by a �xpoint construction, which for a given alphabetof typed function symbols associates each used type with a subset of theHerbrand universe.5I.e. terms with variables. Terms without variables are called ground.



3 Background and related work 133.3.3 Prescriptive typesPrescriptive approach to typing logic programs dates back to [MO84] wherethe Milner's type system with parametric polymorphism [Mil78], originallydeveloped for functional programs, has been adapted to Prolog. In thisapproach the function symbols and the predicates of a logic program aresupposed to have a priori declared types. The types are used to restrictthe syntax of the language to well-typed formul�. Semantically, prescriptivetyping corresponds to taking many sorted typed logic as a foundation of logicprogramming, instead of untyped logic. Semantic foundations for typed logicprograms are given in [HT92].The framework of Mycroft and O'Keefe [MO84] does not support subtyp-ing. It has been demonstrated that well-typedness of a program in this kindof type system can be fully checked at compile-time. The restriction for typechecking that has to be ful�lled is so-called the head condition [HT92] (alsocalled de�nitional genericity [LR91]). It says that the types of the argumentsof a clause head must be equivalent up to renaming to the types declaredfor the predicate. Then, the successfully veri�ed program can be executedusing the standard (untyped) SLD-resolution engine, assuring that every re-solvent in every computation is well-typed (i.e. no run-time type checking isneeded). This property is summarized by a well-known slogan: \Well-typedprograms do not go wrong". Deransart and Smaus [DS01] strengthened thisresult by referring to tree-grammar semantics (which is declarative) and byweakening the form of the head condition.The Mycroft and O'Keefe type system provided semantic basis for logicprogramming languages as Typed Prolog [LR91], G�odel [HL94] and Mer-cury [SHC96]. Polymorphic types without subtype ordering have been alsostudied by Hanus [Han91]. His system does not impose the head condition,i.e. the types of the arguments of a clause head may be instances of thosedeclared by the user6. This makes it possible to support higher-order pro-gramming. A cost for this exibility is that types have to be checked atrun-time.Type checking and type inference become more di�cult if subtyping isadmitted. In general typed uni�cation is required. Many approaches havebeen proposed over last several years. Smolka [Smo89] and later Hill andTopor [HT92] de�ned frameworks for order-sorted types with parametricpolymorphism in which head condition is present. In both papers the au-thors consider the problem of type inference (or type reconstruction), i.e.�nding the most general typing for variables in the program for given typesof predicates and function symbols. Their algorithms are incomplete andfail to �nd a most general type in some cases. This was demonstrated byBeierle [Bei95].In all the above approaches subtyping was allowed only between type6Hanus has made a similar improvement for type systems with subtyping [Han92].



14 INTRODUCTIONconstructors with the same arity. Fages and Coquery [FC01] de�ne a typesystem where this restriction is not imposed. They however keep the headcondition, claiming that this is a natural choice.As already stated type systems with subtyping require an executionmodel augmented with a typed version of the uni�cation algorithm. How-ever, under some assumptions it is possible to execute the program usingan untyped model. This result is due to [SFD00] and it is limited to logicprograms with a dataow given by mode declarations.3.4 Approximating semantics with descriptive typesAs already mentioned, descriptive types, are commonly used for approximat-ing the semantics of a program at hand. Most of the proposed approachesuse semantic program analysis techniques [NNH99]. Others apply programtransformation methods or type inference rules. The relation among someof them is studied is [HJ92].3.4.1 The techniques based on abstract interpretation and dataow analysisWithout type de�nitions for function symbolsKlu�zniak [Klu88] initiated application of data ow analysis for type infer-ence. The method was devised for Ground Prolog and was further improvedand put in more formal framework by K�agedal [K�ag93, K�ag95]. This methodhas been further extended to Logic Programming by Tan and Lin [TL96].A di�erent approach to type inference, based on the generic (top-down)abstract interpretation framework of [Bru91], has been introduced in [JB92].As already mentioned, this method uses type graphs to describe types thatcorrespond to possible instantiations of program variables. The type graphsform possibly in�nite domain, thus a straightforward �xpoint iteration al-gorithm may not terminate. To deal with this one can apply a wideningoperator of [CC92a], which computes an upper bound of the intermediateresults found in the recent iteration step (thus guarantees safe approxima-tion) and makes sure that every sequence of computed (intermediate) resultsis �nite (thus, the iteration converges).An e�cient implementation of type analysis, based on the above work,is described in [HCC95].Gallagher and de Waal [GdW92, GdW92] compute descriptive typesthat approximate declarative semantics. Following [YS91] types (called in[GdW94] regular approximations) are represented as RUL programs. In fact,the construction from [GdW94] can be seen as an adaptation of a similarsolution of [YS91] and augmenting it with widening (called in [GdW94]shortening). Gallagher and de Waal compute also call and success types (i.e.a certain form of directional types approximating call-success semantics), by



3 Background and related work 15combining the method for declarative semantics with magic transformation[BMSU86]7.This approach to type analysis has been adapted and extended to con-straint logic programs in our work.In [Mil99] Mildner has studied the regular type domain from variousperspectives. He surveyed many widening operators (including those of[JB92, HCC95]), improving some of them in terms of a trade-o� betweenprecision and e�ciency. He also pointed out that the shortening functionof [GdW94] may not terminate. Therefore in our analyzer we implementedone of the correct Mildner's proposals to widening.Gallagher and Puebla [GP02] proposed an abstract interpretation overnon-deterministic tree automata. They exploit an observation due to Cousotand Cousot [CC95] that for a particular program one may build a �nitedomain of tree automata (or regular tree grammars), and thus make surethat the analysis (a �xpoint iteration) terminates.With type de�nitions for function symbolsThese approaches demand signatures for function symbols to be given priorto the analysis. This requirement makes that some researchers call theapproach prescriptive typing (i.e. [Lu00]), since types for function symbolsmust be know a priori. On the other hand, the types for the function symbolsmay be seen as a basis for an abstract domain, �xed for a particular programor for a particular set of function symbols. It is then used for static analysis,whose ultimate goal is to approximate the program's semantics. We wouldlike to stick to the latter point of view.This line was initiated by [KH85, HK88]. For given types for functionsymbols the analysis infers procedure types for calls and successes.Barbuti and Giacobazzi [BG92] proposed a natural method of inferringtypes, which is based on abstracting declarative semantics. It turns out how-ever, that this technique is able to approximate only a \well-typed" fragmentof the program's least model. So this is essentially a prescriptive approachto types. Nevertheless, due to many similarities to other techniques listedin this section, we decided to mention the work here.A technique based on manipulation on the Prop domain [MS93]8 wasproposed in [CD94]. It was further re�ned in [CL00] by applying an eleganttheory of ACI-uni�cation (associative, commutative and idempotent). Theapproach allows type variables in the domain, and thus to express polymor-phic dependencies.7Magic transformation is a method that aims for simulating top-down execution of theprogram and a given goal, using a bottom-up evaluation engine. For discussion aboutapplying magic transformation to program analysis see [DR94, Nil95, CD93].8Prop has be designed to capture information about groundness of variables and sharingbetween variables.



16 INTRODUCTIONAbstract interpretation technique has been also used by Lu [Lu98] toinfer polymorphic types.In all the above approaches types were discriminative. Non-discriminative types inference is studied by Lu [Lu00].3.4.2 Other approachesProgram transformation methodsThese approaches use logic programs to represent types. Fr�uhwirth [Fr�u89]proposed a method for type inference which is based on two source-to-sourceprogram transformations: partial evaluation and projection. Combiningthese two transformations results in a program with restricted syntax (re-sembling RUL or uniform programs) and semantics that approximates thesemantics of the original program. Thus, the result may be seen as typesthat approximate the program semantics.A related technique, that uses di�erent form of logic programs (uniformprograms) to represent types, was studied in [FSVY91]. A uniform programis derived from the original program, so this approach can be viewed as aprogram transformation technique. The paper shows di�erent approxima-tions of declarative semantics and establishes formal connections to otherapproaches to descriptive types, like [YS91, HJ90b].Syntactic rules methodsThere have been few works on inferring descriptive types, which are basedon type inference calculus, reminiscent to type inference rules in functionallanguages. The �rst paper by Mishra [Mis84] can be seen as an example ofsuch approach. Then, Zobel [Zob87] tried to extend the method to handlepolymorphic types.This work was later continued by Pyo and Reddy [PR89] who used anotion of the implication type constructor due to [Red88].Set constraints approachesApplying set constraints to analyze logic programs has be studied for the �rsttime by Heintze and Ja�ar [HJ90b, Hei92b]. They approximate declarativesemantics by �rst, extracting set constraints from the program, and solvingthem.Inference of directional types in the framework of set constraints wasillustrated by an example in [Hei92a]. (The main topic of the paper areimplementation techniques for solving set constraints.) In the example thetypes are inferred by constructing set constraints analogous to our encodingof veri�cation conditions, and solving them. Inferencing directional typesfor logic programs is also discussed in [CP98].



4 The structure of the thesis 17In [DMP02] (Paper III) we use sets constraints to formulate the problemof semantic approximation and program veri�cation. We use however sometechniques speci�c to abstract interpretation.4 The structure of the thesisThe thesis is a collection of �ve papers. Below, a brief overview of them isgiven.Paper IW. Drabent and P. Pietrzak. Inferring call and success types forCLP programs. ESPRIT DiSCiPl deliverable, September 1998.This paper introduces the call-success semantics for CLP and providesveri�cation conditions for it. A (sophisticated) type system for CLP isde�ned. We also modify the technique of Gallagher and de Wall [GdW92,GdW94] of bottom-up abstract interpretation to synthesize approximationsof the call-success semantics of a given program. Our prototype programanalyzer works for the programming language CHIP. The paper is a fullversion of [DP99].Paper IIW. Drabent, J. Ma luszy�nski, and P. Pietrzak. Locating type er-rors in untyped CLP programs. In Hermenegildo et al. [DHM00],chapter 4, pages 121{150.This paper presents a static diagnosis tool that locates type errors inCLP programs without executing them. The tool automatically locates atcompile time all the errors (with respect to a given type speci�cation) in aprogram.The presentation is informal. The focus is on the motivation of this workand on the functionality of the tool.Paper IIIW. Drabent, J. Ma luszy�nski, and P. Pietrzak. Using parametricset constraints for locating errors in CLP programs, Theory andPractice of Logic Programming, 2(4{5), pp. 549{611, 2002.This paper introduces a framework of parametric descriptive directionaltypes for CLP.Set-constraint techniques are used for formulating and checking veri-�cation conditions for (parametric) polymorphic type speci�cations. Thespeci�cations are expressed in a parametric extension of the formalism of



18 INTRODUCTIONterm grammars. The soundness of the method is proved and the prototypedebugging tool supporting the proposed approach is illustrated on examples.The problem with termination inherited from [GdW94] has been alsosolved.The paper is a full version of [DMP01] and it is a substantial extensionof the previous work [CDMP98, CDP99, DMP00b, DMP00a] concerningmonomorphic directional types.Paper IVJ. Carlson and P. Pietrzak. Improving goal directed bottom-upevaluation of logic programs, 2002.This paper describes a new strategy for goal directed bottom-up eval-uation of logic programs. The method is based on a combination of twoknown techniques: dividing a program into strongly connected componentsand the Induced Magic-sets technique of [Cod99]. The impact of the methodis illustrated by experimental results.Paper VP. Pietrzak. The TELL diagnosis tool, 2002, unpublishedThis report presents the recent version of the diagnosis tool, that handlesparametric polymorphism. It describes the architecture and usage of thetool. Some functionalities described in the paper are not yet implemented.5 The contributionsAs already pointed out, the main idea behind our method is to combine ver-i�cation techniques with types as a speci�cation language. Various methodshave been devised/adapted contributing to the approach at di�erent levels.� The veri�cation methodThe starting point are well-known veri�cation conditions for partialcorrectness of LP w.r.t. a speci�cation which gives a set of procedurecalls and a set of procedure successes. The question is what is thesemantics suitable for description of calls and successes in CLP, andwhether the veri�cation conditions of LP can be adapted for this se-mantics. In Paper I [DP98] we introduce the call-success semanticsfor CLP and provide veri�cation conditions for it.In Paper III [DMP02] this veri�cation method is extended toparametric speci�cations, which can be viewed as a family of non-parametric ones.



5 The contributions 19� The speci�cation languageIn Paper I [DP98] a speci�cation language of regular types has beenextended to the CLP case. While types in LP are sets of atoms, theircounterpart in CLP are sets of constrained atoms. We adapted regulartypes for CLP so that one can describe sets of constrained terms andatoms. This results in a rather complicated type system. We de�nethe needed type operations and prove their properties.Since our experience had shown that the full power of the type lan-guage of Paper I [DP98] is not necessary, we simpli�ed it in PaperIII [DMP02], giving up some of its expressiveness, yet keeping it use-ful. We further extended it in another dimension, namely to handleparametric polymorphism. We de�ne a notion of a parametric regularterm grammar together with appropriate operations.Once the parametric polymorphism has been introduced to the typelanguage, it is possible to express and to reason about polymorphicproperties of some predicates, such as append/3, which operates onthree lists of the same type not known a priori.� Locating errorsErrors are fragments of a program that make it incorrect w.r.t. thespeci�cation. The veri�cation method combined with the speci�cationlanguage of types is thus used to locate the errors. Whenever a correct-ness proof of a program cannot be constructed, the possible smallestparts of the program which are the reasons why the veri�cation fails,are found and considered erroneous. This technique is described andillustrated by a number of examples in Paper II [DMP00a], and alsoin [CDMP98, CDP99, DMP00b]. Correctness of the method is demon-strated.Again, the parametric extension carries to locating errors, as describedin Paper III [DMP02]. It is shown therein that parametric polymor-phism brings more accuracy and allows us to detect more errors.� Synthesis of a speci�cationAnother part of our framework is an algorithm that computes a spec-i�cation for a given program. This is a speci�cation for which theprogram is correct, i.e. the speci�cation approximates the call-successsemantics of the program. As explained in Section 2, this aims atminimizing the user's e�ort in providing the speci�cation. An auto-matically generated speci�cation may be understood as a draft for thetarget speci�cation.Our approach to computing a call-success approximation of a programis primarily described in Paper I [DP98]. The basic idea is to adapt



20 INTRODUCTIONan algorithm of [GdW94] to handle an extended language of types.Furthermore, a bottom-up �xpoint iteration is applied (similarly towhat was done in [GdW94]) to so-called magic programs - a result ofthe magic transformation. Consequently, it gives an approximation ofthe call-success semantics.A starting point of such an analysis is (a type of) a top goal. For someprograms a type of a top goal may contain type parameters. Ouranalysis is able to handle parameters originating from the top goal, asdescribed in Paper III [DMP02].Unfortunately, as pointed out in [Mil99], the original algorithm of[GdW94] may not terminate in some circumstances. In Paper III[DMP02] we have corrected this error by adaptation of the Mildner'ssolution.� ImplementationThe implementation of the diagnosis tool consists of three main parts:{ the veri�cation module,{ the type analyzer,{ the user interface.Two �rst modules share basic procedures operating on term gram-mars, such as inclusion test, computing intersection, union, and soon. The modules work together as described in Section 2. More de-tailed description of the operating mode, sample diagnosis sessions,the structure of the tool etc. can be found in Paper II [DMP00a] andin Paper V.The prototype of the diagnosis tool (called TELL) handles a subset ofSICStus Prolog [SIC98], including constraints. The previous versionsupported the programming language CHIP [Cos98]. The diagnoserhas been implemented in SICStus Prolog. The type analyzer modulehas been also incorporated to the CIAO system [BCC+97] as a part ofthe generic preprocessor [BLGP+99, PBH00b]. The GUI part employsTcl/Tk.� Improvements of the analysisIn Paper IV [CP02] we introduce an improvement of the formerlyknown techniques of (approximate) evaluation of logic programs, basedon magic transformation. The proposed strategy is a combination oftwo known techniques: dividing a program into strongly connectedcomponents (SCC) and Induced Magic-sets [Cod99], which is an e�-cient evaluation strategy derived from magic transformation.



5 The contributions 21We have implemented the strategy as a generic engine, parameterizedby the (abstract) computation domain. We have conducted experi-ments with the type domain, illustrating an impact of the method.
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Paper I





Inferring call and success typesfor CLP programsW lodzimierz Drabent and Pawe l PietrzakAbstractThis paper proposes a tool to support reasoning about (partial)correctness of constraint logic programs. The tool infers a speci�-cation that approximates the semantics of a given program. Themain intended application is program debugging. We deal with a\call-success" semantics of CLP. We consider a restricted class ofspeci�cations, which are regular types of constrained atoms. Thecall-success semantics of a CLP program is characterized by thedeclarative semantics of another CLP program (\magic trans-formation"). Then bottom-up abstract interpretation is used toapproximate the latter.We study the theoretical background of this approach. We aremainly interested in applying it to CLP over �nite domains.Our prototype program analyzer works for the programming lan-guage CHIP.1 Introduction and motivationThe work reported addresses the problem of correctness of CLP programs.Intuitively, a program is correct if it behaves as expected by the user. Butuser expectations are seldom well documented. This paper describes ananalyzer that for a given CLP program produces a characterization of theform of calls and successes in any execution of the program starting from agiven class of goals. The user may inspect the description produced to seewhether it conforms to her expectations. The language of description hasthus to be relatively simple in order to allow e�ective automatic inferenceand to be easily understood by the user. This paper presents a concretizationof this idea and a tool based on it. This is an extension of our previous work[DP99].The approach proposed is an adaptation of the existing static analysistechniques for logic programs to the needs of CLP. The results adapted andthe contributions of this paper are as follows.The starting point are well-known veri�cation conditions for partial cor-rectness of LP wrt to a speci�cation, which gives a set of procedure calls anda set of procedure successes. (Such veri�cation conditions were proposed in[DM88, Dra88]; a useful special case was given in [BC89, AM94]). The ques-tion is what is the semantics suitable for description of calls and successes



26 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .in CLP, and whether the veri�cation conditions of LP can be adapted forthis semantics. This paper introduces the call-success semantics for CLPand provides veri�cation conditions for it.Generally the conditions are undecidable. But they become decidablefor a restricted class of speci�cations. As shown by Boye [Boy96], in thecase of LP it is su�cient to consider speci�cations describing regular treesets. In the literature this kind of speci�cations is often called regular types[YS91, DZ92]. While successes and calls in LP are atoms, their counterpartin CLP are constrained atoms. Therefore this paper adapts regular typesfor CLP so that one can describe sets of constrained terms and atoms. Thisrequires adaptation of the operations on regular types. We de�ne theseoperations and we prove their properties.Finally we need static analysis techniques. We show that the veri�ca-tion conditions for a CLP program constitute another CLP program whosedeclarative semantics describes the calls and successes (Such approach isoften called \magic transformation"). For this purpose we introduce a gen-eralization for CLP of c-semantics [FLMP89]. This results in more precisedescriptions than using the standard D-model semantics. We adopt thenthe technique of Gallagher and de Wall [GdW92, GdW94] of bottom-upabstract interpretation to synthesize approximations of the call-success se-mantics of a given program. As a side e�ect we obtain a tool to approximatethe declarative semantics of CLP programs. We deal with partial correct-ness, the approximations are supersets of the actual semantics of programs.(A wider class of approximations is discussed in [BDD+97]).Using of types, as in our work, to approximate the semantics of pro-grams in an untyped language is usually called descriptive typing. Anotherapproach is prescriptive typing. In that approach the type information in-uences the semantics of a program. In particular, variables are typed andmay only be bound to the values from the respective types. Prescriptivetyping is a basis of a few programming languages (e.g. TypedProlog [LR91],G�odel [HL94], Mercury [SHC96]). In contrast to prescriptive typing, ourapproach is applicable to any (C)LP language.We implemented a type inference tool which is a major modi�cation ofthe LP analyzer of Gallagher and de Waal [GdW92, GdW94]. Our �rstprototype has been implemented in CHIP for analysis of CHIP programs.Subsequently it has been ported in cooperation with UPM Madrid and withCOSYTEC to other platforms (SICSTUS, Ciao) for o�-line analysis of CHIPprograms. It is possible to modify it for analysis of other CLP languages.The type-inference tool is also used as a part of our type-based diagnoserfor CHIP which automatizes localization of type errors [CDP99, CDMP98].The paper is organized as follows. The next section summarizes basicconcepts of CLP and presents the declarative and the operational semantics.Then we propose a system of regular types for CLP. Section 4 describes thetype inference method used in this work. Then we present an example of



2 Semantics of CLP 27type analysis for CHIP.2 Semantics of CLPIn this section we present the approach to CLP semantics used in our work.We want to express groundness information in our semantics. We have totake into account that most of implementations of CLP use a semantics withsyntactic uni�cation9. As the declarative semantics we will use a general-ization of c-semantics [FLMP89] to CLP. The operational semantics is givenby sets of call and success instances of atomic goals.After recalling some basic notions of constraint logic programming weintroduce the declarative and operational semantics used in this work.2.1 Basic conceptsWe consider a �xed constraint domain. It is given by �xing a signature anda structure D over this signature. Predicate symbols of the signature aredivided into constraint predicates and non-constraint predicates. The formerhave a �xed interpretation in D, the interpretation of the latter is de�nedby programs. Similarly, the function symbols are divided into interpretedfunction symbols and constructors. All the function symbols have a �xedinterpretation. It is assumed that the interpretations of constructors arebijections with disjoint co-domains. So the elements of structure D canbe seen as (�nite) terms built from some elementary values by means ofconstructors. That is why we will often call them D-terms10.Notice that in many CLP languages function symbols for some theirarguments play the role of constructors. For instance, the interpretation of2 + 3 may be a number, while the interpretation of a+ 3 (where a is a 0-aryconstructor) is a D-term with the main symbol +.A primitive constraint is an atomic formula with a constraint predicatesymbol. Throughout this paper by a constraint we will mean a primitiveconstraint or c1 ^ c2 or c1 _ c2 or 9xc1, where c1 and c2 are constraints andx is a variable.A CLP clause is of the form: h  c; b1; : : : ; bn where h; b1; : : : ; bn areatoms (i.e. atomic formulae built up from non-constraint predicate symbols)and c is a conjunction of primitive constraints. A CLP program is a �niteset of CLP clauses.9Many actual implementations of CLP use syntactic uni�cation: function symbolsoccurring outside of constraints are treated as constructors. So, for instance, 5 � 1 and2 + 2 are not uni�able.10Sometimes we will slightly abuse the notation and use D to denote the set of D-terms.



28 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .2.2 CLP with syntactic uni�cationWe want to point out an important semantic feature of CLP languages.There exist two substantially di�erent variants of their semantics. Many ac-tual implementations use syntactic uni�cation: function symbols occurringoutside of constraints are treated as constructors. This results in a seman-tics di�erent from the standard one that is given by the least D-models ofprograms. For instance, consider D being integers and take the programp(X) q(X); r(X):q(2 + 3):r(6� 1):p(5) is true in the least D-model of the program. However in languages likeCHIP, query p(X) fails, as 2 + 3 and 6�1 are not uni�able. We will refer toCLP with the second kind of semantics as to CLP with syntactic uni�cation.To characterize this semantics by the least D-model of a program one has touse a Herbrand domain as D. (No element of the carrier of such a domainis a value of two distinct ground terms).In this paper we are mainly interested in CLP with syntactic uni�ca-tion. We believe however that our approach can be adapted to the standardsemantics of CLP.2.3 Declarative semanticsThe standard least D-model semantics is insu�cient for our purposes. Weare interested in the actual form of computed answers. Two programs withthe same least D-model semantics may have di�erent sets of computed an-swers. For instance take the following two CLP(FD) programsP1 = f p(1):; p(2): g P2 = f p(x) x 2 f1; 2g: gand a goal p(x). Constraint x2f1; 2g is an answer for P2 but not for P1.In order to describe such di�erences, we generalize the c-semantics [Cla79,FLMP89]. For logic programs, this semantics is given by the set of (possiblynon ground) atomic logical consequences of a program. The c-semantics forCLP will be expressed by means of constrained atomsDe�nition 2.1 A constrained expression (atom, term, . . . ) is a pair c[]Eof a constraint c and an expression E such that each free variable of c occurs(freely) in E.If � is a valuation such that D j= �(c) then �(E) is called an D-instanceof c[]E.A constrained expression c0[]E0 is an instance of a constrained expressionc[]E if c0 is satis�able in D and there exists a substitution � such thatE0 = E� and D j= c0 ! c� (c� means here applying � to the free variables



2 Semantics of CLP 29of c, with a standard renaming of the non-free variables of c if a conictarises).If c[]E is an instance of c0[]E0 and vice versa then c[]E is a variant ofc0[]E0By the instance-closure cl(E) of a constrained expression E we meanthe set of all instances of E. For a set S of constrained expressions, itsinstance-closure cl(S) is de�ned as SE2S cl(E). 2Note that, in particular, c�[]E� is an instance of c[]E and that c0[]E is aninstance of c[]E whenever D j= c0 ! c. The relation of being an instanceis transitive. (Take an instance c0[]E� of c[]E and an instance c00[]E�� ofc0[]E�. As D j= c00 ! c0� and D j= c0 ! c�, we have D j= c00 ! c��).Notice also that if c is not satis�able then c[]E does not have any instance(it is not an instance of itself).We will often not distinguish E from true[]E and from c[]E where D j=8c. Similarly, we will also not distinguish c[]E from c0[]E when c and c0 areequivalent constraints (D j= c$ c0).Example 2.2 a + 7, Z + 7, 1+7 are instances of X + Y , but 8 is not.f(X)>3[]f(X)+7 is an instance of Z>3[]Z+7, which is an instance of Z+7, provided that constraints f(X)>3 and Z>3, respectively, are satis�able.Assume a numerical domain with the standard interpretation of symbols.Then 4 + 7 is an instance of X=2+2[]X+7 (but not vice versa), the latteris an instance of Z>3[]Z+7.Consider CLP(FD) [Hen89]. A domain variable with the domain S,where S is a �nite set of natural numbers, can be represented by a con-strained variable x2S []x (with the expected meaning of the constraintx2S).If Vars(c) 6� Vars(E) then c[]E will denote (9�Vars(E)c)[]E (where 9�Vstands for quanti�cation over the variables not in V ).Two notions of groundness arise naturally for constrained expressions.c[]E is syntactically ground when E contains no variables. c[]E is semanti-cally ground if it has exactly one D-instance.Now we de�ne the c-semantics for CLP with syntactic uni�cation. In thenext de�nition we apply substitutions to program clauses. So let us de�ne#P as fC� j C 2 P; � is a substitutiong.De�nition 2.3 [Immediate consequence operator for c-semantics] Let Pbe a CLP program. T CP is a mapping over sets of constrained atoms, de�nedby T CP (I) = f c[]h j (h c0; b1; : : : ; bn) 2 #P; n � 0;ci[]bi 2 I; for i = 1; : : : ; n;c = 9�Vars(h)(c0; c1; : : : ; cn);D j= 9c g



30 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .(where Vars(E) is the set of free variables occurring in E, and 9�V standsfor quanti�cation over the variables not in V ). 2Notice that in the de�nition syntactic uni�cation is used for parameter pass-ing, but terms occurring in constraints are interpreted w.r.t. D.T CP is continuous w.r.t. �. So it has the least �xpoint T CP " ! =S1i=0(T CP )i(;). By the declarative semantics (or c-semantics) M(P ) of Pwe mean the instance-closure of the least �xpoint of T CP :M(P ) = cl(T CP "!):Speaking informally, cl is used here only to add new constraints but notnew (non-constraint) atoms: As T CP "! is closed under substitution, for everyc[]u 2M(P ) there exists a c0[]u 2 T CP "! such that D j= c! c0.Example 2.4 Consider programs P1 and P2 from the beginning of this sec-tion. M(P1) = fp(1); p(2)g. T CP2"! contains p(1); p(2) and x2f1; 2g[]p(x).(It also contains variants of the latter constrained atom, obtained by re-naming variable x). M(P2) contains additionally all the instances ofx2f1; 2g[]p(x), like y=1[]p(y).The traditional least D-model semantics and the c-semantics are relatedby the fact that the set of D-instances of the elements of M(P ) is a subsetof the least D-model of P . If we take a least D-model semantics for CLPwith syntactic uni�cation (where D is a Herbrand domain) then the set ofD-instances of the elements of M(P ) and the least D-model of P coincide.We expect that c-semantics for CLP without syntactic uni�cation can bedescribed in a similar way. This topic is however outside of the scope of thispaper.2.4 Call-success semanticsWe are interested in the actual form of procedure calls and successes thatoccur during the execution of a program. We assume the Prolog selectionrule. Such semantics will be called the call-success semantics. In this sectionwe will also refer to a more detailed operational semantics, given by LD-resolution (SLD-resolution with the Prolog selection rule).Without lack of generality we can restrict ourselves to atomic initialgoals. Given a program and a class of initial goals, we want to provide twosets of constrained atoms corresponding to the calls and to the successes.For technical reasons that will become clear later, it is convenient to havejust one set. For each predicate symbol p we introduce two new symbols �pand p�; we will call them annotated predicate symbols. They will be used torepresent, respectively, call and success instances of atoms whose predicatesymbol is p. For an atom A = p(~t), we will denote �p(~t) and p�(~t) by �A and



2 Semantics of CLP 31A� respectively. We will use analogous notation for constrained atoms. (IfA = c[]p(~t) then �A = c[]�p(~t), etc). If M is a set of constrained atoms then�M is f�A j A 2Mg and M� is fA� j A 2Mg.We assume a natural generalization of LD-resolution, with constrainedgoals of the form c[]A1; : : : ; An (where Ai are atoms) and with deriva-tions that are sequences of constrained goals, mgu's and input clauses(similarly to [Llo87b]). For a constrained goal Gi = c[]A1; : : : ; An anda clause Ci+1 = H c0; B1; : : : ; Bm the next goal in an LD-derivationis Gi+1 = c00[](B1; : : : ; Bm; A2; : : : ; An)�, provided that � is an mgu ofA and H, constraint c00 is equivalent to (c^c0)� and is satis�able andVars(Gi) \Vars(Ci+1) = ;.We adapt the de�nition of procedure call and success from [DM88]. IfGi = c[]A1; : : : ; An is a goal then c[]A1 is the corresponding procedure call.(Remember that c[]A1 is an abbreviation for 9�Vars(A1)c[]A1). If in an LD-derivation G0; G1; : : : with the mgu's �1; �2; : : : we have Gi = c[]A1; : : : ; Anand j is the least number such that j > i and Gj = c0[](A2; : : : ; An)�, where� = �i+1 � � � �j, then c0[]A1� is the procedure success corresponding to theprocedure call in Gi (in this LD-derivation).De�nition 2.5 Let P be a CLP program and G a set of constrained atoms.Their call-success semantics CS(P;G) is a set of constrained atoms (withannotated predicate symbols) such that1. c[]�p(~t) 2 CS(P;G) i� there exists an LD-derivation for P with theinitial goal in G and in which c[]p(~t) is a procedure call;2. c[]p�(~t) 2 CS(P;G) i� there exists an LD-derivation for P with theinitial goal in G and in which c[]p(~t) is a procedure success. 2We will characterize the call-success semantics of a program P as thedeclarative semantics of some other program PCS . In logic programmingthis approach is often called \magic transformation". Program PCS canalso be viewed as the veri�cation conditions of the proof method of [BC89]or an instance of the veri�cation conditions of the proof method of [DM88].Proposition 2.6 Let P be a CLP program and G a set of constrainedatoms. Then cl(CS(P;G)) = cl �(T CPCS )!(G)�where PCS is a program that for each clause H  c;B1; : : : ; Bn from Pcontains clauses: c; �H ! �B1: : :c; �H;B�1 ; : : : ; B�i�1 ! �Bi: : :c; �H;B�1 ; : : : ; B�n�1 ! �Bnc; �H;B�1 ; : : : ; B�n ! H�



32 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .PROOF (outline) One shows that all the procedure calls and successesoccurring in (a pre�x of) an SLD-derivation of length j are in (T CPCS )j(G).Conversely, for any member of (T CPCS )j(G) the corresponding call/successoccurs in a derivation. Both proofs are by induction on j.Assume that the set of initial constrained goals is characterized by aCLP program P 0: G = fA j �A 2 M(P 0) g. Assume that no predicatep� occurs in P 0. From the last proposition it follows that the declarativesemantics of PCS [ P 0 describes the call-success semantics of P :cl(CS(P;G)) = M(PCS [ P 0) \Awhere A is the set of all constrained atoms with annotated predicate sym-bols. (The role of the intersection with A is to remove auxiliary predicatesthat may originate from P 0).3 TypesWe are interested in computing approximations of the call-success semanticsof programs. A program's semantics is an instance closed set of constrainedatoms, an approximation is its superset. The approximations are to bemanipulated by an analysis algorithm and communicated to the user.We need a suitable class of approximations and a language to specifythem. We extend for that purpose the formalism of regular unary logicprograms [YS91] used in LP to describe regular sets of terms/atoms11. Fol-lowing the terminology of LP we call such sets regular (constraint) types. Sowe use (a restricted class of) CLP programs and their declarative c-semanticsto describe approximations of the call-success semantics of CLP programs.For communication with the user we use a more terse formalism of reg-ular term grammars with constraints (Section 3.6). The formalism providesadditionally a parametric mechanism. One can de�ne a family of types, likelist(t); such a de�nition describes the set of list with elements of any type t.Section 3.1 describes the class of types we use and a way of specifyingthem by a certain class of CLP programs. The next section discusses sometechnical properties of the constraints used in these programs. These prop-erties are used in Section 3.3, where we present algorithms for operationson types. The operations are needed in computing semantic approximationsof programs. Then we discuss our class of types from the point of viewof abstract interpretation. In Section 3.5 we apply the ideas of the formersections to construct a system of types for CLP(FD). Finally we generalizethe notion of regular term grammars to the case of constrained terms.11The formalism is equivalent to deterministic root-to-frontier tree automata [GS97]and to (non parametric) regular term grammars (see e.g. [DZ92] and references therein).



3 Types 333.1 Regular unary programsOur approach to de�ning types is a generalization of canonical regular unarylogic (RUL) programs [YS91]. We use (a restricted class of) CLP programsto approximate the semantics of (arbitrary) CLP programs.We begin with presenting RUL programs. Then we introduce our gen-eralization, called RULC programs. We conclude this section with severalexamples.The next de�nition combines a success set of a given unary predicateand a corresponding set of constrained terms.De�nition 3.1 Let P be a CLP program. Let p be a unary predicate.Then [[p]]P := f c[]u j c[]p(u) 2M(P ) g: 2A type will be determined by a unary predicate in a (restricted kind of a)constraint logic program. All the predicates of a program R (which de�nestypes) are unary; a predicate symbol t is considered to be a name of a typeand [[t]]R is the corresponding type.De�nition 3.2 A (canonical) regular unary logic program (RUL pro-gram) is a �nite set of clauses of the form:t0(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) t1(x1); : : : ; tn(xn):(where n � 0 and x1; : : : ; xn are distinct variables) such that no two clauseheads have a common instance. 2Notice that the types de�ned by a RUL program are sets of ground terms.(For such programs there is no di�erence between the c-semantics and theleast Herbrand model semantics).RUL programs were introduced in [YS91]. In [FSVY91] they are calledreduced regular unary-predicate programs. The formalism de�nes tuple dis-tributive [Mis84, YS91] sets of terms. So if f(u1; u2) and f(u01; u02) are mem-bers of such a set then also f(u1; u02) and f(u01; u2) are. (For exact de�nitionsthe reader is referred to [Mis84, YS91]).Before introducing a CLP generalization of RUL programs we need somede�nitions. A clause with predicate symbol p in its head will be called aclause de�ning p. A predicate p in a program P depends on a predicate qif p = q or in the r.h.s. of a clause de�ning p there occurs a predicate p0which depends on q. (Formally, relation \depends on" is the least relationsatisfying these conditions). A clause is relevant for p if it de�nes q andp depends on q. We will write F [x1; : : : ; xn] to stress that F is a formulasuch that Vars(F ) � fx1; : : : ; xng. F [u1; : : : ; un] will denote F with each xireplaced by the term ui.



34 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .De�nition 3.3 A constraint c[x] in a constraint domain D0 will be called aregular constraint if there exists a RUL program R and a predicate symbolt such that for any ground term u, D0 j= c[u] i� u 2 [[t]]R. Constraint c willbe called the corresponding constraint for t and R. Conversely, programR will be called a corresponding program for c and t, provided that allthe clauses of R are relevant for t. 2Notice that ifD0 is a Herbrand domain then the corresponding constraintfor a RUL program is regular. This may not be the case for a non Herbranddomain. For instance consider domain D0 of integers, where + is an inter-preted function symbol. So terms 1 + 3 and 4 denote the same value inD0. Take a program R = ft(4):g. The corresponding constraint should besatis�ed by 1 + 3 and by 3 + 1 but not by 3 + 3. So the set of terms forwhich it is satis�ed cannot be described by a RUL program.The next de�nition provides a CLP generalization of RUL programs.From now on we assume that the constraint domain D contains the regularconstraints.De�nition 3.4 By an instance of the head of a clause h  c; b1; : : : ; bn(where c is a constraint and b1; : : : ; bn are non constraint atoms) we meanan instance of c[]h.A regular unary constraint logic program (RULC program) is a �niteset of clauses of the form:t0(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) t1(x1); : : : ; tn(xn): (1)(where n � 0, x1; : : : ; xn are distinct variables) or of the formt0(x) c[x]: (2)(where c[x] is a regular constraint) such that, no two clause heads have acommon instance. 2Example 3.5 The type t described by the RUL programf t(2):; t(3):; t(4): g is the set f2; 3; 4g of ground terms.Consider CLP(FD) [Hen89]. Let S be a �nite set of integers. Assumethat we want to describe a type containing a domain variable with S as itsdomain. (It is natural that the type also contains all possible instantiationsof the variable). To do this, we use a regular constraint x2S in a RULCprogram R0 = f t0(x)  x2S g. Indeed, [[t0]]R0 = cl(x2S []x) contains theconstants corresponding to the elements of S and the constrained terms ofthe form x2S0 []x, where S0 � S.



3 Types 35Example 3.6 A type of lists with (possibly nonground) elements satisfy-ing a constraint c can be expressed by the following RULC program R:list([ ]) :list([xjxs]) elem(x); list(xs):elem(x) c[x]The c-semantics of this program isM(R) = cl �f c[x1]; : : : ; c[xn] [] list([x1; : : : ; xn]) j n � 0 g [ f c[x][]elem(x) g�.Let Q be a corresponding (RUL) program for c[x] and elem. Replacingin R the last clause by (the clauses of) Q results in a RUL program R0describing the set of ground lists from the previous type.Let clist[x] be the corresponding constraint for list and R0. A type ofpossibly non-ground lists with elements of the type elem can be de�ned bya one clause RULC program R00list(x) clist[x]:The c-semantics of this program is M(R00) = cl( clist[x][]list(x) ). Notice thatthe type list (i.e. the set [[list]]R00 = cl(clist[x][]x)) contains unbound variableswhose further bindings are restricted to be lists.12 Thus our approach makesit possible to express prescriptive types like those of programming languageGoedel [HL94].Comparing the three list types presented here, we obtain [[list]]R0 �[[list]]R � [[list]]R00 .Example 3.7 The type of all ground terms (over the given signature) isde�ned by predicate ground and a (RUL) program containing the clauseground(f(x1; : : : ; xn))  ground(x1); : : : ; ground(xn) for each functionsymbol f of arity n � 0.The type of all constrained terms is de�ned by predicate any and pro-gram f any(x)  true g. Notice that the RUL program de�ning ground isthe corresponding program for constraint true.3.2 Regular constraintsIn this section we discuss some properties of regular constraints and corre-sponding RUL programs, which will be used later.Let c[x] be a regular constraint and R be a corresponding program forc and t. Consider the constraint c[f(x1; : : : ; xn)] (obtained by replacing inc the variable x by the term f(x1; : : : ; xn)), where x1; : : : ; xn are distinctvariables. Assume that c[f(x1; : : : ; xn)] is satis�able. So there must exist a12It also contains, for instance, open lists with such variables as their tails (i.e. terms ofthe form clist[y][][u1; : : : ; unjy] where y is a variable and u1; : : : ; un are possibly nongroundterms of type elem).



36 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .clause t(f(x1; : : : ; xn))  t1(x1); : : : ; tn(xn) in R, and the clause is unique.Consider constraints ci[xi] := 9�fxig c[f(x1; : : : ; xn)](1 � i � n). We have u1 2 [[t1]]R i� f(u1; : : : ; un) 2 [[t]]R for some u2; : : : ; uni� D j= c[f(u1; : : : ; un)] for some u2; : : : ; un i� D j= c1[u1]. (Here u1; : : : ; unare ground terms). The same reasoning holds for u2; : : : ; un. Thus ci is thecorresponding constraint for ti and R, for i = 1; : : : ; n.Now consider an arbitrary term u and the constraint c[u]. Assume thatc[u] is satis�able and that y 2 Vars(u). From the previous property, byinduction on the depth of u, we obtain that9�fyg c[u]is the corresponding constraint for some predicate t0 in R. So for a given y,the class of constraints of this form modulo equivalence is �nite. (Constraintsc1 and c2 are equivalent i� D j= c1 $ c2). Moreover, the correspondingconstraint for any t0 in R is (equivalent to one) of this form.3.3 Operations on RULC programsNow we discuss basic algorithms for types described by RULC programs. Wediscuss membership check, checks for type emptiness and type inclusion, andcomputing the intersection and (an approximation of) the union of types.These operations will be employed in type analysis in section 4.Let R be an RULC program. A method of checking whether a groundterm u is in a type [[t]]R is obvious (and is linear time w.r.t. the size of theterm), provided that an algorithm to check whether a ground term satis�esa regular constraint is given (and is linear time).Checking if a constrained term is in [[t]]R can be based on the follow-ing property. A constrained variable c[]x 2 [[t]]R i� there exists a clauset(y)  c0[y] in R such that D j= c ! c0[x]. For non variable constrainedterms, c[]f(u1; : : : ; un) 2 [[t]]R i� there exists a clause t(f(x1; : : : ; xn))  t1(x1); : : : ; tn(xn) in R and c[]ui 2 [[ti]]R for i = 1; : : : ; n, or there existst(y)  c0[y] in R such that D j= c ! c0[f(u1; : : : ; un)]. The resulting algo-rithm is also linear time provided that the check for D j= c ! c0 is lineartime.The set of empty types in an RULC program R can be computed asfollows. Mark as empty every predicate t which contains no clauses in itsde�nition or contains only clauses with unsatis�able constraints. Then markas empty each predicate t such that all clauses de�ning t contain at leastone predicate marked as empty; until no new marks can be added. Now apredicate t is marked i� [[t]]R = ;.



3 Types 37Consider a RULC program R. We show how to construct a RUL pro-gram ground (R) that de�nes ground types corresponding to the possiblynon ground types de�ned by R.De�nition 3.8 Let R be a RULC program. Let Rc = f ti(x) ci[x] ji = 1; : : : ; n g be those clauses of R that contain constraints. Let (fori = 1; : : : ; n) Ri be a corresponding program for ci and ti, such that anypredicate symbol distinct from t1; : : : ; tn occurs in at most one of the pro-grams R;R1; : : : ; Rn (and that ti does not occur in Rj , for i 6= j). Thenground (R) := (R n Rc) [R1 [ � � � [Rn: 2It is easy to see that ground (R) is a RUL program and that [[t]]ground(R)is the set of ground terms from [[t]]R, for any predicate t.De�nition 3.9 [Inclusion] Let R1; R2 be RULC programs (not necessarilydistinct). Relation v is de�ned as the greatest13 relation such that for anypredicate symbols t1; t2 from respectively R1; R2, (t1; R1) v (t2; R2) i�1. for every clause t1(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) r1(x1); : : : ; rn(xn) 2 R1, n � 0,(a) there is a clause t2(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) s1(x1); : : : ; sn(xn) 2 R2 suchthat (ri; R1) v (si; R2) for 1 � i � n, or(b) there is a clause t2(x)  c[x] 2 R2 and a clauset2(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) s1(x1); : : : ; sn(xn) 2 Rc, where Rc is a corre-sponding program for c[x] and t2, and (ri; ground (R1)) v (si; Rc)for 1 � i � n.2. For every clause of the form t1(x)  c1[x] 2 R1 there is a clauset2(x)  c2[x] 2 R2 such that (t1; Rc1) v (t2; Rc2), where Rcj is acorresponding program for cj and tj (j = 1; 2). 2We will sometimes abbreviate (t1; R1) v (t2; R2) to t1 v t2. The nextproposition shows that relation v indeed corresponds to relation � betweentypes:Proposition 3.10 For RULC programs R;R0 and predicates t; t0, if(t; R) v (t0; R0) then [[t]]R � [[t0]]R0 (i.e. t is a subtype of t0).If [[t]]R � [[t0]]R0 and [[t]]R 6= ; then (t; R) v (t0; R0).13 v is a relation on PP � RR where RR is a �nite set of programs, containingR1; R2; ground(R1); ground(R2) and the programs (corresponding to the constraints ofR1; R2) used in the construction of ground(R1); ground(R2). PP is the set of predicatesoccurring in RR.



38 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .De�nition 3.11 [Intersection] Let R1; R2 be RULC programs. We con-struct a RULC program R where for each pair t1; t2 of predicates of respec-tively R1; R2 a new predicate t1 u t2 is de�ned.Take a variable y. For each constraint c[x] occurring in Ri (i = 1; 2)and any term u such that y 2 Vars(u) consider the constraint 9�fyg c[u].As shown in Section 3.2, the set of such constraints is �nite (when we donot distinguish between equivalent constraints). For each such constraintadd to Ri a clause tu(y)  9�fyg c[u], where tu is a new predicate symbol,obtaining a RULC program R0i.1. if t1(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) r1(x1); : : : ; rn(xn) 2 R1 andt2(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) s1(x1); : : : ; sn(xn) 2 R2 then R contains a clause(t1 u t2)(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) (r1 u s1)(x1); : : : ; (rn u sn)(xn).2. If ti(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) r1(x1); : : : ; rn(xn) 2 Ritj(x) c[x] 2 R0j(where fi; jg = f1; 2g) and if c[f(x1; : : : ; xn)] is satis�able then Rcontains clause(t1 u t2)(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) (r1 u s1)(x1); : : : ; (rn u sn)(xn):where clauses s1(x1) 9�fx1g c[f(x1; : : : ; xn)]:� � �sn(xn) 9�fxng c[f(x1; : : : ; xn)]:occur in R0j n Rj .3. If t1(x) c1[x] 2 R01t2(x) c2[x] 2 R02then R contains a clause(t1 u t2)(x) c1[x]; c2[x]: 2The obtained program is a RULC program, as the conjunction c1[x]; c2[x]of regular constraints is a regular constraint. (This follows for instance fromapplying the following proposition to RUL programs).Proposition 3.12 For R1; R2; R, t1; t2 and t1 u t2 as in the last de�nition,[[t1 u t2]]R = [[t1]]R1 \ [[t2]]R2



3 Types 39De�nition 3.13 [Upper bound] Let R1, R2 be RULC programs. Weconstruct a new RULC program R where, for each pair t1, t2 of predicatesde�ned in R1 and R2 respectively, a new predicate t1 t t2 is de�ned. Wewill sometimes write (t1 t t2; R) = (t1; R1) t (t2; R2) to make it explicit towhich program each of the predicates belongs.We say that RULC clauses C;C 0 (de�ning t and t0 respectively) overlapif, for some term w, t(w) and t0(w) are instances of the heads of C and C 0respectively, in the sense of De�nition 3.4.1. If ti(u) B 2 Riand this clause does not overlap with any clause de�ning tj (wherefi; jg = f1; 2g ) then (t1 t t2)(u) B 2 Rand each clause of Ri relevant for a predicate occurring in B is in R.2. If t1(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) q1(x1); : : : ; qn(xn) 2 R1t2(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) r1(x1); : : : ; rn(xn) 2 R2then(t1 t t2)(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) (q1 t r1)(x1); : : : ; (qn t rn)(xn) 2 R:3. � Collect inR01 � R1 and R02 � R2 all the remaining clauses de�ningrespectively t1 and t2 (i.e. those that do not satisfy the conditionsof case 1 and 2 above). Thus for each clause C 2 R01 there exitsat least one clause C 0 2 R02 (and vice versa) such that C and C 0overlap and at least one of C and C 0 is a clause with a constraint.� for each predicate q occurring in a clause body in R0i add to R0ithe clauses of Ri relevant for q, obtaining R00i (i = 1; 2),� compute (t1 t t2; R00) = (t1; ground (R001)) t (t2; ground (R002)) andlet c be the constraint corresponding to (t1 t t2) in R00 (noticethat it is a RUL program),� then (t1 t t2)(x) c[x] 2 R: 2Proposition 3.14 If (t1 t t2; R) = (t1; R1) t (t2; R2) then[[t1]]R1 [ [[t2]]R2 � [[t1 t t2]]R



40 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .3.4 Regular programs as an abstract domainIn this section we present how RULC programs can be treated as approxi-mations of CLP programs. This is a straightforward extension of the ideasof [GdW92, GdW94]. It seems natural to view such an approach as abstractinterpretation. This is however a rather unusual case of abstract interpreta-tion. We show that most of the usually required conditions [CC92a] are notsatis�ed (neither by the approach of [GdW92, GdW94] nor by our general-ization). This contradicts some claims of [GdW92, GdW94]. In particular,the abstract domain is not partially ordered, the abstraction function doesnot exist and the abstract semantics function is not monotonic, hence (al-though it has a �xpoint) a least �xpoint may not exist.In our approach, the concrete domain C is used by the c-semantics ofprograms. So C is the set of sets of constrained atoms over the given lan-guage. (We do not need to make the domain more sophisticated by removingfrom C those elements that are not the meaning of any program). (C;�) isa complete lattice.For a given CLP program we want to approximate its semantics by aRULC program. So we have to relate somehow the semantics of both pro-grams. Following [GdW92, GdW94] we introduce a distinguished (unary)predicate symbol approx. The set (unary relation) corresponding to approxis understood as the set of constrained atoms speci�ed by the RULC pro-gram.De�nition 3.15 Let P be a CLP program and R a RULC program. LetI be a set of constrained atoms. Then R is a regular approximation ofI if I � [[approx]]R. R is a regular approximation of P if it is a regularapproximation of M(P ). 2Notice that the arguments of approx are treated both as atoms and as terms,we use here the ambivalent syntax [AB96].Example 3.16 Let P be the following CLP(R) programrev([ ]; Y; Y ):rev([f(V;X)jT ]; Y; Z) V �V + X�X< 9; rev(T; Y; [f(V;X)jZ]):Then the following program is a regular approximation of P .approx(rev(X;Y;Z)) t1(X); any(Y ); any(Z):t1([ ]):t1([XjXs])  t2(X); t1(Xs):t2(f(X;Y )) t3(X); t3(Y ):t3(X) �3 < X; X < 3:



3 Types 41So the abstract domain A is the set of RULC programs (over the givenlanguage). The concretization function  : A! C is de�ned as the meaningof approx: (R) = [[approx]]R:This and the ordering of the concrete domain induces the relation � on A:R � R0 i� (R) � (R0):� is a pre-order but not a partial order. A pre-order generates in a stan-dard way an equivalence relation �= and a partial ordering of the quotientset. However, even taking quotient set A=�= as the abstract domain we donot avoid the next problem. Namely, an abstraction function does not ex-ist. (This holds already in the case of logic programs and the approach of[GdW92, GdW94]).In the example below we show that there does not exist an abstractionfunction � : C ! A, which is monotonic and �(Q) = Q, for any Q. It issu�cient to consider logic programs.Example 3.17 Consider a program P .p(s(0 ); 0 ):p(s(s(N)); NM) p(N;M); plus(N;M;NM):plus(0; Y; Y ):plus(s(X); Y; s(Z)) plus(X;Y;Z):The semantics of p in P is [[p]]P = f p(s2i+1(0); si2(0)) j i � 0 g. So thetype of the second argument of p is not regular. There exists an in�nitesequence Q1 � Q2 � � � � of pairwise non-equivalent regular approximationsof P , where Qi is: approx (p(X ;Y )) t(X ); u(Y ):approx(plus(X;Y;Z)) : : : :: : :such that the semantics of u is [[u]]Qi = f 0; s12(0); : : : ; si2(0) g[ f sj(r) j j >i2 g So there does not exist a best regular approximation of M(P ), hencethe abstraction function does not exists.More precisely: Assume that there exists a monotonic abstraction func-tion � : C ! A such that �(Q) = Q, for any Q. Let �(M(P )) = R.Program R speci�es a regular set of terms as the type of the second argu-ment of p. Thus this set contains a term r, which is not of the form si2(0).On the other hand, there exists a k such that r 62 [[uk]]Qk . So there exists aregular program R0 such that (R0) = (R) \ (Qk), moreover R0 � R andR0 6�= R. Now, as M(P ) � (R0), we have R = �(M(P )) � �(R0) = R0,contradiction.



42 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .We want to mention that the abstract immediate consequence functionTAP , de�ned later on and used in type inference, may be not monotonicand that �= may be not a congruence w.r.t. TAP .14 The same holds for theanalogical function of [GdW92, GdW94]. Also, using another natural pre-order on C (R v R0 i� M(R) � M(R0)) does not improve the propertiesdiscussed in this section.3.5 Types for CLP(FD)The concept of �nite domains was introduced to logic programming by[Hen89]. We will basically follow this framework, including the terminol-ogy. So within this section \domain" stands for a �nite domain in the senseof [Hen89]. We assume that a domain is a �nite set of natural numbers (in-cluding 0). This is the case in most of CLP(FD) languages. To any domainS there corresponds a domain constraint x 2 S, with the expected meaning.Usually a variable involved in such a constraint is called a domain variable.In our type analysis for CHIP we use some types that correspond torestrictions on the form of arguments of �nite domain constraint predicates.We need the type of natural numbers, the type of integers, the type of�nite domains (the l.u.b. of the types of the form cl(x2S[]x)), the type ofarithmetical expressions and its subset of so called linear terms.De�ning the �rst three of them by a RULC program would require anin�nite set of clauses. So we extend RULC programs by three \built-in"types15. We introduce unary predicate symbols nat, neg and anyfd , whichcannot occur in the left hand side of a RULC clause. We assume that (in-dependently from a RULC program) [[nat]] is the set of all non-negativeinteger constants, [[neg]] is the set of all negative integer constants and[[anyfd ]] is cl(fx2S[]x j S � N; S is �nite g).16 We allow clauses of theform t(x) builtin(x) to occur in RULC programs (where builtin is one ofthe three symbols). By an instance of the head of such clause we mean anyelement of [[builtin]].The type int of integers and the type of arithmetical expressions arede�ned by means of these special types by a RULC program. The typeof linear terms cannot be de�ned by a RULC program. (For instance, fordomain variables X;Y and a natural number n, it contains X � n and n � Ybut not X � Y ). So we use a RULC description of a superset of it.14Relation �= is a congruence w.r.t. a function f i� f(x) �= f(y) whenever x �= y.15Alternatively we can assume that the type of integers is �nite. A similar solution istaken in constructing a semantics for CLP with interval constraints [BO97].16If all the �nite domains are the subset of some maximal domain 0::max, then thistype may be de�ned by a RULC clause anyfd(x) x 2 0::max.



3 Types 433.6 Regular term grammarsThe formalism of RULC programs is not very convenient as a tool of com-munication between the user and the analysis system. We believe that aformalism of regular term grammars with constraints is more suitable forthis purpose. It additionally provides some form of parametric types. If theparameters are not used, the formalism is equivalent to RULC programs.The user may provide to the system some (possibly parametric) type decla-rations. Whenever possible, the system uses the declared types in its output.For instance assume that the user has described a type list(�), with the ex-pected meaning. (The details are given in Example 3.19 below). Assumealso that the system derives a type t with the corresponding fragment of aRULC program t([ ]):t([x jy ]) nat(x ); t(y):Then, instead of displaying the RULC clauses (or actually a correspondinggrammar) the system informs that the type is list(nat).In this section we describe a restricted class of regular term grammarswith constraints. The class is suitable for CLP(FD) and is used in ouranalysis system. It corresponds to the class of RULC programs described inthe previous subsection.We build our speci�cations over the alphabet including a set F of func-tion symbols, a set V of variables, a set of type symbols T (each of certainarity) and type variables T V. T0 = f any; anyfd ; nat; neg g � T is a set ofdistinguished type symbols of arity 0. As we are going to specify sets ofconstrained terms the alphabet includes also constraint predicate 2.We denote by Term(S1; S2) the universe of terms built from functionsymbols from S1 and variables from S2. Elements of Term(T ; ;), are calledground type terms. Below we describe a notion of a grammar that from agiven ground type term t generates a set of constrained terms over F andV . A grammatical rule may include type variables. Such a rule is considereda shorthand for a possibly in�nite set of its instances, where each occurrenceof a type variable is replaced by a ground type term.De�nition 3.18 We consider rules of the formt(�1; : : : ; �n)! f(t1; : : : ; tk)t(�1; : : : ; �n)! c[x]where t 2 T nT0 and is of arity n � 0, �1; : : : ; �n are distinct type variables,f 2 F and is of arity k � 0 and t1; : : : ; tk 2 Term(T ; f�1; : : : ; �ng).A ground type substitution is a mapping from type variables to groundtype terms. A ground rule is the instance of a rule under a ground typesubstitution.



44 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .The RULC clause corresponding to ground rule s ! f(s1; : : : ; sk) iss(f(x1; : : : ; xk))  s1(x1); : : : ; sk(xk). The RULC clause corresponding toground rule s! c[x] is s(x) c[x]. (Ground type terms play here the roleof predicate symbols).Let R be a �nite set of rules. Let R0 be the set of ground rules that areinstances of those from R. Consider the set Q of RULC clauses correspond-ing to the rules of R0. R is a parametric regular term grammar withconstraints (in normal form) if1. any �nite subset of Q is a RULC program and2. for any ground type term s the set Qs of those clauses of Q that arerelevant for s is �nite.The set (of constrained terms over Term(F; V )) generated by a ground typeterm s in the grammar R is the set [[s]]R := [[s]]Qs . 2The �rst of the two conditions means that for no two ground instancesof rules of R the corresponding RULC clauses have a common instance oftheir heads. The second condition means that any s depends on a �niteset of predicates of Q. We may point out similarity of the second conditionto the \reexive condition" used by [SHK97] (in the context of prescriptivetypes). The sets generated by the grammar may be also de�ned in a naturalway using a notion of a derivation. This is however outside of the scope ofthe present paper.Example 3.19 Let t1 be a type constant, list a unary type constructorand let � be a type variable. Let a; b; [ ]; j 2 F . We may de�ne the followingterm grammar (where we use the standard Prolog list notation).list(�)! [ ]list(�)! [�jlist(�)]t1! at1! bThe RULC clauses corresponding to the last two rules are t1(a) andt1(b) . The clauses corresponding to (the ground instances of) the �rsttwo rules are of the form list(s)([ ]) and list(s)([xjy])  s(x); list(s)(y),where s is an arbitrary ground type term.4 Type inferenceInferring descriptive types means computing an approximation of the seman-tics of a given program. In our approach the approximations are expressedas RULC programs. We are mainly interested in the call-success semantics.



4 Type inference 45However we use its characterization by means of the declarative semanticsof another program (Section 2.4). So the core of the method is computinga regular approximation of the declarative semantics.Computing a regular approximation can be seen as a bottom-up abstractinterpretation which for a given program P gives an over-approximation ofM(P ). Our approach is based on [GdW92, GdW94]. We use a functionTAP : A ! A, which approximates the immediate consequence operatorT CP . The program semantics M(P ) is approximated by a �xpoint of TAP . Atechnique similar to widening [CC92a] is applied to assure that a �xpoint isreached in a �nite number of steps. (It is called normalization and shorteningin [GdW92] and [GdW94] respectively).To describe the algorithm, we �rst present approximating a constraint,then approximating a clause and then computing TAP .4.1 Approximating a constraintA constraint occurring in a program clause is a conjunction of atomic con-straints. We use a constraint solver to �nd a kind of Cartesian projection ofsuch constraint. (Another constraint solvers may also be used).Example 4.1 Consider CLP(FD) and a constraint c = 0<x; x<y; y<7.A CLP(FD) solver �nds that c ! x2f1::5g; y2f2::6g. Types t; s de�nedby a RULC program f t(x)  x2f1::5g; s(y)  y2f2::6g g will be used toapproximate c, by the conjunction t(x); s(y).Let c[x1; : : : ; xn] be a constraint (with the free variables fx1; : : : ; xng).If c1[x1]; : : : ; cn[xn] are regular constraints such that D j= c[x1; : : : ; xn] !c1[x1]; : : : ; cn[xn] then t1(x1); : : : ; tn(xn) is called a regular approximationof c in a RULC program f ti(xi) ci[xi] j i = 1; : : : ; n g.4.2 Approximating a clauseNow we give an algorithm that computes a function solve. Its argumentsare a CLP clause and a RULC program and its value is a RULC program.It approximates the semantics T CfCg of a clause C:T CfCg((R)) � (solve(C;R)):Let C be h  c0; b1; : : : ; bn. Then solve(C;R) is computed in the followingsteps. The data structures of the algorithm are a clause D and a RULCprogram Q. An invariantT CfCg((R)) � T CfDg(M(Q))is maintained.



46 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .1. Compute a regular approximation t1(x1); : : : ; tm(xm) of c0, in a RULCprogram R0 (such that R and R0 are predicate-disjoint). Set D ash  t1 (x1 ); : : : ; tm(xm ); approx (b1 ); : : : ; approx (bn )and Q as R [R0.Since t1(x1); : : : ; tm(xm) approximates c0 and since c[]b 2 (R) i�c[]approx(b) 2M(R), this step established the invariant.2. Unfold clause D w.r.t. Q, by iteratively applying the following untilall the body atoms are of the form t(x) where x is a variable.Choose an atom t(f(u1; : : : ; ul)) from the body (l � 0).i. If there is a clause t(f(y1; : : : ; yl))  ~b in Q then replacet(f(u1; : : : ; ul)) by ~b�, where � is the substitution f yi=ui j i = 1; : : : l g.ii. If there is a clause t(x)  c0[x] in Q such that c0[f(u1; : : : ; ul)]is satis�able then let fz1; : : : ; zkg := Vars(f(u1; : : : ; ul)). Take newpredicate symbols s1; : : : ; sk and add to Q the clauses f si(zi)  9�fzigc0[f(u1; : : : ; ul)] j i = 1; : : : ; k g. Replace t(f(u1; : : : ; ul)) in thebody of D by s1(z1); : : : ; sk(zk).iii. Otherwise halt with solve(C;R) = ;.Remove from Q all the clauses containing approx in the heads.To show that the invariant is preserved, �rst notice that there is at most oneclause in Q which satis�es the conditions of steps (i) and (ii) above. Unfold-ing (i) does not change T CfDg(M(Q)). In (ii) we have j= c0[f(u1; : : : ; ul)] !Vki=1 9�fzigc0[f(u1; : : : ; ul)]. So step (ii) replaces T CfDg(M(Q)) by its super-set.3. If some variable y occurs more than once in the body of D, say as anargument of s and s0, then compute t = sus0, together with a programRt, which is predicate disjoint from Q. Delete s(y) and s0(y) from thebody of D, and put t(y) instead. Add to Q the clauses of Rt. Repeatthis step until each variable occurs exactly once in the body. If someintersection is empty then halt with solve(C;R) = ;.Computing intersections of types is exact (see Proposition 3.12), hence theinvariant is obviously preserved.4. For each variable z in D, that occurs in the head but not in the body,add the atom any(z) to the body (and clause any(x) : to Q, if it isnot there).5. If some variable z occurs more than once in the head of D, where t(z)occurs in the body, then replace one occurrence of z in the head by afresh variable y, and add t(y) to the body. Repeat this operation untileach variable in the head occurs once.



4 Type inference 47The current T CfDg(M(Q)) is a superset of the previous one, therefore theinvariant also holds. Now D is of the form h0  s1(y1); : : : ; sl(yl), whereeach yi occurs exactly once in h0 and exactly once in the body.6. Repeat the following step until impossible.Choose a non variable proper subterm u of h0, where u = f(~z), thearity of f is � 0 and ~z is a tuple of variables. Let s be a new predicatesymbol and y a new variable. Replace the clause D = h0[u]  B~z; B(where B~z contains those atoms from the body which contain variables~z) by h0[y] s(y); B. Add clause s(u) B~z to Q.After this step the set of constrained atoms generated by the clause D andthe program Q (augmented with new clauses) remains the same as after theprevious step.The result is solve(C;R) = fapprox(h0) Bg [Q, where D = h0  B.The invariant implies the required property T CfCg((R)) �(solve(C;R)), because (solve(C;R)) = [[approx]]solve(C;R) = T CfDg(M(Q))(as approx occurs only once in solve(C;R)).4.3 Approximating a programDe�nition 4.2 Let R1 and R2 be RULC programs and let each of themcontain a de�nition of approx. We de�ne R1qR2 as a RULC program suchthat (approx;R1) t (approx;R2) = (approx;R1 qR2). 2Notice that (R1) [ (R2) � (R1 qR2).The function TAP : A! A, which approximates the function T CP charac-terizing the c-semantics of program P , is de�ned byTAP (R) = norm R q aC2P solve(C;R)! :The function norm is used to obtain a �xpoint in a �nite number of stepsand will be de�ned below. The approach is similar to the widening of Cousot[CC92a, CC92b] and will be also called widening. The function is not mono-tonic but it has a property that R � norm(R) (see the next section). HenceR � TAP (R).As T CfCg((R)) � (solve(C;R)), we have that TAP indeed approximatesT CP : T CP ((R)) � (TAP (R)):Hence 8n T CP " n � (TAP " n). Due to widening, a �xed point of TAP isfound in a �nite number of iterations. More precisely, it is a �xpoint up toequivalence �=. There exists an n such that TAP " (i + 1) �= TAP " i for alli > n. We call this �xpoint the computed �xpoint and denote it by TAP " !.



48 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .Function TAP is in general not monotonic w.r.t. � (as norm is not mono-tonic). Thus we cannot claim that the computed �xpoint is the least �xpoint.The computed �xpoint of TAP approximates the c-semantics of P , asM(P ) = cl(T CP " !) � (TAP " !):4.4 Avoiding in�nite loopsThis section presents the widening function used in our approach to assuretermination. We follow Gallagher and de Waal, however we apply the widen-ing function used in their implementation of regular approximation tool, notthe one described in [GdW92, GdW94]17.Let Fun(p) denote the set all function symbols occurring in the headsof clauses de�ning a predicate p.De�nition 4.3 [Relation D(t; s)] Let R be an RULC program containingpredicates t and s (t 6= s). D(t; s) is true if t depends on s and Fun(t) =Fun(s). 2De�nition 4.4 [Widening function] Let R be an RULC program and lett and s be predicates de�ned in R s.t. D(t; s) and s v t holds.Then the program N(R) is obtained from R by replacing all the occur-rences of s by t in the bodies of all clauses relevant for t.Operation N is repeated until inapplicable (i.e. no predicates t and ssuch that D(t; s) and s v t occur in Nn(R) ). Then norm(R) = Nn(R). 2The following example illustrates how the widening is used during theanalysis.Example 4.5 Let P be the following program:even(0):even(s(s(X)))  even(X):First iteration of analysis results in the RULC program:approx(even(X1))  t1(X1):t1(0):Second iteration gives:approx(even(X1))  t2(X1):t2(0):t2(s(X1))  t3(X1):t3(s(X1))  t1(X1):t1(0):17This operation is called shortening in [GdW94].



4 Type inference 49Next iteration produces:approx(even(X1)) t4(X1):t4(0):t4(s(X1)) t5(X1):t5(s(X1)) t2(X1):t2(0):t2(s(X1)) t3(X1):t3(s(X1)) t1(X1):t1(0):and after applying norm (as D(t4; t2) and t2 v t4 ) we get:approx(even(X1)) t4(X1):t4(0):t4(s(X1)) t5(X1):t5(s(X1)) t4(X1):Now observe, that to detect the �xpoint we need yet another iteration:approx(even(X1)) t6(X1):t6(0):t6(s(X1)) t7(X1):t7(s(X1)) t4(X1):t4(0):t4(s(X1)) t5(X1):t5(s(X1)) t4(X1):Since t6 v t4 (and t4 v t6) widening is applied again and �nally we obtain:approx(even(X1)) t6(X1):t6(0):t6(s(X1)) t7(X1):t7(s(X1)) t6(X1):Proposition 4.6 Let R be an RULC program. Then R � norm(R).PROOF: We present a proof for the case of RUL. It su�ces to show thatR � N(R). Let t and s be those predicates of R that are selected incomputing N(R). So D(t; s) and s v t in R. It is su�cient to show thatif p(u) 2 M(R) then p(u) 2 M(N(R)) for any predicate p and any groundterm u. The proof is by induction on depth m of u. If m = 1 then theproperty trivially holds.Let depth of u be m and let the result hold for each term of depth lessthan m. Let u be of the form f(u1; : : : ; un). Assume that p(f(u1; : : : ; un)) 2M(R). Then there exists in R a clause C = p(f(x1; : : : ; xn))  p1(x1); : : : ; pn(xn) and pi(ui) 2 M(R), for 1 � i � n. If pi = s thent(ui) 2M(R). By the inductive assumption, each pi(ui) 2M(N(R)) and if



50 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .pi = s then t(ui) 2 M(N(R)). As N(R) contains the clause obtained fromC by replacing s in the r.h.s. by t, we have p(f(u1; : : : ; un)) 2M(N(R)).Now we provide informal justi�cation that norm makes the iterationof TAP "i, i = 0; 1; : : :, �nite. Let us begin with introducing a notion of aposition. A position is a sequence of the form (p; i0); (f1; i1); : : : ; (fk; ik),where p is a predicate name (from the analyzed program P ), i0 a numberof its argument, fj is a function symbol (from P ) and ij a number of itsargument (for j = 1; : : : ; k). A position describes a path from a predicate (ofP ) to a type of a subterm of one its arguments. In other words it describes apath in a RULC program, from approx to a type. Any position correspondsto exactly one type (and any type relevant for approx has a correspondingposition, possibly not unique).Assume that we use function TAP without norm , let us call it T 0AP . Noticethat programs Qn := T 0AP " n do not contain recursion (no predicate dependson itself). Recursion in P leads to in�nite iteration of T 0AP : each Qn is notequivalent to Qn+1 (for n = 1; 2; : : :).Recursion in P results in existing in Qn (for a su�ciently large n) oftypes with the following property. The type t at a position � in Qn dependson the type t0 at position � in Qm, m < n. This means that there is a types in Qn (at a position �0) such that [[s]]Qn = [[t0]]Qm and t depends on s. AsQ1 � Q2 � : : :, we have [[t0]]Qm � [[t]]Qn . Such pairs of types can be seenas the reason of the in�nite iteration, at some further Qn0 , n < n0, thereappears a type r which depends on a type equivalent to t (which dependson a type equivalent to s), etc.Function norm destroys all such in�nite chains, replacing such depen-dency chains of increasing length by recursion. Notice that for a su�cientlylarge n Fun(tn) = Fun(sn), where tn and sn are the types at the positions� and �0 respectively in Qn. So at some stage N becomes applicable to tnand sn.We conclude this section by showing that norm is not monotonic (andtherefore TAP is not).Example 4.7 Consider CLP over the Herbrand domain and RUL pro-grams R and R0:R = f approx(a):approx(f(X)) s(X):s(a):s(f(X)) t(X):t(a): g R0 = f approx(a):approx(f(X)) s(X):approx(b):s(a):s(f(X)) t(X):t(a): g



5 An example 51We have R � R0. Applying norm to R results innorm(R) = f approx(a):approx(f(X)) approx(X):s(a):s(f(X)) t(X):t(a): gwhile norm(R0) = R0. Now norm(R) 6� norm(R0) (as (norm(R)) is in�nite,while (norm(R0)) is �nite). So norm is not monotonic.5 An exampleA prototype of the type analyzer has been implemented. The analyzer treatsall the �nite domains in a uniform way, namely as anyfd (the types of theform cl(x 2 S[]x) are not yet implemented).The program below solves the well-known N-queens problem.:- entry nqueens(nat,any).nqueens(N,List):-length(List,N),List::1..N,constraint_queens(List),labeling(List).labeling([]).labeling([X|Y]):-indomain(X),labeling(Y).constraint_queens([]).constraint_queens([X|Y]):-safe(X,Y,1),constraint_queens(Y).safe(_,[],_).safe(X,[Y|T],K):-noattack(X,Y,K),K1 is K+1,safe(X,T,K1).



52 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .noattack(X,Y,K):-X #\= Y,Y #\= X+K,X #\= Y+K.The entry declaration indicates the top goal and its call patterns for thecall-success analysis. Types inferred by the system are presented below. Theactual implementation of the analyzer provides a more user-friendly syntaxfor types, namely regular term grammars (see Section 3.6).call : nqueens(nat,any)success : nqueens(nat,natlist)-------------------------call : labeling(fdlist)success : labeling(natlist)-------------------------call : constraint_queens(fdlist)success : constraint_queens(fdlist)-------------------------call : safe(anyfd,fdlist,int)success : safe(anyfd,fdlist,int(Z)-------------------------call : noattack(anyfd,anyfd,int)success : noattack(anyfd,anyfd,int)Types natlist and fdlist denote lists of nat and anyfd respectively. As-sume now that the second clause de�ning safe/3 contains a bug:safe(X,[Y|T],K):-noattack(X,Y,K),K1 is K+1,safe(X,t,K1). % bug hereTypes inferred by the analyzer look like follows (we show only those whichdi�er from ones generated previously):success : nqueens(nat,t102)t102 --> [nat|t78]t102 --> []t78 --> []-------------------------call : labeling(t90)t90 --> []t90 --> [anyfd|t78]



6 Conclusions and future work 53success : labeling(t102)-------------------------success : constraint_queens(t90)-------------------------call : safe(anyfd,t71,int)t71 --> []t71 --> [anyfd|fdlist]t71 --> tsuccess : safe(anyfd,t78,int).The types inferred are obviously suspicious and should be helpful inlocalizing the bug in the program. For instance, the second argument ofsuccess of nqueens/2 (type t102) is an empty list or a one-element list ofnaturals. A similar problem is with constraint queens. The problem maybe traced down to safe/3 which succeeds with the empty list as the secondargument.6 Conclusions and future workIn this paper we propose a method of computing semantic approximationsfor CLP programs. Our aim is a practical tool that would be helpful in de-bugging. We are mainly interested in CLP(FD), particularly in the languageCHIP. Our approach considers the (operational) call-success semantics andthe (declarative) c-semantics.As a speci�cation language to express the semantic approximations wepropose a system of regular types for CLP, which is an extension of anapproach used for logic programs. The types are de�ned by (a restrictedclass of) CLP programs, called RULC programs. We present an algorithmfor computing regular approximations of the declarative semantics. Thisalgorithm can also be used for approximating the call-success semantics, dueto a characterization of this semantics by the c-semantics of a transformedprogram.We have adopted a regular approximation system (described in [GdW92,GdW94]) to constraint logic programming over �nite domains. The currentversion is implemented for the programming language CHIP. We expectit to be easily portable to analyze other CLP languages, as we have iso-lated its parts responsible for the built-ins of CHIP. The prototype has beenimplemented in CHIP and has been ported to SICStus Prolog and CIAO[BCC+97]. The system presents types to the user as regular term grammars,which are more easily comprehensible than RULC programs. It provides arestricted but useful kind of polymorphism (cf. Section 3.6)A subject for future work is obtaining more precise analysis by using amore sophisticated treatment of constraints and implementing a richer class



54 PAPER I: INFERRING CALL AND SUCCESS TYPES . . .of types (in the present implementation a restricted class of constraints isallowed in RULC programs).Another direction of further work is relating our technique to abstract de-bugging [CLV94]. A clear relationship between these two techniques shouldbe established. The �rst step is presented in [CDP99, CDMP98]. We alsoplan to develop a tool combining the two approaches.ACKNOWLEDGMENTThe authors want to thank Jan Ma luszy�nski for discussions and suggestions.



Paper II





Locating type errors in untypedCLP programsW lodzimierz Drabent, Jan Ma luszy�nskiand Pawe l Pietrzak181 OverviewThis chapter presents a static diagnosis tool that locates type errors in CLPprograms without executing them. The existing prototype is specialized forthe programming language CHIP [Cos98], but the idea applies to any CLPlanguage.The tool works with approximated speci�cations which describe types ofprocedure calls and successes. The speci�cations are expressed as a certainkind of term grammars. The tool automatically locates at compile time allthe errors (with respect to a given speci�cation) in a program. The locatederroneous program fragments are (pre�xes of) clauses. The tool aids theuser in constructing speci�cations incrementally; often a fragment of thespeci�cation is already su�cient to locate an error.The presentation is informal. The focus is on the motivation of thiswork and on the functionality of the tool. Some related formal aspects arediscussed in [DP98, Pie98].2 IntroductionIn a traditional setting, the process of locating an error starts with a symp-tom observed when running the program on test input data. A symptomis a discrepancy between some user expectations and the behaviour of theprogram at hand, e.g. a wrong computed answer or a procedure call witharguments which are outside the intended domain of application. After asymptom has been obtained, one wants to locate the error that is a minimalfragment of the program causing the symptom.A rather ad hoc approach to locating an error is tracing the executionwhich shows a symptom. In the case of declarative languages it is partic-ularly di�cult because the execution steps are rather complex and not re-ected explicitly in the program. A more systematic technique for locatingerrors is declarative or algorithmic debugging proposed in [Sha82] for logicprograms (see also [Fer87, Llo87a]). Declarative diagnosis of CLP programsis studied in [TF00].18The authors acknowledge the contribution of Marco Comini who was largely involvedin the development of an early version of the diagnosis tool [CDMP98, CDP99].



58 PAPER II: LOCATING TYPE ERRORS . . .In contrast to the above mentioned approaches, we propose to locateerrors in a CLP program without searching for symptoms, that is withoutexecuting the program. The idea can be linked to methods for provingpartial correctness of a program with respect to a speci�cation, such as[Cla79, Der93, DM88, BC89]. Our tool tries to construct a proof that theprogram is correct w.r.t. the speci�cation. If the proof is obtained then everyexecution will be free of symptoms violating the speci�cation. Conversely,if a symptom violating the speci�cation can be observed, a proof does notexist. In an incorrect program our tool �nds all the fragments that areresponsible for non existence of the proof. To use the tool the user need notbe familiar with the underlying program veri�cation techniques.We wanted to make the diagnoser as easy to use as possible. To achievethis it was necessary:� to choose a simple speci�cation language easy to understand by theuser,� to minimize the speci�cation e�ort necessary to locate an error,� to allow diagnosis of separate fragments of programs,� to provide a convenient user interface.We focus on the question whether incorrect procedure calls and wrong an-swers may appear in some computations of a given program. The speci�-cation provided by the user describes a superset of the expected calls anda superset of the expected answers in computations of the program. Theprogram may or may not satisfy these expectations. The above mentionedsets are described in terms of parametric types such as lists, trees, etc. Thelanguage of types is easy to understand and allows e�cient checking of theveri�cation conditions. On the other hand, this choice restricts the consid-ered errors to type errors.We deal with untyped CLP languages and in contrast to a commonpractice in typed languages we do not require types of program constructsto be speci�ed a priori.Figure 2 presents a general overview of the tool. The two main compo-nents are the type analyser and the diagnoser.The analyser is used to infer types of the predicates in a given program.The role of the diagnoser is to locate the errors. Diagnosis may be requestedif the inferred type of a predicate is di�erent from that expected by the user.The diagnoser responds with a list of types on which the diagnosed typedepends. In order to locate the error, some of the types in the list (in theworst case all of them) have to be speci�ed by the user. The list of typesis sorted in a way that aims at reducing the amount of interaction with theuser.
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Figure 2: Overview of the toolThe speci�cation requests are represented by the question mark in Fig. 2.An error locating message is generated by the diagnoser as soon as a su�-cient subset of the required types is speci�ed. Providing further speci�cationmay result in locating more errors.The diagnoser �nds incorrect clauses. Even more, it locates an errordown to a clause pre�x. It is able to locate all the errors in the program.In other words, all the reasons that the program behaves incorrectly (withrespect to the speci�cation) are within the located clause pre�xes. Thus ifno errors are found then the program is correct. An obvious limitation is arestricted class of speci�cations.The actual diagnosis is performed without referring to any symptoms.It does refer neither to program execution nor to the results of programanalysis. So the diagnoser can work without the analyser. The role of theanalysis is auxiliary. It is able to discover that the program is possiblyincorrect and to suggest a starting point of the diagnosis. The results of theanalysis can be used as a draft for the speci�cation; this simpli�es the taskof constructing the speci�cation by the user.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3 discusses theconcept of partial correctness and the language of types as a basis for for-mulation of the diagnosis problem. The use of the tool and its functionalityis illustrated on an example in Section 4. Section 5 explains informally theunderlying principles of static diagnosis, Section 6 describes the treatmentof delays in our approach and Section 7 discusses some implementation is-sues. Section 8 enumerates some limitations of our approach. Related workis surveyed in Section 9. Section 10 presents conclusions and future work.



60 PAPER II: LOCATING TYPE ERRORS . . .3 The Speci�cation LanguageIntuitively, a program is correct if for any input data it behaves as expectedby the user. For automatic support of (in)correctness analysis we need alanguage for describing both the program behaviour and user expectations.Computations of CLP programs are quite complex. Therefore we focus onselected aspects of computations, namely on calls and successes of programpredicates in all computations. This section introduces a simple language fordescribing the form of predicate calls and successes. The actual behaviour ofa program can be approximated by an automatically generated description inthis language. The language will also be used for approximate speci�cationswhich describe user's expectations. Such speci�cations are used by our toolfor automatic error location.Notice that the form of procedure calls and successes is among the prop-erties that can be described by assertions discussed in [PBH00a]. The prop-erties we deal with can be considered as a special case of calls and successassertions, tagged with true or with check depending on whether the prop-erties are obtained from program analysis or are a part of a speci�cation.However [PBH00a] does not consider actual ways of describing the sets ofconstrained atoms, to which assertions refer. What we do here is introducinga particular formalism to specify a suitable for our purposes class of sets ofconstrained atoms, namely a formalism of term grammars to specify regulartypes of constrained terms/atoms.Before introducing our speci�cation language in Section 3.2, we explainhow the behaviour of a CLP program is characterized in terms of predicatecalls and successes. This includes discussing some basics of the chosen CLPsemantics and presenting a formal de�nition of a procedure call and success.Some readers may prefer to skip the latter.We assume a �xed CLP language (object language) over a �xed con-straint domain D. In the next subsection D is arbitrary, the rest of thepaper deals with CLP over �nite domains. To simplify the presentation,we �rst present our approach applied to programs without delays (i.e. exe-cuted under the Prolog selection rule)19. Treatment of delays is discussedin Section 6.3.1 Calls and Successes of a CLP ProgramIn this section we present the semantics of CLP used in this work andintroduce the notion of an approximate speci�cation.The errors we want to locate demonstrate themselves as wrong computedanswers or as wrong arguments of predicate calls, where \wrong" refers to19We consider constraints as never delayed, assuming that each constraint is passed tothe constraint solver as soon as it is selected by the Prolog selection rule. The internalsof the solver are outside of the scope of our semantics.



3 The Specification Language 61user expectations or to a priori given requirements concerning the use ofbuilt-ins. These aspects of computations can be captured by associatingwith each predicate two sets: one of them describing all calls and the otherall successes in the considered class of computations. This section discussesthis idea in more detail. For a more formal presentation see [Pie98].We consider CLP programs executed with the Prolog computation rule(LD-resolution) and using syntactic uni�cation in the resolution steps. InCLP with syntactic uni�cation, function symbols occurring outside of con-straints are treated as constructors. So, for instance in CLP over integers,the goal p(4) fails with the program fp(2+2) g (but the goal p(X+Y ) suc-ceeds). Terms 4 and 2+2 are treated as not uni�able despite having thesame numerical value. Also, a constraint may distinguish such terms. Forexample in many constraints of CHIP, an argument may be a natural num-ber (or a \domain variable") but not an arithmetical expression. Resolutionbased on syntactic uni�cation is used in many CLP implementations, forinstance in CHIP and in SICStus.Computations of a CLP program involve constraints. Therefore, predi-cate calls and successes take the form of constrained atoms. A constrainedexpression (atom, term, . . . ) is a pair of the form c []E where c is a con-straint and E is an expression such that each free variable of c occurs inE. For example, X :: 1::4 [] p(X;Y ) is a constraint atom in CHIP notation20.For a c not satisfying the latter condition, c []E will be an abbreviation for(9:::c) []E where the quanti�cation is over all variables not occurring in E.A constrained expression true [] t may be represented as t.We are interested in calls and successes of program predicates in com-putations of the program. Both calls and successes are constrained atoms.A precise de�nition is given below taking a natural generalization of LD-derivation as a model of computation.An LD-derivation is a sequence G0; C1; �1; G1; : : : of goals, input clausesand mgu's (similarly to [Llo87b]). A goal is of the form c []A1; : : : ; An,where c is a constraint and A1; : : : ; An are atomic formulae (including atomicconstraints). For a goal Gi�1 = c []A1; : : : ; An, where A1 is not a constraint,and a clause Ci = H  B1; : : : ; Bm the next goal in the derivation isGi = (c []B1; : : : ; Bm; A2; : : : ; An)�i provided that �i is an mgu of A1 and H(and that Gi�1 and Ci do not have common variables). If A1 is a constraintthen Gi = c; A1 []A2; : : : ; An (�i = � and Ci is empty) provided that c; A1 issatis�able.For a goal Gi�1 as above we say that c []A1 is a call (of the derivation).The call succeeds in the �rst goal of the form Gk = c0 [](A2; : : : ; An)� (wherek � i) of the derivation. So � = �i � � � �k. The success corresponding (in thederivation) to the call above is c0 []A1�. For example, X :: 1::4 [] p(X;Y ) and20X :: 1::4 and X :: [1; 2; 3; 4] are two alternative ways for describing X 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g inCHIP notation.



62 PAPER II: LOCATING TYPE ERRORS . . .X :: [1; 2; 4] [] p(X; 7) is a possible pair of a call and a success for p de�nedby p(X; 7) X 6= 3.Notice that in this terminology constraints succeed immediately. If A is aconstraint then the success of call c []A is c; A []A, provided c; A is satis�able.So we do not treat constraints as delayed; we abstract from internal actionsof the constraint solver.The call-success semantics of a program P , for a set of initial goals G, isa pair CS (P ;G) = (C ;S ) of sets of constrained atoms: the set of calls andthe set of successes that occur in the LD-derivations starting from goals inG. We assume without loss of generality that the initial goals are atomic.So the call-success semantics describes precisely the calls and the suc-cesses in the considered class of computations of a given program. Thequestion is whether this set includes \wrong" elements, unexpected by theuser. To require a precise description of user expectations is usually not re-alistic. On the other hand, it may not be di�cult to provide an approximatedescription Spec = (C 0; S0) where C 0 and S0 are sets of constrained atomssuch that every expected call is in C 0 and every expected success is in S0.We say that P with initial goals G is partially correct w.r.t. Spec i� C � C 0and S � S0. We will usually omit the word \partially".Our tool uses a �xed speci�cation language for writing descriptions ofcalls and successes. The precision of speci�cation, and the errors which canbe discovered are thus a priori restricted by the language. On the otherhand, the simplicity of the language allows e�cient automatic location oferrors if the program is not correct w.r.t. a given speci�cation. Moreover,the intelligibility of the language helps the user in taking right decisionsduring an interaction with the diagnoser.3.2 Describing Sets of Constrained AtomsThe program errors considered in this work concern discrepancies betweenexpected and actual calls and successes, in other words, between the in-tended and the actual call-success semantics of the program. Thus, in orderto formulate a program speci�cation (or to present results of the static anal-ysis to the user) we need a language for describing sets of constrained atomsand constrained terms. This section presents the speci�cation language usedin our tool. In this presentation we do not distinguish between function sym-bols and predicate symbols (and between terms and atoms).For the purposes of program analysis and diagnosis, we need to computecertain operations on sets: set intersection and union (possibly approxi-mated), tests for membership, inclusion and emptiness, and operations ofconstruction and deconstruction which are explained in Section 5.2. The ex-pressive power of the formalism is limited to facilitate e�ective and e�cientcomputation of these operations. Due to this limitation, the call-successsemantics of a CLP program is usually not expressible in the speci�cation



3 The Specification Language 63language and the speci�cations provided for programs describe approxima-tions of the semantics. The approximations will be called types following theterminology used in the descriptive approach to types in logic programming.Our formalism is a generalization and adaptation to CLP of the ideasof [DZ92]. In particular, we add a possibility to distinguish ground typesfrom those containing also non-ground terms.Types will be denoted by type terms constructed from type constants andtype constructors.Some standard type constants are nat, neg, any and anyfd:� nat denotes the set f 0; 1; 2; : : : g of natural numbers,� neg denotes the set f�1;�2; : : : g of negative integers,� any denotes the set of all constrained terms with satis�able constraints,� anyfd denotes the set of constrained terms of the form c [] x, whereeither x is a variable and c is a constraint describing a �nite set ofnatural numbers, or x is a natural number. (Remember that we donot distinguish between true [] x and x). This type represents domainvariables of CLP(FD) together with their instances.The remaining types are de�ned by grammatical rules. For example, therules p! 0p! s(p)mean that the type constant p denotes the set of terms f0; s(0); s(s(0)); : : :g.The meaning of p is formally de�ned as the set of all terms not containingtype symbols that can be derived from p by applying the grammatical rules.For a precise de�nition the reader is referred to [DMP00b].Type int of integer numbers may be expressed as union of neg and nat:int! negint! natParametric rules are also allowed. To apply such a rule, one has to substituteground type terms for type variables. For example, lists are de�ned by thefollowing parametric rules: list(�)! [ ]list(�)! [�jlist(�)]Substituting int for � gives grammatical rules de�ning the type list(int),of integer lists. Substituting anyfd for � gives rules de�ning the typelist(anyfd) of lists with elements whose type is anyfd. The following ex-ample shows such a list and illustrates how grammar rules are applied to



64 PAPER II: LOCATING TYPE ERRORS . . .constrained terms. From list(anyfd) one can derive [anyfd j list(anyfd)] byapplying the second rule once. According to the former de�nition, from thestandard symbol anyfd one can derive, for instance, X2f1; 5; 7g []X. Hencefrom [anyfd j list(anyfd)] one can obtain X2f1; 5; 7g [] [X; list(anyfd)] and,in further �ve steps, X2f1; 5; 7g; Y 2f2::6g [] [X; 3; Y ]. The latter constrainedterm belongs to type list(anyfd), as it has been generated from list(anyfd)and does not contain type symbols.More precisely, a grammatical rule can be de�ned as an expression ofthe form: t(�1; : : : ; �n)! f(�1; : : : ; �k)where t is an n-ary type constructor (n � 0), �1; : : : ; �n are distinct typevariables, f is a standard type constant (k = 0) or f is a function symbol ofthe object language (k � 0), and each �i (1 � i � k) is:� a type constant or� a type variable from the set f�1; : : : ; �ng, or� type terms of the form ti(�i1 ; : : : ; �il), where ti is a l-ary type con-structor and f�i1 ; : : : ; �ilg � f�1; : : : ; �ng.In addition, it is required that no function symbol is a principal symbol oftwo distinct grammar rules. Here by a principal symbol of a rule we meansuch f that : : : [] f(: : :) can be generated from the right hand side of the rule.The types are communicated between the user and the tool in the form oftype terms. They refer to a �xed library of grammar rules and to additionalrules declared by the user. These rules describe, respectively, the standardtypes of the tool and the types the user expects to be useful. The analysergenerates new rules, if the present ones are insu�cient to describe the resultsof the analysis.In our approach, the call-success semantics of the program is approxi-mated by providing for each predicate a call type and a success type; theyare supersets of, respectively, the set of calls and the set of successes of thispredicate.4 An Example Diagnosis SessionThis section gives an informal introduction to our diagnosis technique bydemonstrating the use of our diagnoser on an example.The input of the diagnoser is a CHIP program augmented with an entrydeclaration specifying a class of initial goals. The result of an interactivediagnosis session is a speci�cation describing the intended types of programpredicates and an error message locating a clause responsible for incorrect-ness of the program w.r.t. this speci�cation.



4 An Example Diagnosis Session 65We will demonstrate the use of our diagnoser on the following erroneousn-queens program. The problem being solved by the program is to place nchess queens on an n�n chess board, so that they do not attack each other.A solution to the problem is represented as a list of length n, where thevalue j at the i-th position means that the queen on column i is placed onrow j. The error is the misprint in the recursive de�nition of safe/3 wherethe erroneous call safe(T,X,K1) appears instead of safe(X,T,K1).:-entry nqueens(nat,any).nqueens(N,List):-length(List,N),List::1..N,constrain_queens(List),labeling(List,0,most_constrained,indomain).constrain_queens([X|Y]):-safe(X,Y,1),constrain_queens(Y).constrain_queens([]).safe(X,[Y|T],K):-noattack(X,Y,K),K1 is K+1,safe(T,X,K1).safe(_,[],_).noattack(X,Y,K):-X #\= Y,Y #\= X + K,X #\= Y + K.The :-entry declaration indicates that the predicate nqueens/2 should becalled with a natural number as the �rst argument (size of the chess board)and any term as the second argument. This includes the special case of avariable as the second argument, which however cannot be stated separatelyin our speci�cation language.The diagnoser starts its work by computing call- and success-types ofevery predicate in the program. While doing this, the system informs usthat the �nite domain constraint #\= will be possibly called with incorrecttypes: Illegal call-type of: X #\= Yin clause (lines: 19 - 23)



66 PAPER II: LOCATING TYPE ERRORS . . .noattack(X,Y,K) :-X #\= Y,Y #\= X + K,X #\= Y + K.This kind of warning often coincides with a run-time error. The computedtype of the �rst call of #\= isCall-Type: t41 #\= anyfdt41 --> anyfdt41 --> []t41 --> [anyfd|list(anyfd)]and is not a subset of the speci�ed call-type of #\= (where the type of the�rst argument is anyfd). Any calls of #\= outside of this type result in arun-time error.In CHIP, the built-in predicate is/2 is subject to delay until its secondargument is ground. In our example the analyser �nds that K is an integerat the call of K1 is K+1, hence this call is not delayed. The treatment ofdelays in our system is discussed in Section 6.The inferred types can be now inspected by the user. The diagnosisshould only be started if some of the computed types do not correspond tothe user's expectations. In our example, the inspection of the main predicateshows: Call-Type: nqueens(nat,any)Succ-Type: nqueens(nat,t67)t50-->[]t67-->[nat|t50]The call type comes from the entry declaration and the computed successtype is described by a term grammar. The intended result should be aplacement of n queens on the n � n chess board, represented by a list ofnatural numbers. So the expected success type of the second argumentis list(nat) (as de�ned by the grammar rules in Section 3.2 with � set tonat) and not the type constructed, which denotes a singleton list of naturalnumbers. We request diagnosis of the inspected predicate. In response, thediagnoser �nds all predicates which may inuence the types of this predicate,and asks the user about their intended call- and success-types.In our example, the diagnoser will request speci�cation ofthe following types, where C stands for \call-type" and S for\success-type": (C)constrain queens/1, (C)safe/3, (S)safe/3,(S)constrain queens/1, (S)noattack/3, (C)noattack/3, (S)nqueens/2.The types are to be speci�ed one-by-one in arbitrary order. The diag-noser uses this input for generating an error message locating an erroneousfragment of the program. The diagnosis procedure will be explained and



4 An Example Diagnosis Session 67justi�ed in the next Section. As already mentioned, the error message isgenerated as soon as the set of already speci�ed types makes it possible. Itmay not be necessary to specify all requested types.A type may be speci�ed either by accepting as speci�cation the corre-sponding type constructed by the analyser or by providing a speci�cationdi�erent from the latter.In our example session we follow the speci�cation order suggested by thediagnoser, and we provide one-by-one the following speci�cations that reectthe rationale behind the program. For instance, the predicate safe(Q,Qs,D)describes a relation between a queen placed on a column Q (an argumentof type anyfd) and queens that occupy columns Qs (an argument of typelist(anyfd)) situated on the right of Q. The parameter D (of type int) is thedistance between Q and the �rst column of Qs. The predicate safe/3 onlysets constraints, and therefore its call and success types are the same.� (C)constrain queens/1: accept the computed call typeconstrain queens(list(anyfd))� (C)safe/3: new speci�cationsafe(anyfd, list(anyfd), int)� (S)safe/3: new speci�cationsafe(anyfd, list(anyfd), int)� (S)constrain queens/1: new speci�cationconstrain queens(list(anyfd))� (S)noattack/3: accept the computed success typenoattack(anyfd, anyfd, int)After providing the last speci�cation we obtain the message telling that theclausesafe(X,[Y|T],K) :-noattack(X,Y,K),K1 is K+1,safe(T,X,K1).violates the speci�cation (see also Fig. 4).Intuitively, from the speci�cation of the success type of noattack/3 weget the type anyfd for the variable X, whereas on the call of safe/3 thisvariable is expected to be of the type list(anyfd). A similar clash appearsin the case of variable T.Figures 3 and 4 show the graphical use interface of the diagnoser. Ithas three information windows and a display. After completing the analysisphase the leftmost window shows all predicates of the program. The com-puted call- and success- types of a predicate can be displayed by clicking a
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Figure 3: Specifying a new call type for safe/3.predicate in this window. If they do not conform to the user's expectation,diagnosis may be started by pressing the button \Diagnose". In response,the diagnoser generates the list of all types which may be needed to be spec-i�ed for completing the diagnosis and displays them in the \Ask" window.At each step of the diagnosis session this window shows which types remainto be speci�ed. The \User" window shows which types have been alreadyspeci�ed during the session. A type selected in the \Ask" window is onethat has to be speci�ed. The corresponding type inferred by the analyseris shown in the display at the bottom. The user may accept it as a partof the speci�cation, by pressing the \Accept" button. Otherwise, clickingthe \Change" button will trigger a pop-up window for writing a new speci-�cation for the active entry of the \Ask" window, as illustrated in Figure 3.The already speci�ed types shown in the \User" window may be inspectedand withdrawn (by pressing the button \Clear" or \Clear All"), if the userdecides to specify them di�erently. Figure 4 shows the warning generatedby the diagnoser.The number of the requested types to be speci�ed by the user in a diag-nosis session depends on the predicate for which the diagnosis was initiated.This number is often rather small. However, in our example the requestconcerned the main predicate so the initial \Ask" list included the typesof all the predicates in the program (except for built-ins, whose types have
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Figure 4: Warning given by the diagnoser.been retrieved from a library, and the call-type of the main predicate).Observe that the diagnosis engine is a compile time tool. It does notrequire performing any test computations of the diagnosed program. Incontrast to the usual debugging techniques, like tracing or even declarativedebugging, it is not driven by error symptoms appearing in test computa-tions. The diagnoser has access only to the diagnosed program and to itsspeci�cation constructed interactively by the user with the help of the re-sults of static analysis. For �nding the error it uses partial correctness prooftechniques. As the example shows, an error may be sometimes located byproviding only part of the speci�cation. The role of the program analyser isauxiliary and in principle diagnosis can be done without it. However, in ourtool this option has not been implemented and the analyser is invoked atthe beginning of each session. Knowing a di�erence between a type foundby the analyser and that expected by the user, makes it possible to focusthe diagnosis to a fragment of the program. The part of the analyser's out-put that is found by the user to be correct, is re-used as a (part of) thespeci�cation.Notice that in the example diagnosis began after the success type ofnqueens/2 computed by the type analyser was found to be a proper sub-set of the expected type. This suggests incompleteness, i.e. the fact thatsome of the expected answers cannot be computed by the program. An



70 PAPER II: LOCATING TYPE ERRORS . . .incomplete program can still be partially correct w.r.t. to the speci�cationconsidered. However, an error in a program often causes both incorrectnessand incompleteness. Luckily, this was the case in the example even thoughthe incorrectness was not visible in the type of the main predicate found bythe analysis.5 The Diagnosis MethodNow we describe the principles of our diagnosis approach. As already men-tioned, to simplify the presentation we assume here that programs are exe-cuted under the Prolog selection rule (i.e. without delays).5.1 Correct and Incorrect ClausesThe purpose of diagnosis is to locate in a program all the fragments re-sponsible for its behaviour being incorrect w.r.t. a given speci�cation. Theyshould be as small as possible. The erroneous fragments located in our ap-proach are program clauses, more precisely clause pre�xes. A pre�x of aclause H  B1; : : : ; Bn is any formula H  B1; : : : ; Bk, where k � n.We have to de�ne precisely what an incorrect clause (pre�x) is. It hasto be the reason that some call or success in the computations violates thespeci�cation. The idea is that a clause is considered incorrect if it leads to anincorrect call or success, despite the rest of the program behaving correctly.Example 5.1 We show an example of a clause that leads to an incorrectcall even if the rest of the program behaves correctly. Consider the clauselocated by our diagnoser in the example session of Section 4.safe(X, [Y|T], K) :-noattack(X, Y, K),K1 is K + 1,safe(T, X, K1).Assume that the rest of the program behaves correctly: each success of apredicate is in its speci�ed success-type. With this assumption we examinethe clause. The speci�cation is that given to the system in the examplediagnosis session of Section 4. Additionally, the call type of noattack/3 isthe same as its success type.1. Assume that the clause is resolved with a call that belongs to the speci-�ed call-type safe(anyfd,list(anyfd),int). Hence, the subsequentcall to noattack/3 must belong to noattack(anyfd,anyfd,int); thisfollows from the structure of arguments in the head of the clause andfrom the de�nition of the type list(anyfd). This conforms to thespeci�ed call-type of noattack/3, the obtained type is a subset of thespeci�ed call-type of noattack/3.



5 The Diagnosis Method 712. Assume that the call to noattack/3 succeeds and the success ofthis call is in the speci�ed success-type noattack(anyfd,anyfd,int).Hence the built-in is/2 is called according to its speci�cation (whichrequires that the second argument is a ground arithmetic expression).3. Consequently the success of is/2 is in its speci�ed success type (K1is bound to an integer). Hence the subsequent call to safe/3 is inthe type safe(list(anyfd),anyfd,int). This is in conict with thespeci�ed call-type of safe, which is safe(anyfd,list(anyfd),int).The former is not a subset of the later.Thus, even if the rest of the program behaves correctly, the clause leadsto an incorrect call of safe. This illustrates our idea of incorrect clause. Anincorrect pre�x is the fragment of the clause beginning with its head andending with the atom, of which an incorrect call was found.Similarly, a clause may lead to a success that is not in the success-type of the head predicate. For example, the clause p(X) :- q(Y) withthe speci�cation (C) p(any), (S) p(int), (C) q(any), (S) q(int) isincorrect since even if the rest of the program behaves as speci�ed thisclause may lead to a success that is not in the speci�ed success type p(int).Now we describe the concept of incorrect clause in a more formal way.It is de�ned w.r.t. to a �xed speci�cation (which includes call- and successtypes of constraint predicates and built-ins). Below, by a correct call orsuccess we mean a call or success correct w.r.t. this speci�cation. Considera clause C = p0(~u0) p1(~u1); : : : ; pn(~un):Assume that at some step of derivation a correct call c [] p0(~t ) appears andclause C is used. Assume that then (some instances of) p1(~u1); : : : ; pk(~uk)become current calls (0 � k � n). Let us denote these calls by A1; : : : ; Ak.Assume that the corresponding successes A01; : : : ; A0k�1 are correct. If thecall Ak is incorrect (for some choice of a correct call c [] p0(~t) and correctsuccesses A01; : : : ; A0k�1) then C is considered an incorrect clause. Moreoverthe pre�x p0(~u0) p1(~u1); : : : ; pk(~uk) of C is said to be incorrect.Similarly, if k = n and all the calls A1; : : : ; An succeed then the �rstcall c [] p0(~t ) also succeeds. If the latter success is incorrect, for some choiceof a correct call c [] p0(~t) and correct successes A01; : : : ; A0k�1, then C is anincorrect clause. (We also say that C is an incorrect pre�x).It can be proved that if the program P with a class of initial atomicgoals G is incorrect then it contains an incorrect clause, provided the goalsin G are correct. (Remember that we assume a �xed speci�cation). Thusshowing that there are no incorrect clauses means proving that the programis correct.



72 PAPER II: LOCATING TYPE ERRORS . . .The reverse of this property does not hold. A correct program may con-tain a clause which is incorrect according to the de�nition above. Roughlyspeaking the reason is too weak a speci�cation. There may exist incorrectclauses in the program despite the program (together with a set of correctgoals) being correct. This is related to the fact that in the correct programa speci�cation is an over-approximation of the real call-success behaviour.Some of the calls and successes included in the speci�cation may not appearin real computations. The notion of incorrect clause refers to the speci�ca-tion, and the calls and successes obtained by the incorrect clause from thespeci�cation may not appear in the computation of the program. Noticehowever that it is still justi�ed to call such a clause incorrect. When placedin another program, with the same speci�cation for the common predicates,the clause can be a reason of program incorrectness.Example 5.2 Here we show a correct program containing an incorrectclause. The reason is that the speci�cation is too weak. Moreover, a su�-ciently strong speci�cation does not exist (in the considered class of speci�-cations).Consider a clausep( X ) :- prime( N ), q( N, X ).Assume that prime succeeds always with a prime number and that q(N,X)succeeds with X bound to a natural number if N is prime, and to a negativeinteger if N is not prime. Assume that the speci�cation requires that psucceeds with a natural number.The set of prime numbers cannot be expressed as a type. The bestspeci�cation we can have for the success-type of the argument of prime,and for the call-type of the �rst argument of q, is the set of natural numbersnat. For the clause to be correct, the success-type of the second argumentof q has to be nat (or its subset). With such a speci�cation however, weobtain incorrectness of the part of the program de�ning q.So we can construct speci�cations such that the success type of p isp(nat) and the program is correct. However for each such speci�cation,either the clause above or some other clause of the program is incorrect.It can be proved that for any speci�cation formalism such examplesexists. (The set of procedure calls or successes of a given procedure in aprogram may be undecidable. On the other hand, a speci�cation formalismusable in a context like ours de�nes only decidable sets).Example 5.3 Here we show that a problem of an incorrect clause occur-ring in a correct program can be caused by di�erent usages of a procedurein the program.Consider the example from Section 4 and a (corrected) clause



5 The Diagnosis Method 73safe(X,[Y|T],K) :-noattack(X,Y,K),K1 is K+1,safe(X,T,K1).This clause is correct w.r.t. the speci�cation discussed in that section. Let uschange the speci�cation, replacing int by nat in the call and success typesof safe. So both these types are now safe(anyfd,list(anyfd),nat). Theprogram is still correct for this speci�cation, the last argument of safeis never a negative integer. However, the clause becomes incorrect. Thesuccess type of the �rst argument of is is speci�ed to be int. It cannot beany smaller type. (Imagine that is appears somewhere else in the programand there negative integers may result too). But now the clause is incorrect,as the call type of the third argument of safe(X,T,K1) we obtain int, whichis not a subset of nat.To solve the problem illustrated by the last example, one would needdi�erent type speci�cations for di�erent occurrences of a predicate.Summarizing, our diagnosis method consists in �nding all the incorrectclause pre�xes (in a given program, w.r.t. a given speci�cation). This meanslocating all the errors in the program. Maybe some located pre�xes areincorrect only due to a weakness of the speci�cation, as discussed above,and are not reasons for actual program incorrectness. However all the actualreasons for the program being incorrect are within the located pre�xes. Inparticular, when no incorrect clause is found then the program is correct,provided the initial goals are correct.5.2 Incorrectness DiagnosisIncorrectness diagnosis is performed by automatic identi�cation of clausesthat are incorrect w.r.t. to a given speci�cation. The core of the diagnoseris thus an algorithm that automatically checks correctness of pre�xes of aclause. The basic idea is to compute types that are (subsets of) the setsof all possible calls of the body atoms (and of all successes of the head).The assumptions about the calls of the head and the successes of the bodyatoms are the same as in the previous section (for instance in Ex. 5.1). Thecorrectness check may be described in terms of some primitive operations.We describe them referring to the example:� Deconstruction. This operation determines the type of a subterm of agiven typed term. Consider the clause of Example 5.1. The call typeof its head predicate is safe(anyfd,list(anyfd),int). The head issafe(X,[Y|T],K). Using the decomposition operation we obtain typesof the terms bound to the variables in the head in any correct call. ForY and T it yields types anyfd and list(anyfd), as the type of [Y|T]



74 PAPER II: LOCATING TYPE ERRORS . . .is list(anyfd). (The types of X and K are trivially anyfd and int).The reader may check that decomposition is easy to compute usingthe rules de�ning types.� Type intersection. Suppose that, by means of deconstruction, typesare found for some occurrences of a variable. Then its possible valuesare determined by the intersection of the types. Assume that theexample clause has been called as speci�ed and that the executionreached the call of is/2. The variable K at this point is bound toa constrained term that is in the intersection of the call-type of thethird argument safe/3 and the success type of the third argument ofnoattack/3. Both types are int, so the intersection is trivial in thiscase. The algorithm used in our tool for computing intersection oftypes is described in [DP98, Pie98].� Construction. This operation determines the type of a term from typesof its subterms. New grammar rules have to be constructed to describeit. In our example, the type, say t10, of K+1 can be computed knowingthe type of K (nat) and 1:t10 --> nat + t11t11 --> 1� Type inclusion. To establish (in)correctness of a clause we have tocheck whether the clause leads to (in)correct calls or successes. Forexample, whenever the rest of the program behaves as speci�ed, the�rst argument of the last body atom will be bound at call to a termin list(anyfd). This has been established by decomposition of theinitial call. The speci�ed call-type for this argument is anyfd. In-correctness is established by checking that the former type is not asubset of the latter. The algorithm used in our tool for checking typeinclusion is described in [DP98, Pie98]The algorithm checking whether a clause can generate incorrect calls cannow be outlined as follows:



6 Delays 75For each body atom B = p(:::),for each variable X in B,for each occurrence i of X in the preceding atoms,compute its type ti(by type deconstruction, from the speci�edcall type of the head or, respectively,success type of a body atom).The type of X at B is the intersection of all ti's(it is \any" if there are no such occurrences).type(B) is determined by type constructionfrom the types of its variables.If type(B) is not a subset of the call type of pthen the clause is incorrect.The computed type(B) is the set of all calls of B that would appear inthe computations starting by correct calls of the clause, provided that thesuccess set of any body atom coincides with the speci�ed success type of itspredicate.A similar algorithm checks whether a clause can generate incorrect suc-cesses. One just considers B being the head of the clause and all the occur-rences of X in the clause. The obtained type of B is then checked to be asubset of the success type of p.If the speci�cation at hand describes all predicates of the program theabove algorithms can be used to �nd all incorrect clauses. If some typespeci�cations are missing, we can use the following technique. We describeit for the case where B = p(:::) is a body atom (and under assumption thatthe speci�cation of the call type of B is not missing). First replace all themissing types by the most general type any. If the algorithm computes thetype of the call of B, which is a subset of the speci�ed call type of p, thenthe clause is correct (for any possible speci�cation of the missing types).Conversely, suppose that after replacing the missing types by the emptytype the computed call-type of B is not a subset of the speci�ed one. Thenthe clause is incorrect.6 DelaysModern Prolog and CLP implementations use Prolog selection rule withdelays. This means that, for some predicates, an atom can be selectedonly if its arguments are su�ciently instantiated. The requirements on theform of selectable goals are given by delay declarations. In this section weexplain handling of delays by our system. The presentation is informal. Thepredicates subject to delays will be called delayed predicates. For simplicity,we deal only with built in delayed predicates.



76 PAPER II: LOCATING TYPE ERRORS . . .The approach is based on a simple but rather imprecise approximationof the semantics of delays. The main idea is to deduce, whenever possible,that a predicate call will not be blocked (i.e. will be selected by the Pro-log selection rule). Then we treat it as described in the previous section.Otherwise we do not conclude anything about when the call will be actuallyselected.In the context of delays we have an additional notion of an initial pro-cedure call. By an initial call (of procedure p) we mean a constrained atomc [] p(: : :) such that p(: : :) is selected by the Prolog selection rule in a goalwith constraints c. If the atom is selectable then it is actually selected.Otherwise it is blocked. By an (actual) call we mean a constrained atomc [] p(: : :) such that p(: : :) is actually selected (in a goal with constraints c).Also the notion of success is di�erent. It is convenient to treat a (sub)goalas succeeding also when some blocked atomic goals remain unresolved. Todescribe this notion of success more precisely, assume that all the uni�cationsin the resolution are variable renamings. Consider a derivation starting froma goal G0 = A1; : : : ; An. Assume that the �rst atom of G0 is actually se-lected. Consider the �rst goal in the derivation containing atoms A2; : : : ; Anand possibly some blocked, non selectable atoms. Let c be the constraint ofthis goal. Then c []A1 is the partial success of A1 in this derivation. So forcomputations without delays partial successes coincide with successes. If aconstrained atom is blocked then it itself is its partial success. Now we as-sume that a success-type speci�es (a superset of) the set of partial successesof the selectable calls of the respective predicate.As discussed in Section 3.1, we do not treat constraint predicates asdelayed. Whenever an atomic constraint is initially selected, it is added tothe constraint store. Thus it immediately succeeds or fails depending on theresult of the constraint consistency check.For each delayed predicate, instead of its call-type, we maintain itsselection-type describing the set of selectable calls. If an initial call is inthis set then it is immediately selected (i.e. not delayed)21. For instance,the selection-type for the built-in predicate is/2 of CHIP is the set of con-strained atoms c [](u isw) where w is a ground arithmetic expression (andc; u are arbitrary).Now we present an algorithm for checking correctness of a clause inthe context of derivations with delays. The algorithm is a modi�cation ofthat shown in Section 5.2. Given a clause H  B1; : : : ; Bn, the algorithmapproximates the set of initial calls of each Bi. If the result is a subset ofthe selection-type of Bi then we are sure that Bi is not blocked (even if itspredicate is a delayed one).21So if we want to approximate the set of the selectable calls, the selection-type has tobe a subset of this set, not a superset.



6 Delays 77Mark f as not blocked g the head H and the body atoms with non delayedpredicates.For i = 1; : : : ; nf Compute what happens before the initial call of Bi gFor each variable X occurring in Bi,for each occurrence x of X in a marked atom from H;B1; : : : ; Bi�1compute its type tx using type deconstruction operation(from the speci�ed call type of H or, respectively,the success type of Bj).Compute the intersection tX of all tx's.f Type tX is an approximation of the set of values of X at theinitial call of Bi gCompute an approximation type(Bi) of the set of initial calls of Bi,from the types tX of its variables, by the type construction operations.If type(Bi) is a subset of the call/selection-type of Bi thenf Bi is not blocked and the clause pre�x H  B0; : : : ; Bi is correct gmark Bi.Elseif Bi is a call of a non delayed predicate thenf the pre�x may be incorrect gsignal a warning,elsef Bi may be blocked. gIf the intersection of type(Bi) and the call/selection-type of Bi isempty thenf Bi will never be selected gsignal a warning,elsef the clause pre�x H  B0; : : : ; Bi is correct gA similar, second part of the algorithm checks that the clause cannot gen-erate incorrect successes of H.If the algorithm does not �nd any incorrect clause pre�x in a program Pthen P is correct in the following sense. In any computation of P startingfrom an atomic goal which is in its call/selection-type,� any (actual) call is in its call/selection-type,� if an atom has been marked as not blocked then any its call is notblocked (any its initial call is an actual call),� any partial success of a non blocked call is in its success type.The same property holds if the only warnings issued by the algorithm arerelated to the last check in the algorithm (Bi never selected). Such a warningmay correspond to a run-time error. As an example take Bi to be :::is:::



78 PAPER II: LOCATING TYPE ERRORS . . .and suppose that no atom in type(Bi) has an arithmetical expression as thesecond argument, so that the intersection considered in the check is empty.Then execution of the program by CHIP will stop with a run-time error(unless Bi is never initially selected).Starting from the algorithm described above it is rather obvious how togeneralize our type analysis algorithm for programs with delays.Example 6.1 In the scalar product program below, each call of is/2 isblocked, as the second argument is not ground.:- entry sp(any,list(int),list(int)).sp(N1,[P|T],[Q|R]) :- N1 is P*Q+N, sp(N,T,R).sp(0,[],[]).This program is found correct when both the call- and success-type of spare speci�ed to be sp(any,list(int),list(int)). Also program analysis�nds these types. Actually, the program is correct also for the success-typesp(int,list(int),list(int)), as the blocked calls of is are eventually se-lected and sp succeeds with ground �rst argument. Our algorithm is howevertoo weak to determine the correctness of P for this stronger speci�cation.The described approach is applicable to any kind of delayed predicates,not only to built-ins, but in the current version of the tool delay declarationsare not yet supported.An advantage of the approach is its simplicity and ease of augmentingthe system to handle delays. Its generalizations are subject of future work.We expect that a major improvement can be achieved by discovering thecases when a blocked body atom is selected before \the clause succeeds". Itmay be interesting to consider specifying both call- and selection-types fordelayed predicates.7 The Diagnosis ToolThis section surveys the main design decisions of the existing prototypeimplementation of our tool. Its main components are the analyser thatcomputes types (which approximate the actual semantics of a given pro-gram) and the diagnoser locating erroneous clauses. They have some com-mon parts. We begin the section by explaining the usage of parametric andparameterless grammars by the tool. Then we describe its two main parts.Both the analysis and diagnosis algorithms work with types representedas parameterless regular term grammars. Equivalently, such grammars canbe seen as a restricted class of CLP programs [DP98]. Parametric grammarsare employed only in the user interface. There is a library of type de�nitionswhich may be augmented by the user. It contains for instance a parametric



7 The Diagnosis Tool 79grammar de�ning type list(�) (Cf. Section 3.2). Whenever possible, thetypes computed by the system are presented to the user in terms of thosede�ned in the library or declared by the user. In this way the user facesfamiliar and meaningful type names instead of arti�cial ones. For instance,assume that the system has to display a type t77 together with grammarrules t77! [ ]; t77! [t78jt77]. It �nds that they are an instance of the rulesde�ning list(�) and displays list(t78) instead. Similarly, the user's input canrefer to the types de�ned in the library.The principles of the analysis are described in a separate paper [DP99].The analyser and the diagnoser share some basic components. The algo-rithm is implemented in SICStus Prolog, the implementation is based onthat by [GdW94]. We made several lower level improvements to the originalimplementation, like introducing more e�cient data structures (AVL treesinstead of lists). They resulted in substantial improvement in analysis e�-ciency. Running the analyser on a number of examples, we have observed20-25% speedup.The type analysis algorithm constructs call and success types of thepredicates de�ned by program clauses, thus computing an approximation oftheir call-success semantics. To be able to deal with real programs, it usesa library of type speci�cations of built-in predicates. Similarly it is able todeal with fragments of programs (for instance with programs under develop-ment). In the latter case the user is required to provide type descriptions forthe unde�ned predicates. Such descriptions correspond to trust assertionsof [PBH00a].The types constructed by the analyser are on request shown to the user,who may decide to start diagnosis, as illustrated in Section 4. The diagnosisrelies on the type speci�cation provided incrementally by the user. As dis-cussed in Section 4, the speci�cation process is supported by the possibilityto accept some types constructed in the analysis phase as speci�ed ones.It is also restricted to the predicates relevant for the diagnosed predicate.Moreover, the list of types is sorted, so that types that are needed to verifymany clauses are on the top, and will be answered �rst. This strategy oftenresults in �nding an error after having speci�ed just a few types. The usermay stop the diagnosis with the �rst error message, which is often obtainedwithout specifying all requested types. The diagnosis process may be con-tinued by specifying all requested types. In this case, the tool will locateall incorrect clause pre�xes in the fragment of the program relevant for thediagnosed predicate.An error message contains an incorrect clause. Its incorrect pre�x isindicated by referring to the atom whose type computed by the method ofSection 5 is not a subset of the respective speci�ed type. This atom is thehead of C or the last atom of an incorrect pre�x.The speci�cation provided by the user is stored by the diagnoser andmay be re-used during further diagnosis sessions.



80 PAPER II: LOCATING TYPE ERRORS . . .8 Limitations of the ApproachOur approach can be characterized by several design decisions that we havemade, such as the semantics considered, the speci�cation language and thediagnosis method. As always in such cases, there is a trade-o� betweene�ciency, or even tractability, and precision. Therefore, some limitations ofthe framework were inevitable. This section surveys them.We discuss the restricted expressive power of type speci�cations, a needfor incompleteness diagnosis and a need to have more than one pair of typesfor a predicate. We also show an example where the call-success semanticsis inappropriate to express programmer intuitions.The restricted expressive power of our speci�cation language makes itpossible to perform e�ective analysis and diagnosis of programs but per-mits to detect only the errors that violate speci�cations expressible in thislanguage. This is illustrated by the following example.Example 8.1 Let us consider the following erroneous append program,where we have [X|Ys] instead of [X|Zs].:- entry app(list(int),list(int),any).app([], Xs, Xs).app([X|Xs],Ys,[X|Zs]) :-app(Ys,Xs,Zs).What we obtain if we invoke the call-success diagnoser with intendedsuccess-type app(list(int),list(int),list(int)) is that there are noincorrect clauses. Hence, the program is correct w.r.t. the intended speci-�cation. This kind of error cannot be detected by a type based approachbecause, informally speaking, the type of the two variables Ys and Zs is thesame.For some built-in predicates, the restricted expressive power of types makesit impossible to express the form of the allowed calls. Thus our approach isnot able to discover some of the errors of an incorrect call of a built-in.We illustrate the problem of lack of the incompleteness diagnosis in ourtool by the following example.Example 8.2 Consider an erroneous version of a program for \closing"open (or partial) lists.:-entry close_list(any).close_list([]).close_list([_|Xs]):-close_list(xs).



8 Limitations of the Approach 81The recursive call of close list/1 has the constant xs as its argumentinstead of the variable Xs. The type inferred by the analyser is:Succ-Type: close_list(t15)t15-->[]It is obvious that some values (i.e. all the non-empty lists) cannot be com-puted by the program. That means an incompleteness symptom. Assumenow that the programmer has completed the speci�cation with the successtype close list(list(any)). Observe that, as the second clause alwaysfails, the only success of close list/1 (i.e. close list([])), is containedin the type close list(list(any)) and therefore the diagnoser will give usno warning. Thus the program is correct w.r.t. the speci�cation, althoughit is incomplete.Next, we show that having only one call and one success type per pred-icate is actually a restriction.Example 8.3 The program below deletes an integer number from a givenlist of integers, by means of the app/3 predicate.:-entry del(int,list(int),any).del(E,L,L0) :-app(L1,[E|L2],L),app(L1,L2,L0).app([],Xs,Xs).app([X|Xs],Ys,[X|Zs]):-app(Xs,Ys,Zs).Observe, that in the clause de�ning del/2 the predicate app/3 is used intwo ways: �rst to decompose the list L and then to concatenate L1 and L2.The types inferred by the analyser are:Call-Type: del(int,list(int),any)Succ-Type: del(int,list(int),any)Call-Type: app(any,any,any)Succ-Type: app(list(any),any,any)The call type of app/3 is so general because it has been computed takinginto account all three usages of this predicate in the program. Call typesoriginating from these three program points have been merged, by meansof the upper bound operation. Notice, that no speci�cation (with an entrydeclaration as above) for which the program remains correct, can containmore accurate call type for app/3, as we can specify only one call type perpredicate.



82 PAPER II: LOCATING TYPE ERRORS . . .Analysing various calls of the same predicate separately would obviouslybring more precise results and would require employing a polyvariant anal-ysis method, as that of [JB92].Essentially the same limitation a�ects the treatment of built-ins. Theirsuccess types are described taking into account all their possible usages. Aspointed out in Section 5 this may make the diagnoser generate undesiredwarnings (as a clause of a correct program may turn out to be incorrect,due to a too general success type of a built-in).The call-success semantics may not be suitable, as concerning the useof logical variables. The user may not be interested in the actual calls butrather in the successes related to initial calls. We illustrate this by theexample originating from [BM97].Example 8.4 The following program analyses a binary tree T with nodeslabeled with natural numbers and constructs a binary tree NT of the sameshape with all nodes labeled with the maximal label of T. The program in-cludes a type declaration de�ning a parametric type tree(A) by two gram-mar rules (conf. Section 3.2).:- typedef tree(A) --> void; t(A,tree(A),tree(A)).:- entry maxtree(tree(nat),any).maxtree(T,NT) :- maxt(T,Max,Max,NT).maxt(void,_,0,void).maxt(t(N,L,R), Max, MaxSoFar, t(Max,NewL,NewR)):-maxt(L,Max,MaxL,NewL),maxt(R,Max,MaxR,NewR),max(N,MaxL,MaxR,MaxSoFar).max(A,B,C,A) :- A >= B, A >= C.max(A,B,C,B) :- B >= A, B >= C.max(A,B,C,C) :- C >= A, C >= B.The call-success analyser infers the following types:Call-Type: maxtree(tree(nat), any)Succ-Type: maxtree(tree(nat), tree(any))Call-Type: maxt(tree(nat), any, any, any)Succ-Type: maxt(tree(nat), any, nat, tree(any))Call-Type: max(nat, nat, nat, any)Succ-Type: max(nat, nat, nat, nat)



9 Related Work 83Hence, it correctly shows that during the execution some successes of maxthave an argument of the type tree(any), since the constructed trees havenodes labeled by variables. To show that in the �nal result both argumentsof maxtree are of the type tree(int), one has to use a richer class of speci-�cations22 or refer to a di�erent semantics and use di�erent proof methods,like the method shown in [BM97]. A type diagnoser based on that methodcan be constructed by applying similar approximation techniques to theveri�cation conditions of that method.9 Related WorkOur approach and the design of our tool is a novel contribution, but itscomponents and principles are based on well-known ideas and techniquesof logic programming, which, however, require extension and adaptation toCLP.The question of what the reason of an incorrect behaviour of a programis has been investigated in the framework of declarative diagnosis [Sha82,Llo87a, Fer87]. The concept of incorrectness error originating from thatwork can be related to the program not being partially correct w.r.t. aspeci�cation. Eventually this can be linked to violation of a veri�cationcondition in a proof method for partial correctness of run-time properties.Several such methods has been discussed in the literature, e.g. [DM88,BC89, DP99]. Our concept of incorrect clause can be linked to such averi�cation condition.The general idea of using semantic approximations for program veri�ca-tion and for locating errors was discussed in our previous work [BDD+97].That paper was the main inspiration of this work.The static diagnosis technique presented here is similar to the abstractdiagnosis of [CLMV99]. The latter is essentially a method for verifying aprogram against a speci�cation that describes a program property. It isrequired that the space of possible properties forms a Galois insertion withthe semantics of the programming language. Our type domain does not �tinto the Galois insertion framework due to lack of an abstraction function[DP98, Pie98]. Unlike our approach, the work of [CLMV99] is not focusedon implementing a tool, but rather on theoretical aspects of the diagnosisproblem. It aims at �nding both incorrectness and incompleteness errors.The decision to use term grammars as a speci�cation language made itpossible to extend for our purposes the well-known results and techniques onregular sets and regular term grammars and the techniques of constructingregular descriptive types for logic programs. There is a vast literature aboutit (see e.g. survey in [Mil99]). More speci�cally, our term grammars can be22We need to express that, at a success of maxt(T,M,Max,NT), NT is a tree with all thenodes labeled by M and Max is an integer.



84 PAPER II: LOCATING TYPE ERRORS . . .directly linked to regular term grammars of [DZ92]. They provide \ad hoc"extension of the latter for dealing with CLP over �nite domains. In [Pie98]we present a more systematic way for extending regular term grammars withconstraints, which is however not directly used in our tool. There have beenmany proposals for constructing descriptive regular types for logic programs,e.g. [Mis84, JB92, CP98]. We adopted for extension to CLP the techniqueof [GdW94]. One of the reasons was that in that case we were able to re-usepart of the analyser code for diagnosis.The paper [BDD+97] was also a starting point for developing two toolsthat are strongly related to ours, both are described in this volume.The �rst one is a framework of assertion-based debugging ([PBH00a,HPB99]). The assertion language used in that framework is a superset ofour speci�cation language. It not only allows to express call- and success-types but also reacher properties of calls and successes and several otherproperties such as determinacy, non-failure, cost, etc. Abstract interpreta-tion is used to infer some properties of the program, including types. (Thetype inference program has been ported for that purpose from our tool).The user may provide a priori a partial speci�cation by stating some asser-tions describing her expectations. These are automatically compared withthe inferred assertions. The comparison may con�rm that the latter im-ply the former. A failure in verifying this may be due to program erroror to incompleteness of the checking method. In the case of such failurethe system generates a warning and allows to incorporate run-time checksfor non-veri�ed assertions. A special warning is issued when the comparisonshows that the inferred assertion and the speci�ed one do not intersect. Thisimplies that the latter will be violated by each computation of the program(or the control will not reach the corresponding program points).In that approach no attempt is made to locate erroneous clauses, sinceusually the speci�ed assertions are rather few and may not be su�cient forthat purpose. Thus the warnings inform about \abstract symptoms" but donot locate errors. In contrast to our interactive tool the framework is fullyautomatic.The assertion tool of Prolog IV, described in [La��00] uses veri�cationtechniques similar to ours for locating erroneous clauses at compile time.However, the assertion language is di�erent from ours. The assertions arebuilt from a �xed number of primitives, mostly some prede�ned constraintsof Prolog IV. This gives less exibility than our types, but allows direct useof constraint solver for veri�cation of assertions. If an assertion cannot beproved statically then a run-time test is generated, like in the method of[PBH00a, HPB99]. In contrast to our approach, the speci�cation has tobe given a priori and the speci�cation process is not supported by staticanalysis.Our work was initially described in [CDMP98, CDP99]. Since then, thetreatment of delays was added and the presentation of the method has been



10 Conclusions and Future Work 85substantially changed and improved. The latter includes changing the typedescription formalism. Some changes have been done to the implementation.They include: designing and implementing a graphical user interface andmodi�cations of the analysis algorithm that improved e�ciency.10 Conclusions and Future WorkBy extending to CLP well-known techniques of LP and combining them in aninnovative way we constructed an interactive tool that facilitates location oferrors in CHIP programs. The principles of our approach can be summarizedas (1) automatic synthesis of types that approximate a program's semanticsand are easy to understand by the user (2) automatic location of the errors(3) minimizing and facilitating the speci�cation e�ort. As a side e�ect of adiagnosis session a speci�cation of the program is obtained which may beused in future diagnosis and for documentation purposes.The method deals with partial correctness. In contrast to most of debug-ging tools, it does not refer to any test computations of the program. Also,the algorithm is able to work without any information about error symp-toms. As the class of considered speci�cations is restricted, many errors areoutside the scope of the method. On the other hand, the diagnosis algorithmlocates exactly those clauses (and clause pre�xes) that are incorrect w.r.t.the speci�cation.As stated in Section 9 relevant techniques adopted concern:� representing and manipulating regular sets [DZ92],� construction of regular approximations of logic programs [GdW94],� methods for proving properties of logic programs [DM88, BC89, DP99]We had to extend them to handle constrained terms. The e�ciency of typeconstruction by our tool was acceptable on the benchmark consisting of theCHIP demonstration programs but we hope to be able to improve it. Forinstance optimizations similar to those suggested in [Cod99] should be pos-sible, as our type analysis algorithm is equivalent to bottom-up abstractinterpretation of the magic transformation of the source program. Devel-oping a di�erent algorithm for construction of types may be another wayof attacking this problem. Another planned improvement is optimization ofquery ordering to minimize the speci�cation e�ort necessary for locating the�rst incorrect clause. The topics of future research include: modifying stan-dard types (conf. Section 3.2) in order to extend the tool for other constraintdomains, better handling of delays, and diagnosis of incompleteness.
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Using parametric set constraintsfor locating errors in CLP programsW lodzimierz Drabent, Jan Ma luszy�nskiand Pawe l PietrzakAbstractThis paper introduces a framework of parametric descriptive di-rectional types for constraint logic programming (CLP). It pro-poses a method for locating type errors in CLP programs andpresents a prototype debugging tool. The main technique usedis checking correctness of programs w.r.t. type speci�cations.The approach is based on a generalization of known methods forproving correctness of logic programs to the case of parametricspeci�cations. Set-constraint techniques are used for formulat-ing and checking veri�cation conditions for (parametric) poly-morphic type speci�cations. The speci�cations are expressed ina parametric extension of the formalism of term grammars. Thesoundness of the method is proved and the prototype debuggingtool supporting the proposed approach is illustrated on exam-ples.The paper is a substantial extension of the previous work by thesame authors concerning monomorphic directional types.1 IntroductionThe objective of this work is to support development of CLP programsby a tool that checks correctness of a (partially developed) program w.r.t.an approximate speci�cation. Failures of such checks are used to locatefragments of the program which are potential program errors.The speci�cations we work with extend the traditional concept of di-rectional type for logic programs (see e.g. [BLR92]). Such a speci�cationassociates with every predicate a pair of sets that characterize, respectively,expected calls and successes of the predicate. Checking correctness of alogic program w.r.t. directional types has been discussed by several au-thors (see e.g. [AL94, Boy96, BM97, CP98] and references therein). Theirproposals can be seen as special cases of general veri�cation methods of[DM88, BC89, Der93]. Technically, directional type checking consists inproving that the sets speci�ed by given directional types of a program satisfycertain veri�cation conditions constructed for this program. For directional



90 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .types expressed as set constraints the veri�cation conditions can also be ex-pressed as set constraints and the check can be performed by set constrainttechniques (see e.g. [AL94]).In this paper we propose an extension of directional types which ad-dresses two issues:� CLP programs operate on constraint domains while (pure) logic pro-grams are restricted to one speci�c constraint domain which is theHerbrand universe. Directional types of a logic program character-ize calls and successes of each predicate as sets of terms. This is notsu�cient for CLP where manipulated data include constraints overnon-Herbrand domains. To account for that we use a notion of con-strained term where a constraint from a speci�c domain is attached toa non-ground term. We de�ne the concept of directional type for CLPprograms using sets of constrained terms.� In logic programming, as well as in CLP, some procedures may beassociated with families of directional types, rather than with singletypes. For example, typical list manipulation procedures may be usedfor lists with elements of any type and return lists with the elementsof the same type. This is known as parametric polymorphism and canbe described by a parametric speci�cation, in our case by a paramet-ric directional type. We extend the concept of partial correctness ofCLP program to the case of parametric speci�cations and we give asu�cient condition for a program to be correct w.r.t. a parametricspeci�cation. We apply this condition to correctness checking of CLPprograms w.r.t. to parametric directional types, and for locating pro-gram errors. As shown by examples in Section 6, use of parametricspeci�cations improves the possibility of locating errors.The problem of checking of polymorphic directional types has been re-cently formulated in a framework of a formal calculus [RT00, RT01]. Asexplained in Section 7.1 that approach is substantially di�erent from ours.A parametric speci�cation can be seen as a family of (parameter-free)speci�cations. As mentioned above, our speci�cations refer to sets of con-strained terms. The su�cient conditions for correctness can be formulatedas set constraints, involving operations on the speci�ed sets, such as projec-tion, intersection and inclusion.For constructing an automatic tool for checking correctness of speci�ca-tions two questions have to be addressed:� How to represent sets so that the necessary operations can be e�ec-tively performed,� How to deal with parametric speci�cations.



1 Introduction 91The �rst problem was already discussed in [DMP00a, DMP00b], whichextends our earlier work [CDMP98, CDP99]. We have chosen to repre-sent sets of constrained terms by a simple extension of the formalism ofdiscriminative term grammars, where sets of constrained terms are con-structed from a �nite collection of base sets. Term grammars (or equiv-alent formalisms) and set constraints have been used by many authorsfor specifying and inferring types for logic programs (see among others[Mis84, FSVY91, DZ92, GdW94, AL94, Boy96, DJMT97, CP98]). We showhow the operations on discriminative term grammars can be extended tohandle sets of constrained terms introduced by the extended discriminativeterm grammars.A solution to the second problem is a main contribution of this paper.We derive it by showing how the approach of [DMP00a] can be extended tothe case of parametric speci�cations. (In our former work parametric gram-mars were used only in the user interface, to represent families of grammars.)First we have to give a new, more precise, presentation of that approach.We present a natural extension of the notion of partial correctness to thecase of parametric speci�cations, so that the special case of parameterlessspeci�cations reduces to the notion used in our previous work. We introducea concept of PED grammar (parametric discriminative extended term gram-mar) as a formalism for specifying families of sets of constrained terms. Wede�ne operations on PED grammars that make it possible to approximateresults of the respective operations on members of the so de�ned families.We use them for checking correctness of programs w.r.t. parametric direc-tional types, and for locating potential errors.If the veri�cation conditions of a logic program are expressed as setconstraints, it is possible to infer directional types that satisfy them. Forexample, the techniques of [HJ90a, HJ91] make it possible to construct aterm grammar23 describing the least model of the set constraints. The use ofthese techniques for program analysis in general was discussed in [Hei92a].On the other hand, it is possible to use abstract interpretation tech-niques to infer directional types of a program. Soundness of an abstractinterpretation method can be justi�ed by deriving it systematically from theveri�cation conditions. An example of an abstract interpretation approachis [JB92, HCC95]. A technique of [GdW94], similar to abstract interpreta-tion, derives types in a form equivalent to discriminative term grammars.In [DMP00a] we modi�ed the latter technique to infer directional types forCLP programs. In this paper we present its further extension for inferringparametric directional types. We prove that this extension is sound in thesense that the program is correct w.r.t. the inferred parametric types.We use our technique of parametric type checking for locating errors inCLP programs. More precisely, we check correctness of a program w.r.t.23In general this grammar is non-discriminative.



92 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .a parametric speci�cation of directional types and we indicate fragmentsof clauses where the check of the veri�cation conditions fails. However,CLP languages are often not typed so that programs do not include typespeci�cations. Therefore our methodology does not require that the typespeci�cation is given a priori. The user decides a posteriori whether or notto type check a program, or its fragment.The type speci�cation is usually provided in a step-wise interactive way.At each stage of this process the program is checked against the fragmentof the speci�cation at hand. So incremental building of the speci�cation iscoupled together with locating errors. Even small fragments of the speci�-cation are often su�cient to locate (some) errors in the program. On theother hand, if no program errors have been located when the speci�cationis completed then the program is correct (w.r.t. the speci�cation). Noticehowever that not every error message corresponds to the actual error in theprogram. That is why we call the error messages \warnings". This is dueto using approximated speci�cations and to approximations made in theprocess of checking.In the proposed methodology the process of type speci�cation is precededby static analysis which infers directional types of the program. The inferredtypes may provide indication that the program is erroneous. In this casethe user may decide to start the process of speci�cation and error location.The results of the type inference may facilitate it, as discussed below and inSection 6. Thus, in our methodology type inference plays only an auxiliary,though useful, role.The methodology is supported by a prototype error locating tool. Thepresent version of the tool works for a subset of the constraint programminglanguage CHIP [Cos98]. However, it can be easily adapted for other CLPlanguages.The structure of the tool is illustrated in Fig. 5. The tool includes atype checker, a type inferencer and a speci�cation editor. The tool has alsoa library of PED grammars. Among others, the library provides descrip-tions of often occurring types and speci�cations for built-in predicates. Thespeci�cation of a program is introduced through the editor. It may refer tolibrary grammars and/or to grammars provided by the user together withthe checked program.The input consists of a (possibly incomplete) CLP program and of an en-try declaration. The latter is a parametric speci�cation of intended (atomic)initial calls in terms of some PED grammar. In this way a family of setsis speci�ed. Each member of the family is a di�erent set of intended calls,corresponding to a di�erent use of the program. The type inferencer con-structs parametric directional types for all predicates of the program, thusproviding a speci�cation such that the input program is correct w.r.t. it.However, these types may not correspond to user intentions. This is due toprogram errors or to inaccuracy of type inference.
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Figure 5: The structure of the error locating toolThe intended types have to be provided by the user. They are introducedin a step-wise interactive manner. When providing the type of a predicatethe user may �rst inspect the inferred type and accept it, or specify insteada di�erent type. The tool monitors the process and immediately reports asan error any violation of the veri�cation conditions for the so far introducedtypes.While our approach makes it possible to locate some errors in CLP pro-grams it should be clear that it is limited:� It locates only type errors.� Our types are based on discriminative regular grammars; the expres-sive power of this formalism is limited.� To deal with constraints we extend this formalism from terms to con-strained terms. However our treatment of constraints is rather crude.Roughly speaking, our formalism is able to de�ne only a �nite col-lection of sets of constraints (for any given variable). This limitedapproach lets us however �nd typical type bugs related to constraints.In our former work [DP98] we studied a more sophisticated (non para-metric) type system for constrained terms. It seems however too com-plicated. Charatonik [Cha98] showed that a certain approach to ap-proximating the semantics of CLP programs is bound to fail, as theresulting set constraints are undecidable.� Correctness w.r.t. parametric type speci�cations requires type correct-ness for all values of the type parameters. Thus only quite general



94 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .su�cient conditions for correctness are possible. They however seemto work well on typical examples.A usual question discussed in the literature is the theoretical worst casecomplexity of the proposed type checking and type inference algorithms.We show that our type checking algorithm for a clause is exponential w.r.t.the number of variable repetitions. In our approach to locating errors typeinference plays an auxiliary role and is implemented by an adaptation of thealgorithm of [GdW94] with some ideas of [Mil99]. While we prove sound-ness of this adaptation, we do not elaborate on the theoretical complexityissues, which by the way were not discussed by the authors of the algorithm.As concerns practical e�ciency of our implementation, it turns out to besatisfactory on all examples we tried so far.The main original contributions of the paper are:� formulation of the concept of partial correctness of CLP programsw.r.t. parametric speci�cations,� a method for proving such correctness,� a technique for checking of parametric directional types for CLP pro-grams, based on this method,� a prototype tool for locating program errors based on this technique.The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys some basic conceptson set constraints and constraint logic programs. Section 3 discusses thenotion of correctness of a CLP program with respect to a speci�cation, asu�cient condition for partial correctness and a technique for constructingapproximations of program semantics. The main contributions of the paperare presented in the next sections. Section 4 introduces PED grammars to beused as a parametric speci�cation formalism for CLP programs. Section 5introduces the notion of correctness w.r.t. a parametric speci�cation andpresents a method for proving such correctness. It shows how correctnesscan be e�ectively checked in case of parametric speci�cations provided asPED grammars. It also discusses how to construct a parametric speci�cationof a given program. Finally it explains how program errors can be locatedby failures of the parametric correctness check. Section 6 discusses theprototype tool and illustrates its use on simple examples. Section 7 discussesrelation to other work and presents conclusions.This paper is an extended version of a less formal presentation of thiswork in [DMP01].2 PreliminariesIn this section we present some underlying concepts and techniques usedin our approach. We introduce set constraints and term grammars. They



2 Preliminaries 95are a tool to de�ne sets of terms. Then we generalize them to de�ne setsof constrained terms. The section is concluded with an overview of basicnotions of constraint logic programming (CLP).2.1 Set ConstraintsThis section surveys some basic notions and results on set constraints. Wewill extend them later to describe approximations of the semantics of CLPprograms and to specify user expectations about behaviour of the developedprograms.We build set expressions from the alphabet consisting of: variables, func-tion symbols (including constants), the intersection symbol \ and, for everyvariable X, the generalized projection symbol �X .A set expression is a variable, a constant, or it has a form f(e1; : : : ; en),e1 \ e2, or t�X(e), where f is an n-ary function symbol, e; e1; : : : ; en areset expressions, t is a term and X a variable. Set expressions built out ofvariables and function symbols (so including neither an intersection symbolnor a generalized projection symbol) are called atomic.Set expressions are interpreted over the powerset of the Herbrand uni-verse de�ned by a given alphabet. A valuation that associates sets of termsto variables extends to set expressions in a natural way: \ is interpreted asthe intersection operation, each n-ary function symbol (n � 0) denotes theset construction operationf(S1; : : : ; Sn) = f f(t1; : : : ; tn) j ti 2 Si; i = 1; : : : ; n g(for any sets S1; : : : ; Sn of ground terms) and symbol t�X denotes the gen-eralized projection operationt�X(S) = fX� j t� 2 S; � is a substitution, X� is ground g:(for any term t, variable X and set S of ground terms)Notice that we do not need special symbols for the projection oper-ation and for the set of all terms. The latter is the value of t�X(S),where X does not occur in t and some instance of t is in S. Projec-tion, de�ned as f�1(i) (S) = f ti j f(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 S g, can be expressed asf�1(i) (S) = f(X1; : : : ;Xn)�Xi(S).Set expressions de�ned above are a proper subset of some classes of setexpressions discussed in literature. In particular t�X(S) (where X occurs int) is a special case of the generalized membership expression of [TDT00], inthe notation of that paper it is fX j 9�X t 2 S g. An (unnamed) operationmore general than t�X has also been used in [HJ90b].Our choice of the class of set expressions is guided by our application,which is parametric descriptive types for CLP programs. Later on we gener-alize set expressions to deal with sets of constrained terms (instead of terms)and to include parametric set expressions.



96 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .The set constraints we consider are of the formV ariable > Set expressionAn interpretation of set constraints is de�ned by a valuation of variablesas sets of ground terms. A model of a constraint is an interpretation thatsatis�es it when > is interpreted as set inclusion �. Ordering on interpreta-tions is de�ned by set inclusion: I � I 0 i� I(X) � I 0(X) for every variableX. In such a case we will say that I 0 approximates I. It can be proved(see for instance [TDT00] and Proposition 2.9) that a collection G of suchconstraints is satis�able and has the least model to be denoted MG. Thevalue of a set expression e in the least model of G will be denoted by [[e]]G;the subscript may be omitted when it is clear from the context.2.1.1 Term GrammarsA �nite set of constraints of the formVariable > Atomic set expressionwill be called term grammar. The least model of such a set of constraintscan be obtained by assigning to each variable X the set of all ground termsderivable from X in this grammar. The derivability relation )�G of a gram-mar G is de�ned in a natural way: some occurrence of a variable X in agiven atomic set expression is replaced by a set expression e such that X > eis a constraint in G. Then [[X]]G is the set of all ground terms derivable fromX in G.A set S is said to be de�ned by a grammar G if there is a variable X ofG such that S = [[X]]G. A grammar rule X > t will be sometimes called arule for X.Example 2.1 For the following grammar the elements of [[List]] can beviewed as lists of bits.List > nilList > cons(B;List) B > 0B > 1A pair hX;Gi of a variable X and a grammar G uniquely determinesthe set [[X]]G de�ned by the grammar; such a pair will be called a set de-scriptor (or a type descriptor). Sometimes we will say that hX;Gi de�nesthe set [[X]]G. By hXiG we denote the collection of all rules of G applicablein derivations starting from X.We will mostly use a special kind of term grammars.



2 Preliminaries 97De�nition 2.2 A term grammar is called discriminative i�� each right hand side of a constraint is of the form f(X1; : : : ;Xn), whereX1; : : : ;Xn are variables, and� for a given variable X and given n-ary function symbol f there is atmost one constraint of the form X > f(: : :) 2It should be mentioned that discriminative term grammars are just an-other view of deterministic top-down tree automata [CDG+97]. Variables ofa grammar are states of an automaton, grammar derivations can be seen ascomputations of automata. Abandoning the second condition from De�ni-tion 2.2 leads to a strictly stronger formalism of non discriminative grammarsequivalent to nondeterministic top-down tree automata.We should explain our choice of the less powerful formalism of discrim-inative grammars. They seem to be su�cient to describe those sets whichare usually considered to be types [AL94] and also easier to understand forthe user, which is important in our application. One of the goals of thiswork is enhancing term grammars with parameters. It seems reasonable tobegin with a simpler formalism. We also want to �nd out to which extent asimpler formalism is su�cient in practice.2.1.2 Operations on Term GrammarsThe role of discriminative grammars is to de�ne sets of terms. One needs toconstruct grammars describing the results of set operations on such sets. Inthis section we survey some operations on discriminative grammars, corre-sponding to set operations. A more formal presentation is given in Section4 where we introduce a generalization of term grammars.Emptiness check. A variable X in a grammar G will be called nullableif no ground term can be derived from X in G. In other words, [[X]]G = ; i�X is nullable in G. To check whether [[X]]G = ;, one can apply algorithmsfor �nding nullable symbols in context-free grammars. This can be done inlinear time [HMU01].Let G0 be the grammar G without the rules containing nullable symbols.Both grammars de�ne the same sets, [[X]]G = [[X]]G0 for any variable X.Construction. If S1; : : : ; Sn are de�ned by hX1; G1i; : : : ; hXn; Gni,where G1; : : : ; Gn are discriminative grammars with disjoint sets of variablesthen the set f(S1; : : : ; Sn) is de�ned by hX;Gi where G is the discriminativegrammar fX > f(X1; : : : ;Xn)g[G1[ : : :[Gn and X is a new variable, notoccurring in G1; : : : ; Gn.Intersection. Given sets S and T de�ned by discriminative grammarsG1 and G2 we construct a discriminative grammar G such that S \ T is



98 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .de�ned by G. Without loss of generality we assume that G1 and G2 haveno common variables. The variables of G correspond to pairs (X;Y ) whereX is a variable of G1 and Y is a variable of G2. They will be denoted X _\Y .The notation reects the intention that [[(X;Y )]]G = [[X]]G1 \ [[Y ]]G2 .Now G is de�ned as the set of all rulesX _\Y > f(X1 _\Y1; : : : ;Xn _\Yn)such that there exist a rule X > f(X1; : : : ;Xn) in G1 and a rule Y >f(Y1; : : : ; Yn) in G2. Notice that for given f at most one rule of this formmay exist in each of the grammars. Thus G is discriminative. It is notdi�cult to prove that [[(X;Y )]]G is indeed the intersection of [[X]]G1 and[[Y ]]G2 .We have S = [[X]]G1 for some X of G1 and T = [[Y ]]G2 for some Y of G2,hence S \ T is de�ned by G. Notice that G may contain nullable symbolseven if G1; G2 do not.Example 2.3 Consider two grammarsG1 : X > aX > f(Z;Z)Z > f(X;X)Z > bZ > g(Z) G2 : Y > aY > f(E; Y )E > aE > bE > h(E)The grammar de�ning the intersections of the sets de�ned by G1; G2 isG : X _\Y > aX _\Y > f(Z _\E;Z _\Y )Z _\Y > f(X _\E;X _\Y )X _\E > aZ _\E > bUnion. It is well known that the union of sets de�ned by discrimi-native grammars may not be de�nable by a discriminative grammar; takefor example the sets ff(a; b)g and ff(c; d)g. Given sets S and T de�nedby discriminative grammars G1 and G2 we construct now a discriminativegrammar G de�ning a superset of S [ T .Without loss of generality we assume that G1 and G2 have no commonvariables. The variables of G correspond to pairs (X;Y ) where X is avariable of G1 and Y is a variable of G2. They will be denoted X _[Y . Thenotation reects the intention that [[X]]G1[ [[Y ]]G2 � [[(X;Y )]]G.Now G consists of the rules of G1, the rules of G2 and of the least set ofrules which can be constructed as follows:� If X > f(X1; : : : ;Xn) is in G1 and Y > f(Y1; : : : ; Yn) is in G2 thenX _[Y > f(X1 _[Y1; : : : ;Xn _[Yn) is in G,



2 Preliminaries 99� If X > f(X1; : : : ;Xn) is in G1 and no rule Y > f(Y1; : : : ; Yn) is in G2then X _[Y > f(X1; : : : ;Xn) is in G,� If no rule X > f(X1; : : : ;Xn) is in G1 and Y > f(Y1; : : : ; Yn) is in G2then X _[Y > f(Y1; : : : ; Yn) is in GIt is not di�cult to see that the obtained grammar G is discriminative,and that [[X _[Y ]]G is indeed a superset of the union of [[X]]G1 and [[Y ]]G2 . Ifthe �rst case is not involved in the construction the result is the union ofthese sets. If G1; G2 do not contain nullable symbols then [[X _[Y ]]G is thetuple-distributive closure of [[X]]G1 [ [[Y ]]G2 , i.e. the least set de�nable by adiscriminative grammar and including [[X]]G1 [ [[Y ]]G2 . (We skip a proof ofthis fact, we do not use it later). So we are able to obtain the best possibleapproximation of the union by a discriminative grammar.Example 2.4 The singleton sets ff(a; b)g and ff(c; d)g can be de�nedby the grammars:G1 : X > f(A;B); A > a; B > b G2 : Y > f(C;D); C > c; D > d:Applying the construction we obtain additional rules:X _[Y > f(A _[C;B _[D) A _[C > aA _[C > c B _[D > bB _[D > dSet inclusion. Given sets S and T de�ned by discriminative grammarsit is possible to check S � T by examination of the de�ning grammars.By the assumption S = [[X]]G1 ; T = [[Y ]]G2 for some discriminative gram-mars G1; G2 and some variables X;Y . We assume without loss of generalitythat G1; G2 do not contain nullable symbols. (Otherwise the nullable sym-bols may be removed as justi�ed previously).It follows from the de�nition of the set de�ned by term grammar that[[X]]G1 � [[Y ]]G2 i� for every rule of the form X > f(X1; : : : ;Xn) in G1there exists a rule Y > f(Y1; : : : ; Yn) in G2 and [[Xi]]G1 � [[Yi]]G2 for i =1; : : : ; n. This corresponds to a recursive procedure where a check for X;Ycorresponds to comparison of function symbols in the de�ning rules for Xand Y , which may cause a failure, and a recursive call of a �nite numberof such checks. The check performed once for a given pair of variables neednot be repeated. As the grammar is �nite there is a �nite number of pairsof variables so that the check will terminate.For a formal description of the algorithm and a correctness proof seeSection 4.4.5 where a more general inclusion check algorithm is presented.Example 2.5 The following example illustrates inclusion checking. Itshows that the set of non-empty bit lists with even length is a subset of



100 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .the set of unrestricted lists which allow a more general kind of elements.Both sets are described by discriminative grammars.S > cons(B;Odd)Odd > cons(B;Even)Even > nilEven > cons(B;Odd)B > 0B > 1
List > nilList > cons(E;List)E > 0E > 1E > s(E)We check inclusion [[S]] � [[List]]. We show steps of this process. Eachstep will be characterized by three items: the checked pair of variables, thefunction symbols in their de�ning rules, the set of pairs to be checked afterthis step.(S;List) (fconsg; fnil; consg) f (B;E); (Odd;List) g(B;E) (f0; 1g; f0; 1; sg) f (Odd;List) g(Odd;List) (fconsg; fnil; consg) f (Even;List) g(Even;List) (fnil; consg; fnil; consg) ;Generalized projection. Assume that S = [[Y ]]G is de�ned by a dis-criminative grammar G. We show that t�X(S) is de�ned by a discriminativegrammar.Consider a term t and a mapping �(t;G; Y ) assigning a variable Vu of Gto each subterm occurrence u of t, such that Vt is Y and if u = f(u1; : : : ; un)(n � 0) then there exists a rule Vu > f(Vu1 ; : : : ; Vun) in G. So for instancein Example 2.5, taking t = cons(s(X); Z) and Y = List results in Vt =List; Vs(X) = E; VZ = List; VX = E. If such a mapping exists then it isunique, as the grammar contains at most one rule V > f(: : :) for given V; f .The mapping can be found by an obvious algorithm. It traverses t top-down and for each occurrence u of a non-variable subterm it �nds the uniquerule Vu > f(Vu1 ; : : : ; Vun). The rule determines the variables Vu1 ; : : : ; Vuncorresponding to the greatest proper subterms of u. If such a rule does notexist, mapping �(t;G; Y ) does not exist. The starting point is u = t andVu = Y .Notice that if t� 2 S then �(t;G; Y ) exists and u� 2 [[Vu]]G for eachsubterm occurrence u in t. Hence X� 2 [[VXi ]]G for each occurrence Xiof X in t. Thus t�X(S) � Ti [[VXi ]]G. (If X does not occur in t thenTi [[VXi ]]G denotes the Herbrand universe.) On the other hand, assumethat �(t;G; Y ) exists and for each variable Z of t there exists a term uZsuch that uZ 2 [[VZi ]]G for each occurrence Zi of Z in t. Then t� 2 S,where � = fZ=uZ j Z occurs in t g. Thus if �(t;G; Y ) exists and Ti [[VZi ]]Gis nonempty for each Z thent�X(S) = \i [[VXi ]]G :



2 Preliminaries 101Otherwise t�X(S) = ;.Applying algorithms described previously, we can construct for each Za distributive grammar GZ de�ning [[Z 0]]GZ = Ti [[VZi ]]G and check this setfor emptiness. This provides an algorithm which, given G;Y; t, produces foreach X occurring in t a discriminative grammar GX and a variable X 0 suchthat t�X(S) = [[X 0]]GX .An algorithm similar to the presented above is used in the implementa-tion of [GdW94], it is however only super�cially described in that paper.2.2 Specifying sets of constrained termsSet constraints and term grammars are formalisms for de�ning subsets of theHerbrand universe. This is not su�cient for the purposes of CLP. We use aCLP semantics based on the notion of a constrained expression. The goalof this section is generalizing discriminative term grammars to a mechanismof de�ning sets of constrained terms.2.2.1 Constrained expressionsCLP programs operate on constraint domains. A constraint domain is de-�ned by providing a �nite signature (of predicate and function symbols) anda structure D over this signature.24 Predicate symbols of the signature aredivided into constraint predicates and non-constraint predicates. The formerhave a �xed interpretation in D, the interpretation of the latter is de�nedby programs. All the function symbols have a �xed interpretation, theyare interpreted as constructors. So the elements of D can be seen as (�nite)terms built from some elementary values and the constant symbols by meansof constructors. That is why we will often call them D-terms. In CLP somefunction symbols have also other meaning (like + denoting addition in CLPover integers). This meaning is employed only in the semantics of constraintpredicates.We treat function symbols as constructors, because this happens in thesemantics of most CLP languages, like CHIP or SICStus Prolog [Cos98,SIC98]. They use syntactic uni�cation. For instance, in CLP over integers,terms like 1+3, 2+2, 1�4, 4 are (pairwise) not uni�able. Only the constraintpredicates recognize their numerical values. So 2 + 2 #= 1 � 4 succeeds and2+2 #> 3�4 fails (where #=, #> are constraint predicates of, respectively,arithmetical equality and comparison).By a constraint we mean an atomic formula with a constraint predicate,c1 ^ c2, c1 _ c2, or 9Xc1, where c1 and c2 are constraints and X is a variable.We will often write c1; c2 for c1 ^ c2. The fact that a constraint c is true forevery variable valuation will be denoted by D j= c.24Sometimes we slightly abuse the notation and use D to denote the carrier of D.



102 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .The Herbrand domain of logic programming is generalized to the con-straint domain D of CLP. Analogical generalization of non ground atomsand terms are constrained expressions.De�nition 2.6 A constrained expression (atom, term) is a pair c []E ofa constraint c and an expression E such that each free variable of c occurs(freely) in E. 2A c []E with some free variable of c not occurring in E will be treatedas an abbreviation for (9 : : : c) []E, where all variables of c not occurring inE are existentially quanti�ed,De�nition 2.7 A constrained expression c0 []E0 is an instance of a con-strained expression c []E if c0 is satis�able inD and there exists a substitution� such that E0 = E� and D j= c0 ! c� (c� means here applying � to the freevariables of c, with a standard renaming of the non-free variables of c if aconict arises).If c []E is an instance of c0 []E0 and vice versa then c []E is a variant ofc0 []E0.By the instance-closure cl(E) of a constrained expression E we meanthe set of all instances of E. For a set S of constrained expressions, itsinstance-closure cl(S) is de�ned as SE2S cl(E). 2Note that, in particular, c� []E� is an instance of c []E and that c0 []E is aninstance of c []E whenever D j= c0 ! c, provided that c� and, respectively,c0 are satis�able. The relation of being an instance is transitive. (Take aninstance c0 []E� of c []E and an instance c00 []E�� of c0 []E�. AsD j= c00 ! c0�and D j= c0 ! c�, we have D j= c00 ! c��). Notice also that if c is notsatis�able then c []E does not have any instance (it is not an instance ofitself).We will often not distinguish E from true []E and from c []E whereD j= 8c. Similarly, we will also not distinguish c []E from c0 []E when c andc0 are equivalent constraints (D j= c$ c0).Example 2.8 a + 7, Z + 7, 1+7 are instances of X + Y , but 8 is not.f(X)>3 [] f(X)+7 is an instance of Z>3 []Z+7, which is an instanceof Z + 7, provided that constraints f(X)>3 and Z>3, respectively, aresatis�able.Assume a numerical domain with the standard interpretation of symbols.Then 4 + 7 is an instance of X=2+2 []X+7 (but not vice versa), the latteris an instance of Z>3 []Z+7.Consider CLP(FD) (CLP over �nite domains, [Hen89]). A domain vari-able with the domain S, where S is a �nite set of natural numbers, can berepresented by a constrained variable X2S [] X (with the expected meaningof the constraint X2S).



2 Preliminaries 1032.2.2 Extended Set ConstraintsWe use a semantics for CLP which is based on constrained atoms/terms.To approximate such semantics we generalize term grammars to describeinstance-closed sets of constrained terms. In discussing grammars and thegenerated sets, we will not distinguish between predicate and function sym-bols, and between atoms and terms.For a given constraint domain D, we introduce some base sets of con-strained terms. We require that base sets are instance-closed. Following[DZ92] we extend the alphabet of set constraints by base symbols inter-preted as base sets. Each base symbol b has a �xed corresponding set [[b]] ofconstrained terms, [[b]] 6= ;. We require that the alphabet of base symbolsis �nite. We assume that there is a base symbol > for which [[>]] is the setof all constrained terms over given D. Usually no other base sets contain(constrained) terms with (non constant) function symbols.For instance in CLP over �nite domains [Hen89], D contains terms builtof symbols and integer numbers. The base sets we use for this domain are,apart from [[>]], denoted by base symbols nat ;neg ; anyfd . They correspondto, respectively, the natural numbers, the negative integers and �nite domainvariables. The latter are represented as constrained variables of the formX 2S []X, where S is a �nite set of natural numbers. Due to the closednessrequirement, [[anyfd ]] contains also the natural numbers.An extended set expression is an expression built out of variables, basesymbols, function symbols (including constants), \ and the generalized pro-jection symbols. Extended set expressions are interpreted as instance-closedsets of constrained terms. In the context of extended set expressions, a val-uation is a mapping assigning instance-closed sets of constrained terms tovariables.25The construction and generalized projection operation for (instanceclosed) sets of constrained terms are de�ned asf(S1; : : : ; Sn) = cl(f c1; : : : ; cn [] f(t1; : : : ; tn) j ci [] ti 2 Si; i = 1; : : : ; n g) ;t�X(S) = f c []X� j c [] t� 2 S; for some substitution � g;for instance-closed sets S; S1; : : : ; Sn, a function (or predicate) symbol f , aterm (or an atom) t and a variable X. Notice that f(S1; : : : ; Sn); t�X(S)are instance-closed. A valuation, together with a �xed valuation of basesymbols, extends in a natural way to extended set expressions. So if setsS1; : : : ; Sn are values of expressions e1; : : : ; en then the value of f(e1; : : : ; en)25Notice that we have two di�erent languages using variables: the language of set expres-sions (and of set constraints and grammars), with variables ranging over sets of constrainedterms, and the language of constrained terms with variables ranging over a speci�c con-straint domain. In this paper we use the same notation for both kinds of variables. Thisshould cause no confusion, the kind of a variable is determined by the context.



104 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .is f(S1; : : : ; Sn). For a ground extended set expression t its value will bedenoted by [[t]].Extended set expressions can be used to construct set constraints andgrammars. We consider extended set constraints of the form X > t, where Xis a variable and t an extended set expression. An extended term grammaris a set of constraints (often called rules) of the form X > t, where t is anatomic set expression (i.e. one built out of variables, the base symbols andthe function symbols, including constants).A model of a set C of extended set constraints is a valuation I, underwhich I(X) � I(t) for each constraint X > t of C.Proposition 2.9 Any set C of extended set constraints has the least model.PROOF We show that the set of models of C is nonempty and that theirgreatest lower bound is a model of C.I assigning to each variable the set [[>]] of all constrained terms is amodel of any extended set constraint.The greatest lower bound of a set I of valuations is a valuation T I suchthat (TI)(X) = Tf I(X) j I 2 I g, for any variable X.Let � be a construction operation, a generalized projection operation or\. Let k be its arity. For i = 1; : : : ; k, let Si be a set of instance closed setsof constrained terms. We have�(\S1; : : : ;\Sk) � \f �(S1; : : : ; Sk) j S1 2 S1; : : : ; Sk 2 Sk g:(We do not need here to show equality). Hence for any extended set expres-sion t and any set I of valuations(\ I)(t) � \f I(t) j I 2 I g;by induction on the structure of t. Hence if each element of I is a modelof an extended set constraint X > t then TI is a model of X > t, as(TI)(X) = TfI(X) j I 2 Ig � TfI(t) j I 2 Ig � (TI)(t). Thus if I isthe set of models of C then TI is a model of C, hence the least model. 2De�nition 2.10 The set de�ned by a variable X in an extended termgrammar G is[[X]]G = f c [] u j c [] u 2 [[t]]; X )�G t and no variable occurs in t gwhere the derivability relation )�G is de�ned as for term grammars. 2Notice that we avoid confusion between the variables of grammars andthe variables of constrained terms. The former occur in derivations, whichend with ground terms built of function symbols (including constants) andof base symbols. The latter appear later on as a result of evaluation of basesymbols in these ground terms.The notation [[X]]G is justi�ed here by the following property.



2 Preliminaries 105Proposition 2.11 Let G be an extended term grammar and I the inter-pretation such that I(X) = [[X]]G for each variable X. Then I is the leastmodel of G.PROOF Consider a variable X and a constrained term c [] s 2 [[X]]G. Sothere exists a derivation X )�G t such that c [] s 2 [[t]]. By induction onthe length of the derivation, for any model J of G, [[t]] � J(X). ThusI(X) � J(X). Hence I � J . 2De�nition 2.12 An extended discriminative term grammar G is a �niteset of rules of the formX > f(X1; : : : ;Xn) or X > bwhere f is an n-ary function symbol (n � 0), X;X1; : : : ;Xn are variablesand b is a base symbol. Additionally, for each pair of rules X > t1 andX > t2 in G the sets [[t>1 ]] and [[t>2 ]] are disjoint (where u> stands for u witheach occurrence of a variable replaced by >). 2So no two rules X > f( ~X); X > f(~Y ) may occur in such a grammar.The same for X > b; X > b0 where b; b0 are base symbols and [[b]] \ [[b0]] 6=;. If a discriminative grammar contains X > f( ~X) and X > b then no(constrained term) with the main symbol f occurs in [[b]]. If the grammarcontains X > > then it is the only rule for X.The question is how to represent/approximate by such grammars theresults of set operations for sets represented by such grammars, and how tocheck inclusion for such sets. We address these questions under some addi-tional restrictions on base sets, which seem to be observed in base domainsof CLP languages. We require that:Requirement 2.13� For any base symbol b di�erent from >, f�1(i) ([[b]]) = ; for every f; i.(So [[b]] does not contain elements of the form c [] f(~t), for any nonconstant f .)� For each pair b1; b2 of distinct base symbols the base sets [[b1]], [[b2]] areeither disjoint or one is a subset of the other. Moreover [[b1]] 6= [[b2]].The number of base symbols is �nite. Their interpretation is �xed. Wecan construct a table showing, for each pair b1; b2 of base symbols, whether[[b1]] \ [[b2]] = ;, [[b1]] � [[b2]] or [[b2]] � [[b1]].Now, the operations on grammars of Section 2.1.1 can be easily extended.Each of them traverses the rules in the argument grammars. Eventually we



106 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .may reach a point when a base symbol is encountered instead of a con-stant. These cases are handled in a rather obvious way, using the table de-scribed above. Similarly as for discriminative term grammars, one obtainsapproximation of the union and exact intersection, generalized projectionand construction.We postpone a formal presentation to Section 4.4, where we deal with ageneralization of grammars discussed here.Example 2.14 Consider CLP(FD) [Hen89]. The following discriminativeextended grammars describe, respectively, integer lists and lists of �nitedomain variables (possibly instantiated to natural numbers):Li > nilLi > cons(Int; Li)Int > natInt > neg Lfd > nilLfd > cons(A;Lfd)A > anyfdKnowing that [[nat]] � [[anyfd ]] we can apply the intersection operation toobtain a grammar de�ning [[Li ]] \ [[Lfd ]]:Li _\Lfd > nilLi _\Lfd > cons(Int _\A;Li _\Lfd)Int _\A > natThe treatment of constraints by the formalism of extended term gram-mars is rather rough. It stems from a small number of �xed base sets ofconstrained terms. They are subject to a rather restrictive Requirement2.13, which is necessary to simplify operations on grammars. In our for-mer work [DP98] we discussed a richer system of regular sets of constrainedterms. It can be seen as also allowing base sets of the form cl(fc [] xg),where the set of ground terms satisfying constraint c is regular. This re-sults in substantially more complicated algorithms for grammar operations.According to our experience the simple type system presented in this paperseems su�cient.2.3 Constraint Logic ProgrammingWe consider CLP programs executed with the Prolog selection rule (LD-resolution) and using syntactic uni�cation in the resolution steps. In CLPwith syntactic uni�cation, function symbols occurring outside of constraintsare treated as constructors. So, for instance in CLP over integers, the goalp(4) fails with the program fp(2+2) g (but the goal p(X+Y ) succeeds).Terms 4 and 2+2 are treated as not uni�able despite having the same nu-merical value. Also, a constraint may distinguish such terms. For examplein many constraints of CHIP, an argument may be a natural number (or a



2 Preliminaries 107\domain variable") but not an arithmetical expression. Resolution based onsyntactic uni�cation is used in many CLP implementations, for instance inCHIP and in SICStus [SIC98].We are interested in calls and successes of program predicates in com-putations of the program. Both calls and successes are constrained atoms.A precise de�nition is given below taking a natural generalization of LD-derivation as a model of computation.An LD-derivation is a sequence G0; C1; �1; G1; : : : of goals, input clausesand mgu's (similarly to [Llo87b]). A goal is of the form c []A1; : : : ; An,where c is a constraint and A1; : : : ; An are atomic formulae (including atomicconstraints). For a goal Gi�1 = c []A1; : : : ; An, where A1 is not a constraint,and a clause Ci = H  B1; : : : ; Bm, the next goal in the derivation isGi = (c []B1; : : : ; Bm; A2; : : : ; An)�i provided that �i is an mgu of A1 and H,c�i is satis�able and Gi�1 and Ci do not have common variables. If A1 is aconstraint then Gi = c; A1 []A2; : : : ; An (�i = � and Ci is empty) providedthat c; A1 is satis�able.For a goal Gi�1 as above we say that c []A1 is a call (of the deriva-tion). The call succeeds in the �rst goal of the form Gk = c0 [](A2; : : : ; An)�(where k � i, � = �i � � � �k) of the derivation. The success corre-sponding (in the derivation) to the call above is c0 []A1�. For example,X2f1; 2; 3; 4g [] p(X;Y ) and X2f1; 2; 4g [] p(X; 7) is a possible pair of a calland a success for p de�ned by p(X; 7) X 6= 3.Notice that in this terminology constraints succeed immediately. If A is aconstraint then the success of call c []A is c; A []A, provided c; A is satis�able.So we do not treat constraints as delayed; we abstract from internal actionsof the constraint solver.The call-success semantics of a program P , for a set of initial goals G, isa pair CS (P ;G) = (C ;S ) of sets of constrained atoms: the set of calls andthe set of successes that occur in the LD-derivations starting from goals inG. We assume without loss of generality that the initial goals are atomic.So the call-success semantics describes precisely the calls and the suc-cesses in the considered class of computations of a given program. Thequestion is whether this set includes \wrong" elements, unexpected by theuser. To require a precise description of user expectations is usually not re-alistic. On the other hand, it may not be di�cult to provide an approximatedescription Spec = (C 0; S0) where C 0 and S0 are sets of constrained atomssuch that every expected call is in C 0 and every expected success is in S0.De�nition 2.15 A program P with the set of initial goals G is partiallycorrect w.r.t. Spec = (C 0; S0) i� C � C 0 and S � S0, where (C;S) =CS (P ;G) is the call-success semantics of P and G.P is partially correct w.r.t. Spec = (C 0; S0) i� P with C 0 as the set ofinitial goals is partially correct w.r.t. Spec. 2We will usually omit the word \partially".



108 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .To avoid substantial technical di�culties, we will consider only speci�ca-tions that are closed under instantiation. This means that whenever set C 0(or S0) contains a constrained atom c []A then it contains all its instances.In Section 5 we introduce parametric speci�cations, discuss a more pre-cise semantics and generalize accordingly the notion of program correctness.Our discussion of CLP semantics has been carried on under an assump-tion that the constraint solver is complete. Thus it is able to recognize allunsatis�able constraints. However actual solvers are usually incomplete. Asa result, goals with unsatis�able constraints may appear in derivations. Butthe set of solutions represented by all answers of an incomplete solver isthe same as the set of solutions represented by all answers of a completesolver. Thus, if our type checking technique indicates (possibility of) theexistence of a wrong answer, beyond those characterized by a speci�cation,then this answer will also be obtained with an incomplete solver. Thus theassumption on completeness of the solver is only a technicality needed forformal development of the method, which is also applicable in the case ofincomplete solvers.A speci�cation describes calls and successes of all the predicates of a pro-gram, including the constraint predicates. As the semantics of constraints is�xed for a given programming language, their speci�cation is �xed too. Inour system it is kept in a system library and is not intended to be modi�ed bythe user. (The same happens for other built-in predicates of the language.)This �xed part of the speci�cation may not permit some constrained atomsas procedure calls; such calls are not allowed in the language and result inrun-time errors.26Example 2.16 To illustrate the treatment of constraint predicates by spec-i�cations, assume that a CLP(FD) language has a constraint 2, which de-scribes membership in a �nite domain. Assume that invoking 2(X;S) withS not being a list of natural numbers is an error. This should be reectedby the speci�cations of all programs using 2. In any such speci�cationSpec = (Pre; Post), a call of the form c []2(X;S) is in Pre i� S is such alist. If such a call succeeds, X must be a �nite domain variable or a naturalnumber. We may thus require that c []2(X;S) is in Post i� S is a list ofnatural numbers and c []X is in [[anyfd ]].The following de�nition provides a condition assuring that a speci�cationcorrectly approximates successes of constraint predicates.De�nition 2.17 We say that a speci�cation (Pre; Post) respects con-straints if c; A []A 2 Post whenever c []A 2 Pre and c; A is satis�able (for26An exact description of the set of allowed calls of constraints is sometimes impossiblein our framework, as the set may be not instance closed. For example, many constraintsof CHIP have to be called with certain arguments being variables.



3 Partial correctness of programs 109any constraint c and atomic constraint A). This is equivalent tof c; A []A j c; A is satis�able g \ Pre � Postas Pre is closed under instantiation. 23 Partial correctness of programsIn this section we present a veri�cation condition for partial correctness ofCLP programs. Then we express it by means of set constraints and showhow to perform correctness checking and how to compute a speci�cationapproximating the call-success semantics of a program.3.1 Veri�cation conditionA su�cient condition for such correctness of logic programs was given in[DM88]. For speci�cations which are closed under substitution the condi-tion is simpler [BC89], [Apt97]. Generalizing the latter for constraint logicprograms we obtain:Proposition 3.1 Let P be a CLP program, G a set of initial goals andSpec = (Pre; Post) be a speci�cation respecting constraints and such thatPre; Post are closed under instantiation.A su�cient condition for P with G being correct w.r.t. Spec is:1. For each clause H  B1; : : : ; Bn of P , j = 0; : : : ; n, any substitution� and any constraint cif c []H� 2 Pre; c []B1� 2 Post; : : : ; c []Bj� 2 Postthen c []Bj+1� 2 Pre for j < nc []H� 2 Post for j = n2. G � PrePROOF Follows from more general Theorem 5.1 applied to a speci�cationset f(Pre; Pre \ Post)g. 2For simplicity we consider here only atomic initial goals. Generalizationfor non atomic ones is not di�cult. For instance one may replace a goalc [] ~A by goal p and an additional clause p  c; ~A in the program, where pis a new predicate symbol. Alternatively, one can provide a condition forgoals similar to that for clauses [DM88], [Apt97].Notice that the constraints in the clause are treated in the same way asother atomic formulae. As constraint predicates are not de�ned by program



110 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .clauses, the requirement that the speci�cation respects constraints is neededin the proposition.The part of the speci�cation concerning constraint predicates is �xedfor a given CLP language. As already mentioned, in our system it is keptin a system library. It is the responsibility of the librarian to assure thatthe library speci�cation respects constraints. This property depends onthe constraint domain in question, and therefore no universal tool can beprovided. The number of constraint predicates in any CLP language is �nite,so is the library speci�cation, which has only once to be proved to respectconstraints.We want to represent Proposition 3.1 as a system of set constraints.Each implication for a clause C = H B1; : : : ; Bn from condition 1 of theproposition can now be expressed by a system Fj(C) = Fj;1(C)[Fj;2(C) ofconstraints, where Fj;1(C) consists ofX > H�X(Call) \ j\i=1Bi�X(Success) (3)for each variable X occurring in the program clause and Fj;2(C) containsone constraint Call > Bj+1 if j < nSuccess > H if j = n (4)(The program variables occurring in the clause become variables of set con-straints. As explained in Section 2.2.2, the predicate symbols are treated asfunction symbols.)This constraint system has the following property.Lemma 3.2 Let C = H B1; : : : ; Bn be a clause and Spec = (Pre; Post)a speci�cation. If constraint set Fj(C) has a model assigning to Call the setPre and to Success the set Post then implication of Proposition 3.1 holds,for any � and c.PROOF Assume that I is such a model. From (3) it follows that c []X� 2I(X) for each c; � satisfying the premise of the implication and for eachvariable X in the clause. Now from (4) it follows that c []Bj+1� 2 I(Bj+1) �Pre, respectively c []H� 2 I(H) � Post when j = n. 2Set constraints Fj(C) express a su�cient condition for program correct-ness. If a speci�cation is given, to check the correctness it su�ces to checkwhether the speci�cation extends to a model of Fj(C) (for all C 2 P andj). In the sequel we show how to do this e�ectively for the case when Preand Post are de�ned by discriminative extended term grammars.If a speci�cation is not given, Lemma 3.2 tells us that the program iscorrect with respect to the speci�cation obtained from any model of Fj(C)



3 Partial correctness of programs 111(for all C and j). An algorithm for constructing a discriminative termgrammar describing a model of the constraints could thus be seen as a typeinference algorithm for this program.3.2 Correctness checkingIn this section we present an algorithm for checking program correctness. Wewill consider speci�cations given by means of extended term grammars. Sucha grammar G has distinguished variables Call ;Success and the speci�cationis Spec = ([[Call]]G; [[Success]]G) (so Pre = [[Call]]G; P ost = [[Success]]G).We require that the variables of G are distinct from those occurring in theprogram. We also require that Spec respects constraints. So such grammarcan be seen as consisting of two parts: a �xed part describing the constraintsand built-in predicates, and a part provided by the user.Example 3.3 The speci�cation of constraint predicate 2 from Example2.16 can be given by the following grammar rules.Call > 2(Any ;Nlist)Nlist > [ ]Nlist > cons(Nat ;Nlist) Success > 2(Anyfd ;Nlist)Anyfd > anyfdNat > natConsider an atom B = 2(X; [I; J ]). Applying the generalized projec-tion operation one can compute that B�X ([[Success]]) = [[anyfd ]] andB�J ([[Success]]) = [[nat ]].Notice that within the formalism of extended term grammars we cannotprovide a more precise speci�cation. For instance we cannot express thefact that if c []2(t1; t2) is a success then c constraints the value of t1 to thenumbers that occur in the list t2 (formally: any ground element of cl(fc [] t1g)is a member of t2).Our algorithm employs the inclusion check, intersection and generalizedprojection operations for extended term grammars. As already mentioned,they are rather natural generalizations of the operations for term grammarsdescribed in Section 2.1.1. The details can be found in Section 4.4, describingoperations for parametric extended term grammars.The algorithm resembles a single iteration of the iterative algorithm of[GdW94] for approximating logic program semantics, in its version with\magic transformation". However it works on extended term grammars.We provide its detailed description combined with a proof of its correctness,in order to facilitate a further generalization to parametric case.As explained in the previous section, a su�cient condition for a programP to be correct w.r.t. Spec is that for each n-ary clause C of P and for eachj = 0; : : : ; n, constraints Fj(C) have a model that coincides on Call andSuccess with the least model of G.



112 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .To �nd such a model we construct (a grammar describing) the leastmodel of Fj;1(C) [ G. Then we check if it is a model of Fj;2(C). If yesthen it is the required model of Fj(C). Otherwise we show that the requiredmodel does not exist.The �rst step is to compute the projections and intersections of (3). Toeach expression of the form A�X(Y ) occurring in (3) we apply the general-ized projection operation to construct a grammar GA de�ning A�X([[Y ]]G).Then we apply the intersection algorithm to grammars GH ; GB1 ; : : : ; GBj .As a result (after appropriate renaming of the variables of the resulted gram-mar) we obtain a grammar GX such that[[X]]GX = H�X([[Call ]]G) \ j\i=1Bi�X([[Success ]]G):and all the variables of GX , except of X, are distinct from those of Fj(C)[G.Obviously, [[X]]GX is the same as [[X]] in the least model of f(3)g [G.The �rst step is to be applied to each constraint (1) of Fj(C) (with a re-quirement that the variables of the constructed grammars GX are distinct).Let G0 = SX GX be the union of the grammars constructed in the �rststep. We combine G0 and G, where the roles of G0; G are to de�ne valuesfor, respectively, the variables of C and variables Call , Success . The leastmodel of G [ G0 is a model of Fj;1(C) [ G (and it coincides with the leastmodel of Fj;1(C) [ G on Vars(C) [ fCall ;Successg, where Vars(C) is theset of the variables occurring in C).The second step is transforming (4) to a discriminative grammar G00, byapplying repetitively the construction operation. Let us represent constraint(4) as Y > A (so Y is Call or Success and A is Bj+1 or H). For each subterms of A, G00 employs a variable Xs. XA is Y and if the given subterm s isa variable V then XV is V . Otherwise Xs is a new variable, not occurringin C;G;G0. Grammar G00 contains the rule Xs > f(Xs1 ; : : : ;Xsn) for eachnon variable subterm s = f(s1; : : : ; sn) of A. We have [[Xs]]G0[G00 = [[s]]G0 ,for each subterm s. In particular [[Y ]]G0[G00 = [[A]]G0 = [[A]]G[G0 .This completes the construction. We may say that Fj(C) was trans-formed into a discriminative grammar FC;j = G0 [G00.It remains to check whether [[Y ]]G0[G00 � [[Y ]]G. If yes then [[A]]G[G0 �[[Y ]]G[G0 , i.e. the least model of G [G0 is a model of A < Y . Thus it is themodel of Fj(C) [G required in Lemma 3.4.Otherwise, notice �rst that if F1 � F2 then [[X]]F1 � [[X]]F2 , for constraintsets F1; F2. So we have [[Y ]]G0[G00 = [[A]]G[G0 = [[A]]Fj;1(C)[G � [[A]]Fj(C)[G �[[Y ]]Fj(C)[G. Thus [[Y ]]G0[G00 6� [[Y ]]G implies [[Y ]]Fj(C)[G 6� [[Y ]]G. HenceI(Y ) 6� [[Y ]]G for any model I of Fj(C) [ G and the required model ofFj(C) [G does not exist.Thus we obtained:



3 Partial correctness of programs 113Lemma 3.4 The implication from Proposition 3.1 holds for a clause C anda number j if [[Y ]]G0[G00 � [[Y ]]G, for grammars G0; G00 constructed as above.The inclusion can be checked by applying the inclusion algorithm (pre-ceded by removing nullable symbols).We now estimate the complexity of the algorithm. The cost of the inter-section operation applied to two grammars with respectively v1; v2 variablesis O(v1v2). The cost of removing nullable symbols is linear [HMU01].Let us now consider the inclusion check. We may assume that grammarsare stored so that the productions for each variable are kept together andordered. Let v1; v2 be the numbers of variables in the grammars. For eachencountered pair X;Y of variables, it has to be checked whether the pairhas not occurred previously (O(log(v1v2))) and the productions for X andfor Y are to be found (O(log(v1) + log(v2))). The pairs of productions withthe same function symbol can be found in time proportional to the numberof function symbols occurring in the productions found. For each pair ofproductions X > f(: : :); Y > f(: : :) new variable pairs are generated, theirnumber is the arity of f . Taking as constants the maximal arity and themaximal number of function symbols in the productions for a given variable,we obtain O(log(v1v2)) per pair. So the total cost of inclusion check isO(v1v2 log(v1v2)). This cost is not changed when the costs of initial sortingof the grammars are taken into account.Notice that in our algorithm the results of all the generalized projectionsand intersections computed in the step for j can be reused in the next steps.Taking into account the intersections needed to compute the projections,there are k � 1 intersections to be computed for each variable occurring ktimes in the clause C. The cost of computing such a k-fold intersection andthe size of resulting grammar is O(vk�1), where v is the number of variablesin the speci�cation grammar G.Computing mappings � in the projections and constructing all the G00 islinear in the size of the clause. Inclusion checking for a pair of grammars withrespectively O(vk�1) and v variables can be done in time O(vk log(vk)) =O(ck), where constant c depends on the number of variables in the grammar.Thus the correctness checking algorithm described in this section worksin time O(ck), where k is the maximal number of occurrences of a variablein a clause.Example 3.5 Consider the programapp([],V,V).app([A|X],Y,[A|Z]) :- app(X,Y,Z).The veri�cation conditions can be expressed as three constraint systems (weabbreviate H = app([AjX]; Y; [AjZ]), B = app(X;Y;Z)):V > app([ ]; V; V )�V (Call)Success > app([ ]; V; V )



114 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .A > H�A(Call)X > H�X(Call )Y > H�Y (Call )Z > H�Z(Call)Call > app(X;Y;Z)A > H�A(Call) \ B�A(Success)X > H�X(Call) \ B�X(Success)Y > H�Y (Call) \ B�Y (Success)Z > H�Z(Call) \ B�Z(Success)Success > H (5)Let the following extended term grammar G provide a speci�cation.Call > app(L;L;Any)Success > app(L;L;L)L > [ ]L > [M jL]Any > >where M is further speci�ed by grammar rules not presented here. Weassume that M is not nullable in G.Using the described techniques one can check that the speci�cation de-�nes a model for all above stated set constraint systems. For example wecheck the constraints (5). To compute the projections related to atomH = app([AjX]; Y; [AjZ]) and Call we �rst obtain the following mappingbetween the subterm occurrences in H and the variables of G.V[AjX] = LV[AjZ] = Any VA1 = MVA2 = AnyVX = VY = LVZ = AnySimilarly, for the projections related to atom B = app(X;Y;Z) and Success ,we have VX = VY = VZ = LThe grammar describing H�A(Call) is G _\G with a distinguished variableM _\Any. The clauses of G _\G for M _\Any are fM _\Any > t j M > t 2G g. (Also G � G _\G.) M _\Any is not nullable in G _\G, as M is notnullable in G.Notice that B�A(Call ) = [[>]] (as A does not occur in B). All the otherprojections from (5) are given by variable L or Any and grammar G.Now we construct grammar G0 for which[[A]]G0 = [[M _\Any]]G _\G \ [[>]][[X]]G0 = [[L]]G \ [[L]]G[[Y ]]G0 = [[L]]G \ [[L]]G[[Z]]G0 = [[Any]]G \ [[L]]G



3 Partial correctness of programs 115Computing intersections (and renaming variables where necessary) resultsin a grammar G0 consisting of the rulesfA > t jM > t 2 G g [ f X > [ ]; Y > [ ]; Z > [ ];X > [M jX]; Y > [M jY ]; Z > [M jL] gand the rules of G except for those for Call , Success . (Before constructingthe grammar we simpli�ed [[M _\Any]]G _\G \ [[>]] to [[M _\Any]]G _\G and[[L]]G \ [[L]]G to [[L]]G. Formally, G0 has variables distinct from those of G.)Variables A;X; Y; Z are not nullable in G0.The least model of G0 provides a valuation for variables A;X; Y; Z.It remains to check that for this valuation, together with the valua-tion for Success given by the speci�cation G, the constraint Success >app([AjX]; Y; [AjZ]) holds. To do this we transform this constraint intoa discriminative grammar G00:Success > app(X1; Y;X2)X1 > [AjX]X2 > [AjZ]and apply the set inclusion algorithm to check whether the set de�ned bySuccess in the speci�cation grammar G is a superset of that de�ned bySuccess in the obtained grammar G0[G00. The check succeeds. Hence thereexists a model for the considered �ve constraints which agrees on variablesCall and Success with the model given by the speci�cation. Notice that thisholds independently of the missing fragment of G de�ning M .The same procedure can be performed for all the constraint systems gen-erated for the given program, hence con�rming that the program is correctw.r.t. the parametric speci�cation. Also in these cases the correctness checkis independent from hMiG (the part of G de�ning M).In our example the correctness check was independent from a subsethMiG of the speci�cation grammar G. This is not uncommon, for some pro-grams and speci�cation grammars a correctness check refers only to somerules of the grammar. Thus a single check is valid for a whole family ofgrammars. This phenomenon will be exploited in our approach to paramet-ric speci�cations.3.3 Approximating program semanticsIn this work we are mainly interested in checking program correctness. How-ever the representation of the veri�cation condition (Proposition 3.1) asconstraints (Lemma 3.2) can be used to obtain an approximation of thesemantics of a given program P . In the previous section we showed howa single implication from Proposition 3.1 can be expressed by a constraint



116 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .system Fj(C). We begin with constructing a constraint system representingall the implications from the proposition.Let us consider the constraints Fj(C) (j = 1; : : : ; nC) for each clause Cof P with nC body atoms. Let F 0j(C) be Fj(C) with the variables renamedin such a way that the only common variables of (distinct) F 0j1(C1), F 0j2(C2)are Call and Success. Let grammar G0 specify the initial goals and theconstraint predicates. So [[Call ]]G0 is the set of initial goals and of theallowed calls of constraints. [[Success ]]G0 is (a superset of) the set of possiblesuccesses of constraint predicates.27 Thus ([[Call ]]G0 ; [[Success ]]G0) respectsconstraints.Now any model I of the constraint systemC(P ) = [C2P[j F 0j(C) [ G0gives a speci�cation Spec = (I(Call ); I(Success)) with respect to which P iscorrect, provided that Spec respects constraints. This follows immediatelyfrom Lemma 3.2.In the special case of logic programs a model of C(P ) can be found byusing the techniques for set constraint solving. For example the techniqueof Heintze and Ja�ar [HJ90a, HJ91] produces a (non-discriminative) termgrammar specifying the least model of set constraints. This technique hasbeen used for generating approximations of logic program semantics [HJ90b,Hei92a, HJ94, CP98]. Another constraint solving approach that uses treeautomata techniques, has been presented in [DJMT97, TDT00]. We expectthat these techniques can be generalized to the case of CLP programs, butwe did not investigate this issue yet.Yet another approach to �nding a model of the constraint systemC(P ) stems from abstract interpretation techniques (among others [JB92,HCC95], [GdW94], we generalize the latter work in [DP99, DMP00a,DMP00b] and here). C(P ) is seen as a valuation transformer, its �xed pointsare models of C(P ). Valuations are represented as discriminative grammars.A �xed point is computed iteratively.To augment our system with a tool for computing approximations ofprogram semantics, we provide a solution based on the latter idea. Thischoice was guided mainly by possibility of reusing our correctness checkingalgorithm and the implementation of [GdW94].The correctness checking algorithm of the previous section can be easilymodi�ed to compute the valuation transformer related to C(P ). This gives27This approach can also be used when P is a fragment of a program, i.e. the clausesde�ning some predicates are missing in P . Then the semantics of such predicates has tobe speci�ed by G0. The algorithm treats them as the constraint predicates. Examples ofsuch program fragments are programs using built-in predicates, un�nished programs ormodules of some bigger programs.



3 Partial correctness of programs 117an implementation of a single step of the iteration. It remains to combineit with some technique of assuring termination.Iteration step. Take Gi (initially G0). To each F 0j(C)[Gi apply the con-struction as in the correctness checking, obtaining a discriminative grammarFC;j. (It is required that all the obtained grammars have distinct variables,except Call and Success). For each FC;j , the variables occurring in FC;j aredistinct from those in Gi except for Call or Success .The constraints of F 0j(C) are satis�ed if the occurrences of Call , Successin the right hand side of each constraint of the form (3) (Section 3.1) arevaluated as in the least model of Gi, and the remaining variable occurrencesas in the least model of FC;j . This follows from the discussion in the previoussection.The obtained grammar G0i = Gi [ SC2P Sj FC;j is not discriminative,due to the rules for Call and for Success . Construct a discriminative ap-proximation of G0i, more precisely a discriminative grammar Gi+1 such that[[Call ]]G0i � [[Call ]]Gi+1 and the same for Success . This is done by applyingthe union operation of Section 2.1.1 to Gi and all grammars FC;j . (So Gi+1 isGi _[ _SC2P _SjFC;j with the variable Call _[ : : : _[Call renamed into Call andSuccess _[ : : : _[Success renamed into Success.)The obtained grammar Gi+1 has the following property. C(P )�G0 is truewhen Call and Success in all the constraints of the form (3) (Section 3.1) arevaluated as in the least model of Gi, Call and Success in the constraints ofthe form (4) (Section 3.1) as in the least model of Gi+1, and the (renamed)variables of P as in the least model of G0i.It remains to check whether the speci�cation given by Gi+1 does notcontain incorrect calls of constraint predicates. This boils down to checkingwhether all the calls of constraint predicates from the set [[Call ]]Gi+1 are alsomembers of [[Call ]]G0 . The latter is equivalent to [[Call ]]F � [[Call ]]G0 , whereF = Gi+1 � fCall>A j A is not a constraint g. Failure of the check meansthat we are unable to construct a speci�cation which respects constraints.This suggests a program error and an appropriate warning is issued.This completes an iteration step. Notice that the calls and successes ofconstraint predicates speci�ed by Gi+1 are the same as those speci�ed by Giand thus by G0 (induction on i). For calls it follows from succeeding of thechecks above. For successes we have that any clause Success >p( ~X) fromGi+1, where p is a constraint predicate, occurs also in Gi.The iteration is terminated if a �xpoint is reached, this means when[[Call ]]Gi+1 � [[Call ]]Gi and [[Success ]]Gi+1 � [[Success ]]Gi . (The inclusionin the other direction holds for each i). The required model of C(P ) is avaluation in which the values of the variables from G0, except for Call andSuccess , are as in the least model of G0, the values of Call , Success are asin the least model of Gi, and the variables of P are valuated by the leastmodel of G0i.



118 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .As a result we obtain that whenever the iteration terminates, programP is correct w.r.t. the speci�cation given by the obtained grammar Gi.Notice that this is justi�ed in a di�erent way than usually done in ab-stract interpretation. Instead of relating a single iteration step to the con-crete semantics of the program, we showed that the obtained �xpoint satis-�es a su�cient condition for program correctness.Termination. Usually the iterative process described above does notterminate. It should be augmented with means of assuring termination.The idea is to apply a restriction operator R that maps an in�nite domainof grammars to its �nite subset. Moreover, the operator R computes anapproximation of a grammar G (i.e. [[Call ]]G � [[Call ]]R(G) and [[Success ]]G �[[Success ]]R(G)). The operator is applied in every iteration step: the newlyobtained grammar Gi+1 is replaced by a grammar Hi+1 = R(Gi+1). In thisway we obtain a sequence of grammars G0;H1;H2; : : :, the sequence has theproperties described in the previous paragraphs. Since the co-domain of Ris �nite, the set of grammars fG0;H1;H2; : : : g is �nite and the iterationterminates. This technique can be seen as an instance of widening [CC92a].An attempt at such approach was made by Gallagher and de Waal[GdW94]. Unfortunately, the termination proof given by the authors iserroneous and Mildner [Mil99] showed an arti�cial example which results inan in�nite loop.We adapt a technique presented in [Mil99], Section 6.5, and inspired by[JB92]. We describe it briey. Let the principal label of a variable X be theset of function symbols occurring in the right hand sides of the rules de�ningX in a given grammar G. Let a term grammar graph be a directed graphwith grammar variables as vertices. An edge (X;Y ) belongs to the graph i�there is a rule X > f(: : : ; Y; : : :) in the grammar. The operator R computesan approximation of a grammar G ( [[Call ]]G � [[Call ]]R(G) and [[Success ]]G �[[Success ]]R(G)) assuring at the same time that there is a spanning tree of thegraph of R(G) such that each branch of the tree contains no more than kvariables with the same principal label. Since the grammar is discriminative,and since there is a �nite number of function symbols in a program, the set ofsuch spanning trees (modulo variable renaming), is �nite and consequentlythe co-domain of R (modulo variable renaming) is �nite. We usually applyk = 1.The reasoning above does not provide any useful estimation of the com-plexity of the algorithm. Our experience shows that it is su�ciently e�cientto compute directional types of medium size programs.There exist variants of this method, taking into account a number ofoccurrences of a single function symbol along a path or just simply bindinga depth of the spanning tree with a constant.Another possibility to cope with the termination problem is to restrictthe class of grammars so that the class of de�ned sets is a partial order of



4 Parametric Set Constraints 119�nite heights28.4 Parametric Set Constraints4.1 MotivationIn Example 3.5, the correctness checking of the program was done withoutreferring to a missing fragment hMiG of the grammar that provided thespeci�cation. This was due to the fact that the constraints did not includegeneralized projections of hM;Gi and all intersections involving M were ofthe form M \M or M \Any , where Any is de�ned by clause Any > >. Themeaning of such expressions is preserved if we simplify them to M . As aresult we obtained a term grammar referring to M . The obtained solution isparametric in the sense that it will hold for any speci�c choice of the missingfragment of the grammar. Thus the example demonstrates parametric poly-morphism of append, where calls and successes are approximated by setsdetermined by the same speci�c M . This kind of parametric polymorphismis useful in locating program errors (cf. the examples in Section 6). In therest of this section we extend previously introduced basic concepts to beable to handle parameters.4.2 Syntax and SemanticsTo de�ne a notion of a parametric set constraint we extend the alphabet. Inaddition to the symbols discussed in Section 2.1 we assume that the alpha-bet also includes parameters disjoint with the other categories of symbols.Parameters will be denoted by Greek letters �; �; :::. A parametric set ex-pression is a parameter, a variable, a constant, or it has a form f(e1; :::; en),t�X(e) or e1 \ e2, where f is an n-ary function symbol, t is a term, X avariable and e; e1; :::; en are parametric set expressions. Notice, that thisde�nition extends the usual de�nition of set expressions, so that a usual setexpression without parameters becomes a special case of a parametric setexpression. A parametric term expression is atomic if it does not includeprojection and intersection symbols.For a given valuation of the variables, a parametric set expression denotesa function from valuations of parameters to subsets of the Herbrand universe.The value of the function for a speci�c valuation of parameters is determinedby considering parameters to be additional variables of the set expression.28For example Boye [Boy96] suggested that the inference is always done with a �nitelattice of types. In practice this means that for a class of applications we may have a �nitelibrary of types, represented by grammars, which may be extended by need. This will alsofacilitate communication with the user who will easier understand standard application-speci�c types than the types represented by automatically generated grammars.



120 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .We will consider parametric set constraints of the formV ariable > Parametric set expression:As discussed above, a collection of non-parametric set constraints hasthe least model which can be de�ned by a term grammar. A similar prop-erty holds in the parametric case. Take a collection C of parametric setconstraints and treat the parameters as variables. For any given �xed val-uation I of the parameters there exists the least model out of the modelsof C coinciding with I on the parameters. (This can be proved similarly asProposition 2.9).In order to deal with sets of constrained terms parametric set expressionscan be generalized to parametric extended set expressions. This is done bypermitting base symbols to appear in the expressions. Parametric extendedset expressions give rise to parametric extended set constraints. For any�xed valuation of parameters, a collection of such constraints has the leastmodel. (Proof as in Proposition 2.9).4.3 Parametric Term GrammarsOur parametric speci�cations will be expressed by parametric grammars.We �rst introduce parametric term grammars and a notion of an instanceof such a grammar. Such instances de�ne sets of terms. Then we extendthis approach to de�ne sets of constrained terms.De�nition 4.1 A parametric term grammar G is a �nite collection ofparametric set constraints of the form X > t where X is a variable and t isan atomic parametric set expression. 2For instance we can consider the grammar G of Example 3.5 as a para-metric grammar with one parameter M .In the context of parametric grammars, a (parametric) set descriptoris a pair hX;Gi where G is a parametric grammar and X a variable or aparameter. The derivability relation is de�ned in the same way as for non-parametric term grammars. Notice, however, that the normal forms mayinclude parameters.Parameterless grammars are used to de�ne sets, the role of parametricgrammars is to de�ne mappings on sets. This is done by assigning sets tothe parameters of a grammar. The sets are given by some other grammars.Let G be a parametric grammar such that �1; : : : ; �k are all parametersoccurring in G. Sometimes we will denote it G(~�) where ~� = (�1; : : : ; �k). Afunction � that maps each parameter �i of G into a set descriptor hXi; Giiis called, abusing the standard terminology, a parameter valuation for G.For a given ~� we will sometimes represent a � = f�1 7! hX1; G1i; : : : ; �k 7!hXk; Gki g as the vector (hX1; G1i; : : : ; hXk; Gki).



4 Parametric Set Constraints 121De�nition 4.2 Let G be a parametric term grammar and let � = f�1 7!hX1; G1i; : : : ; �k 7! hXk; Gki)g be a parameter valuation.An instance of G under � is the parametric grammar G(�) = G0 [G01 [: : : [G0k, where� hX 0i; G0ii are obtained by renaming apart all variables in each hXi; Giiso that the grammar G and descriptors hX 01; G01i; : : : ; hX 0k; G0ki havepairwise disjoint sets of variables.� G0 is obtained by replacing each parameter �i in G by X 0i. 2If G(�) contains no parameters then the usual notion of the sets de�nedby a grammar applies to G(�).29 For each its variable X it de�nes a set,which is [[X]]G(�). So a parametric grammar G(�1; : : : ; �k) de�nes a mappingfrom the sets corresponding to descriptors hX1; G1i; : : : ; hXk; Gki to the setsde�ned by the grammar G(�). Moreover, G(�) de�nes the value for eachparameter �i of G: [[�i]]G(�) = [[X 0i]]G(�).The de�nition of an instance generalizes in an obvious way from para-metric grammars to sets of (extended) parametric set constraints.De�nition 4.3 A parametric term grammar is discriminative if� each right hand side of a rule is of the form f(X1; : : : ;Xn) where eachXi is a variable or a parameter.� for a given variable X and given n-ary (n � 0) function symbol f thereis at most one rule of the form X > f(: : :). 2Notice that the instance of a discriminative grammar under a parametervaluation over discriminative grammars is discriminative.Example 4.4 Let grammar G(�) beList > nil List > cons(�;List)This grammar is discriminative. Consider � = f� 7! hList;Gi g. Since �shares variables with G we rename it apart to obtain hList1; G0i, where G0is: List1 > nil List1 > cons(�;List1)(The parameters are not renamed, since they are not variables). G(�) isList > nilList > cons(List1; List) List1 > nilList1 > cons(�;List1)29It applies also to any parametric grammar H and to each variable X such that hXiHis parameterless.



122 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .We will use the following notation, when it does not lead to ambigu-ity. Let G be a discriminative parametric grammar, X a variable and~� = (�1; : : : ; �k) the parameters occurring in G. By the (parametric) typeX(~�) we mean the family of sets de�ned by X in G (more precisely themapping from parameter valuations to sets, assigning [[X]]G(�) to �). In thespecial case of a parameterless grammar G, type X is the set [[X]]G. Let� = f�1 7!hX1; G1i; : : : ; �k 7!hXk; Gkig be a parameter valuation, wherethe grammars are discriminative and the parameters occurring in Gi are ~�i,for i = 1; : : : ; k. Then by type X(X1(~�1); : : : ;Xk(~�k)) we mean the familyof sets de�ned by X in grammar G(�).For instance the mapping corresponding to variable List in grammarG(�) of the last example can be called List(�). The mapping correspondingto List in G(�) can be called List(List(�)).Instances of parametric discriminative term grammars de�ne sets ofterms. Similarly as in the non parametric case, we generalize this formalismto specify sets of constrained terms. Assume a �xed constraint domain D.De�nition 4.5 A discriminative parametric extended term grammar(PED grammar) G is a �nite set of rules of the formX > f(X1; : : : ;Xn) or X > bwhere f is an n-ary function symbol (n � 0), X is a variable, X1; : : : ;Xnare variables or parameters and b is a base symbol. Additionally, for eachpair of rules X > t1 and X > t2 in G the sets [[t>1 ]] and [[t>2 ]] are disjoint(where u> stands for u with each occurrence of a variable or a parameterreplaced by >). 2The de�nition of an instance of a grammar applies to parametric ex-tended grammars too. A parameterless instance of such grammar de�nes aset of constrained atoms for each variable, as described in Section 2.2.2.Example 4.6 Take the grammar G(�) from the previous example. Using� = f� 7! hAny; fAny>>gig we obtain G(�) de�ning lists of arbitraryconstrained terms. Formally, hList;G(�)i de�nes the set f c [][t1; : : : ; tn] jn� 0; ti are terms g (as any term of the form [>; : : : ;>] can be generatedfrom List in grammar G(�).4.4 Operations on extended parametric term grammarsWe now extend the operations of Section 2.1.2 to extended parametric dis-criminative term grammars. For each of them we show how the resultinggrammar approximates a relevant set operation for each parameterless in-stance of the arguments.



4 Parametric Set Constraints 1234.4.1 Emptiness Check and ConstructionA variable X in a PED grammar G will be called nullable if no variable-freeterm (i.e. a term consisting entirely of function symbols, base symbols andparameters) can be derived from X in G. So for a nullable X, [[X]]G(�) =; independently from �. Similarly as in non parametric case, algorithmsfor �nding nullable symbols in context-free grammars can be applied here.Notice that for a non nullable X there exists a � such that [[X]]G(�) 6= ;(provided that the grammar does not contain a base symbol b, for which[[b]] = ;).The construction operation extends naturally to parametric grammars.Let hX1; G1i; : : : ; hXn; Gni be set descriptors with pairwise disjoint variablesand let f be an n-ary function symbol. By f(hX1; G1i; : : : ; hXn; Gni) wedenote set descriptor hY;Gi, where Y is a new variable andG = fY >f(X1; : : : ;Xn) g [G1 [ : : : [Gn(When the set descriptors have some common variables thenf(hX1; G1i; : : : ; hXn; Gni) can be de�ned by renaming apart the vari-ables in the descriptors). Clearly:Proposition 4.7 For any parameter valuation � the set descrip-tors f(hX1; G1i; : : : ; hXn; Gni)(�) and f(hX1; G1(�)i; : : : ; hXn; Gn(�)i) areidentical (up to renaming of the variables introduced while building thegrammar instances and of the variable introduced by the construction oper-ation).If G1(�); : : : ; Gn(�) do not contain parameters thenf([[X1]]G1(�); : : : ; [[Xn]]Gn(�)) = [[Y ]]f(hX1;G1i;:::;hXn;Gni)(�) 24.4.2 IntersectionLet G1 and G2 be PED grammars. We assume without loss of generality thatthey have no common variables, but they may have common parameters.We de�ne an operation _\ on such grammars; the result is a PED grammarG1 _\G2. The variables of G1 _\G2 include the variables of G1, the variablesof G2 and new variables corresponding to pairs (X;Y ) where X is a variableof G1 and Y is a variable of G2. The latter will be denoted X _\Y .We de�ne G1 _\G2 to consist of the rules of G1, those of G2 and for eachX >s 2 G1 and Y > t 2 G2 at most one rule as described below.� X _\Y > f(s1 � t1; : : : ; sn � tn) (n � 0), provided that s = f(s1; : : : ; sn),t = f(t1; : : : ; tn) and si � ti is the following symbol:1. it is the variable si _\ti, if si and ti are variables,



124 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .2. it is si, if si and ti are parameters,3. it is the variable Y , if one of the terms si; ti is Y and the other isa parameter.� X _\Y > u, provided that at least one of s; t is a base symbol and thefollowing holds. Let us denote fs1; s2g = fs; tg where s1 is a basesymbol. Now{ s1 = > and u = s2, or s2 = > and u = s1, or{ s2 is a constant c 2 [[s1]] and u is c, or{ s2 is a base symbol, [[s1]] � [[s2]] and u = s1, or [[s2]] � [[s1]] andu = s2.30Some decisions in this construction are arbitrary. Instead of choosingsi � ti to be si when both si; ti are parameters, one may choose ti. For thecase of si; ti being a parameter and a variable one may choose si � ti tobe the parameter. In the latter case we expect that our choice gives moreuseful results when further operations are applied to G1 _\G2, as a variablecorresponds to a known set of rules while a parameter does not.We notice that by construction G1 _\G2 is a PED grammar and all itsparameters (if any) appear in G1 or in G2. The construction guarantees alsothe following property.Proposition 4.8 For every parameter valuation � such that G1(�) andG2(�) are parameterless grammars we have[[X]]G1(�) \ [[Y ]]G2(�) � [[X _\Y ]](G1 _\G2)(�)for all variables X in G1 and Y in G2.PROOF Denote G1 _\G2 by G. It is su�cient to show that if X )�G1(�)t, Y )�G2(�) u and [[t]] \ [[u]] 6= ; then there exists a term w such thatX _\Y )�G(�) w and [[t]]\[[u]] � [[w]]. The proof is by induction on max(jtj; juj)(where jsj is the size of a term s).If t = > then X > > 2 G1, X _\Y )�G(�) u and u is the required w.Similarly, w is t in the symmetric case of u = >.If none of t; u is > and one of them is a base symbol then the other is abase symbol or a constant. Two cases are possible: [[t]] � [[u]], rule X _\Y > tis in G and w = t, or [[t]] � [[u]], X _\Y >u 2 G and w = u.Otherwise t = f(t1; : : : ; tn), u = f(u1; : : : ; un) (for some function symbolf of arity n � 0) and the considered derivations are X ) f(: : :) )� t andY ) f(: : :))� u. Grammar G contains a ruleX _\Y >f(X1�Y1; : : : ;Xn�Yn)and G(�) contains X _\Y >f(Z1; : : : ; Zn), where Xi � Yi = Zi unless Xi � Yiis a parameter. For each i = 1; : : : ; n we have three cases.30According to our assumptions on base sets, [[s1]] \ [[f(>; : : : ;>)]] = ;. If s2 = f(: : :)then no rule corresponding to X > s, Y > t should appear in G1 _\G2.



4 Parametric Set Constraints 1251. Xi � Yi is the variable Xi _\Yi. Xi )�G1(�) ti and Yi )�G2(�) ui. Clearly,max(jtij; juij) < max(jtj; juj). By the inductive assumption there existsa term wi such that Zi = Xi _\Yi )�G(�) wi and [[ti]] \ [[ui]] � [[wi]].2. Xi � Yi is a parameter from G1. Then Zi )� ti both in G1(�) andG(�).3. Xi � Yi is a variable from G1 or G2. Thus Zi )� ti both in G1(�) andG(�), or Zi )� ui both in G2(�) and G(�).This shows that for i = 1; : : : ; n there exists a wi such that Zi )�G(�) wiand [[ti]] \ [[ui]] � [[wi]]. Hence X _\Y )�G(�) f(w1; : : : ; wn) and [[t]] \ [[u]] �[[f(w1; : : : ; wn)]]. 2Example 4.9 Grammar G1 describes parametric non-empty lists andgrammar G2 speci�es lists of natural numbers:G1 : NEList > cons(�;List)List > nilList > cons(�;List) G2 : ListN > nilListN > cons(Nat;ListN)Computing NEList _\ListN gives a rule:NEList _\ListN > cons(Nat;List _\ListN)The new variable List _\ListN is de�ned by the following rules:List _\ListN > nilList _\ListN > cons(Nat;List _\ListN)Thus we obtained a non-empty list of natural numbers as a result.4.4.3 UnionLet G1 and G2 be PED grammars. We assume without loss of generality thatthey have no common variables, but they may have common parameters.We de�ne an operation _[ on such grammars; the result is a PED grammarG, denoted G1 _[G2. The variables of G include the variables of G1, thevariables of G2 and new variables corresponding to pairs (X;Y ) where X isa variable of G1 and Y is a variable of G2. The latter will be denoted X _[Y .Now G consists of the rules of G1 [G2 and, for each X _[Y , of the rulesconstructed as follows. Let R = f t j X >t 2 G1 or Y > t 2 G2 g. If > 2 Rthen G contains X _[Y > >, otherwise:1. If f(s1; : : : ; sn) 2 R (n > 0) and no other f(t1; : : : ; tn) is in R then Gcontains X _[Y > f(s1; : : : ; sn).



126 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .2. For each pair f(s1; : : : ; sn); f(t1; : : : ; tn) of distinct elements of R (n >0),31 G contains X _[Y > f(s1 � t1; : : : ; sn � tn), where each si � ti is� si _[ti, if si; ti are variables,� si, if si = ti and is a parameter,� a new variable V otherwise. In this case also rule V > > is in G.3. X _[Y > s is in G for each s 2 R such that s is a constant or a basesymbol and [[s]] 6� [[t]] for any base symbol t 2 R, t 6= s.The result of the construction is a PED grammar. Its parameters (ifany) may only originate from G1 and G2. The construction is similar tothat for discriminative term grammars. The union involving parameters isapproximated by > unless both arguments are the same parameter. This isbecause we want the construction to approximate the union for all parametervaluations.Proposition 4.10 For every parameter valuation � such that G1(�) andG2(�) are parameterless grammars we have[[X]]G1(�) [ [[Y ]]G2(�) � [[X _[Y ]]G1 _[G2(�)for all variables X in G1 and Y in G2.PROOF Denote [[X _[Y ]]G1 _[G2(�) by R. It is su�cient to show that ifX )�G1(�) s or Y )�G2(�) s, where s is ground, then [[s]] � R. We showthis by induction on the derivation length. We can assume that the samerenaming of the variables of � has been used in constructing G1(�); G2(�)and (G1 _[G2)(�).Assume that V )H s0 )�H s, where V = X; H = G1(�) or V = Y; H =G2(�). We have two cases.� s0 is a constant or base symbol (so s0 = s). There is a rule X _[Y > s0in G1 _[G2 such that [[s0]] � [[s0]]. We have [[s]] � [[s0]] � R.� s0 = f(X1; : : : ;Xn) (where n > 0), s = f(u1; : : : ; un) and Xi )�H uifor each i = 1; : : : ; n. Grammar G1 _[G2 contains a rule X _[Y > > orX _[Y > f(Y1; : : : ; Yn). In the �rst case the result is immediate. In thesecond case the rule have been introduced by clause 1 or clause 2 ofthe de�nition of G1 _[G2.In the case of clause 1, (G1 _[G2)(�) contains X _[Y > f(X1; : : : ;Xn)and Yi = Xi whenever Yi is a variable. X _[Y ) f(X1; : : : ;Xn) )� sis a derivation of (G1 _[G2)(�), as H � (G1 _[G2)(�), Hence [[s]] � R.31Notice that for a given f at most two such elements exist.



4 Parametric Set Constraints 127In the case of clause 2, each Yi is si � ti. If si � ti is si _[ti then si; ti arevariables, one of them is Xi and by the inductive assumption [[ui]] �[[si _[ti]](G1 _[G2)(�), as Xi )�H ui. If si � ti is a parameter then si _[ti =si = ti. In (G1 _[G2)(�) this parameter is replaced by Xi. Notice thatin this grammar Xi )� ui. The last possibility is that si � ti is avariable W and W > > is in G1 _[G2.So (G1 _[G2)(�) contains a rule X _[Y > f(r1; : : : ; rn) where ri = si � tiand [[ui]] � [[ri]](G1 _[G2)(�), for i = 1; : : : ; n. Hence[[s]] = [[f(u1; : : : ; un)]] � [[f(r1; : : : ; rn)]](G1 _[G2)(�) � [[X _[Y ]](G1 _[G2)(�).2The requirement that G1; G2 have no common variables is inessentialwhen G1 = G2. This holds both for _\ and _[ and follows from the proofs ofthe last two propositions.Example 4.11 Consider the grammars from Example 4.9, G1 specifyingparametric non-empty lists and G2 describing lists of natural numbers.G1 : NEList > cons(�;List)List > nilList > cons(�;List) G2 : ListN > nilListN > cons(Nat;ListN)The rules de�ning NEList _[ListN areNEList _[ListN > nilNEList _[ListN > cons(V;List _[ListN)V > >where V is a new variable. There are similar rules for List _[ListN:List _[ListN > nilList _[ListN > cons(W;List _[ListN)W > >4.4.4 Generalized projection for parametric setsLet hY;Gi be a set descriptor, where G is a PED grammar, and t be aterm. We are going to construct a PED grammar de�ning (a superset of)t�X([[Y ]]G(�)).We �rst construct a mapping �(t;G; Y ) assigning to each subterm oc-currence u in t a variable or a parameter Vu. Vu occurs in G or is a newvariable Any. Mapping �(t;G; Y ) has the following properties:1. Vt is Y .2. If u = f(u1; : : : ; un) (n � 0) and Vu is a parameter or Any thenVu1 = : : : = Vun = Any.



128 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .3. If u = f(u1; : : : ; un) (n � 0) and Vu is a variable of G then� Vu > f(Vu1 ; : : : ; Vun) 2 G, or� Vu > b 2 G, where b is a base symbol, u 2 [[b]] and Vu1 = : : : =Vun = Any. (Notice that if n 6= 0 then b = >.)If �(t;G; Y ) exists then it is unique, because the grammar is discrimina-tive. �(t;G; Y ) can be constructed by an obvious algorithm similar to thatdescribed in Section 2.1.2.Proposition 4.12 Let G be a PED grammar and G0 = G [ fAny > >g.Let t be a term and X1; : : : ;Xk (k � 0) be the occurrences of a variable Xin t. If �(t;G; Y ) exists thent�X([[Y ]]G(�)) �\i [[VXi ]]G0(�)for any parameter valuation � such that G(�) is parameterless.If �(t;G; Y ) does not exist or Ti [[VZi ]]G0(�) = ; for some variable Z of tthen t�X([[Y ]]G(�)) = ;.PROOF Consider a � as above. Let H = G(�) and H 0 = G0(�).We begin with showing the following property. Let c [] u be a constrainedterm and Vu be some variable or parameter of G0. If c [] u� 2 [[Vu]]H0 thenVu satis�es the conditions for �(t;G; Y ) above (for some n; Vu1 ; : : : ; Vun).Assume that u is not a variable (otherwise the conditions hold vacuously)and that c [] u� 2 [[Vu]]H0 . For Vu being a parameter or Any the conditionstrivially hold. Let Vu be a variable of G. We have Vu )�H0 s and c [] u� 2 [[s]],where s = f(s1; : : : ; sn), u = f(u1; : : : ; un) and Vu )H0 f(X1; : : : ;Xn),or s is a base symbol and Vu )H0 s. Then a rule Vu > f(X1; : : : ;Xn),respectively Vu > s exists in G; the rule has the required properties.Now we show that if c [] t� 2 [[Y ]]H then mapping �(t;G; Y ) exists andfor any subterm u of t, c [] u� 2 [[Vu]]H0 . The latter is equivalent to existenceof a ground term s such that Vu )�H0 s and c [] u� 2 [[s]].The proof is by induction. Let u be a subterm of t andU = fu0 j u is a proper subterm of u0; u0 is a subterm of t g:Assume that the required mapping exists on U . (So c [] u0� 2 [[Vu0 ]]H0 for eachu0 2 U and the conditions for �(t;G; Y ) are satis�ed.) We show that sucha mapping exists for U [ fug. It is su�cient to show that c [] u� 2 [[Vu]]H0 ,then it follows that Vu satis�es the conditions for �(t;G; Y ) from the propertydiscussed above.If u = t then c [] u� 2 [[Vu]]H0 obviously holds. Otherwise there exists asubterm u0 = f(u1; : : : ; un) of t such that u = ui for some i, and a groundterm s0 such that Vu0 )�H0 s0 and c [] u0� 2 [[s0]].



4 Parametric Set Constraints 129If Vu0 is a parameter or Any then Vu is Any and c [] u� 2 [[Any]]H0 . Thesame reasoning is applicable when Vu0 is a variable of G and Vu0 > b 2 G,as then b = > and Vu = Any.It remains to consider the case of Vu0 being a variable of G such thatVu0 )H0 f(Vu1 ; : : : ; Vun))�H0 s0 = f(s1; : : : ; sn). So Vu0 > f(Vu1 ; : : : ; Vun) 2G and Vui )�H0 si. From c [] f(u1; : : : ; un)� 2 [[s0]] it follows that c [] u� 2[[si]] � [[Vu]]H0 . This completes the inductive proof.Thus if c [] t� 2 [[Y ]]H then c []Xi� 2 [[VXi ]]H0 for any occurrence Xi ofX in t. Hencec []Xi� 2\i [[VXi ]]G0(�) and thus t�X([[Y ]]G(�)) �\i [[VXi ]]G0(�):Notice that if �(t;G; Y ) does not exist or the intersection above is emptythen c [] t� 62 [[Y ]]H for any c; �, and t�Z [[Y ]]H = ; for any variable Z. 2The proposition suggests the following algorithm to compute a set de-scriptor t�X(hY;Gi) giving an approximation of the set t�X([[Y ]]G(�)).1. Compute �(t;G; Y ).2. For each variable Z with the occurrences Z1; : : : ; Zk in t, apply theintersection algorithm for PED grammars (Section 4.4.2) to com-pute (an approximation of) Ti [[VZi ]]G0(�). This results in a gram-mar GZ = G0 _\ : : : _\G0 and a variable Z 0 = Z1 _\ : : : _\Zk such thatTi [[VZi ]]G0(�) � [[Z 0]]GZ(�).3. If �(t;G; Y ) does not exist or some Z 0 is nullable in GZ then re-turn t�X(hY;Gi) = hV; ;i as the result (because t�Z(hY;Gi) = ;,for any Z).4. Otherwise return t�X(hY;Gi) = hX 0; GXi.From the last proposition and the appropriate property of the grammar in-tersection operation it follows that if the algorithm produces t�X(hY;Gi) =hV;Hi then t�X([[Y ]]G(�)) � [[V ]]H(�).4.4.5 Inclusion checking for parametric setsThe algorithms for checking inclusion of the sets de�ned by discriminativeterm grammars can be generalized to extended parametric grammars.The problem is stated as follows. Let G1 and G2 be PED grammars.Let X be a variable in G1 and let Y be a variable in G2. We want to checkwhether [[X]]G1(�) � [[Y ]]G2(�) for any valuation � such that G1(�); G2(�)are parameterless. We will denote this fact by hX;G1i v hY;G2i (oftenabbreviated to X v Y ).We begin with introducing some notions. By C(X;Y ) we mean the leastset of pairs (of variables or parameters) such that



130 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .� (X;Y ) 2 C(X;Y ) and� if (X 0; Y 0) 2 C(X;Y ), X 0>f(X1; : : : ;Xn) 2 G1 andY 0>f(Y1; : : : ; Yn) 2 G2 then (X1; Y1); : : : ; (Xn; Yn) 2 C(X;Y ).An algorithm checking whether X v Y follows immediately from thefollowing property and from �niteness of C(X;Y ).Proposition 4.13 Let G1; G2 be PED grammars and X;Y be variablesof, respectively, G1; G2. Assume that for each pair (V;W ) 2 C(X;Y )� if V is a parameter then V = W or rule W > > is in G2,� if V is a variable then{ for each rule V > f(V1; : : : ; Vn) 2 G1 (n � 1) there exists a ruleW > f(: : :) 2 G2 or W > > 2 G2, and{ for each rule V > c 2 G1, where c is a constant or base symbol,there exists a W > c0 2 G2 such that [[c]] � [[c0]].Then X v Y .The reverse implication holds provided G1 does not have nullable sym-bols, [[c]] 6= ; for each base symbol c, and if [[c]] � [[W ]]G2(�) for some �,base symbol or constant c and variable W of G2 then G2 contains a ruleW > c0 where [[c]] � [[c]]0. Intuitively, the last condition means that no set[[c]] is described by G2 by more than one rule.PROOF Assume that the conditions are satis�ed. For any (V;W ) 2C(X;Y ) and any derivation V )�G1 t, where t is a variable-free term, thereexists a derivation W )�G2 u such that [[t]]G1(�) � [[u]]G2(�) for any �. Thiscan be shown by induction on the structure of t. If a constrained term wis in [[V ]]G1(�) then w 2 [[t]]G1(�) for some t as above. Hence w 2 [[W ]]G2(�),which completes the \if" part of the proof.Assume that the conditions are not satis�ed, for some pair (V;W ) 2C(X;Y ). We show that for some parameter valuation � there exists aconstrained term t such that t 2 [[V ]]G1(�) and t 62 [[W ]]G2(�). We enumeratethe possible cases, in each of them such � and t obviously exist.If V is a parameter then W is a di�erent parameter or a variable such that[[W ]]G2(�) 6= [[>]]. For V being a variable we have two cases. V > f(: : :) 2 G1and no W > f(: : :) is in G2, or V > c 2 G1 and for each W > c0 2 G2[[c]] 6� [[c]]0, hence [[c]] \ [[c]]0 = ; (by our restrictions on base sets).Now it is easy to construct a u 2 [[X]]G1(�) such that u 62 [[Y ]]G2(�) byinduction on the de�nition of C(X;Y ) (on the number of applications ofthe second rule of the de�nition of C(X;Y ) needed to show that (V;W ) 2C(X;Y )). 2We illustrate the check by a simple example.



4 Parametric Set Constraints 131Example 4.14G1 : Y > cons(�;Z)Z > nilZ > cons(�; Y ) G2 : X > nilX > cons(�;X)We want to check the inclusion[[Y ]]G1(�) � [[X]]G2(�)for arbitrary parameter valuation � such that G1(�) and G2(�) are param-eterless. For each pair of C(Y;X) the conditions from the proposition areto be checked. C(Y;X) contains (Y;X); (�; �); (Z;X).Consider (Y;X). For the rule Y > cons(�;Z) 2 G1 there existsX > cons(�;X) 2 G2. For (�; �) the check is immediate. For (Z;X),the following pairs of rules are found to satisfy the conditions.Z > nil 2 G1; X > nil 2 G2Z > cons(�; Y ) 2 G1; X > cons(�;X) 2 G2So the check is successfully completed.4.4.6 Set matchingIn our approach, a set of allowed calls of a polymorphic procedure willbe speci�ed by a set descriptor hY;Gi where G is a PED grammar. Aparticular call t is allowed if there exists a valuation of parameters � suchthat t 2 [[Y ]]G(�).A set of actual calls may be described by another set descriptor hX;Hi,where H is a PED grammar which has no parameter common with G.We want to be sure that all actual calls are allowed. As the speci�cationsare parametric we have to refer to their instances. The question is then,whether for any valuation 	 of the parameters of H there exists a parametervaluation � for G such that [[X]]H(	) � [[Y ]]G(�). Additionally we areinterested in obtaining a possibly small set [[Y ]]G(�). We will call this a setmatching problem.A solution can be obtained by a modi�cation of the set inclusion algo-rithm discussed above. In this extension the parameters of H are handledas constants while searching for such bindings of the parameters of G thatthe inclusion holds.For a given X;H and Y;G the matching algorithm constructs a param-eter valuation � (possibly containing parameters from H) such that for any	 for which H(	) is parameterless[[X]]H(	) � [[Y ]]G(�)(	):



132 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .(This is expressed as hX;Hi v hY;G(�)i in the notation of the previoussection).To describe matching we recall how the inclusion algorithm works. Ap-plied to X in H and Y in G, it checks the conditions of Proposition 4.13for each pair (s; t) 2 C(X;Y ). The di�erence with the matching algorithmis in the treatment of a (s; t) where t is a parameter (of G). In such casethe inclusion algorithm answers \no". In matching we want to instantiatethe parameters of G so that inclusion holds. So in this case the matchingalgorithm binds the parameter t to s (which is a variable or a parameter).Notice that several di�erent bindings for t may be produced since t mayappear in several pairs in C.As C(X;Y ) is �nite, the checking terminates with failure or success.In the latter case a set of bindings is produced. From these bindings wenow construct a parameter valuation �. This is done separately for eachparameter �. Let f� 7! s1; : : : ; � 7! skg (k � 1) be the set of bindingsfor � produced by the algorithm. The valuation �(�) is constructed byconsidering the following cases:� If k = 1 then �(�) = hs1;Hi.� If k > 1 and all si are variables of H, then �(�) =hs1 _[ : : : _[sk;H _[ : : : _[Hi.� Otherwise k > 1 and some si is a parameter. Then �(�) =hX; fX >>gi where X is a new variable.Let �1; : : : ; �n be all the parameters of G that appear in C(X;Y ).Applying the above stated rules to each of them we obtain � =f�1 7!�(�1); : : : ; �n 7!�(�n) g.This completes the description of the matching algorithm. It remainsto show that if it succeeds then [[X]]H(	) � [[Y ]]G(�)(	); for any parametervaluation 	. Assume that �(�i) = hXi; Gii (for i = 1; : : : ; n) and thatXi was renamed into X 0i while constructing G(�). We apply the inclusionchecking algorithm to X;H and Y;G(�) and compare its actions with thoseof the matching algorithm for X;H and Y;G.Whenever the matching algorithm produces a pair (s; t) of two variables,the same pair is produced by the inclusion checking algorithm. Wheneverthe former produces an (s; �i) then the second produces (s;X 0i). Gram-mar Gi has been constructed in such a way that [[s]]H(	) � [[Xi]]Gi(	). As[[Xi]]Gi(	) = [[X 0i]]G(�)(	) we have [[s]]H(	) � [[X 0i]]G(�)(	). Hence for each pair(s; t) produced by the inclusion checking algorithm, [[s]]H(	) � [[t]]G(�)(	).This completes the proof.Example 4.15 This example illustrates set matching. The parametricgrammars H and G specify di�erent variants of lists with elements being



5 Locating Program Errors with Parametric Specifications 133triples. H : L > nilL > cons(T;L)T > t(B;N; )B > ttB > �N > nat
G : S > nilS > cons(E;S)E > t(�; �; �)

We want to match hL;Hi and hS;Gi. We obtain C(L; S) =f(L; S); (T;E); (B;�); (N;�); (; �)g. The checks succeed with parameterbindings f� 7! B; � 7! N; � 7!  g:The result is the parameter valuation� = f� 7! hB _[N;H _[Hi; � 7! h;Hi g5 Locating Program Errors with Parametric Spec-i�cationsThe call-success semantics discussed in Section 3 describes a program (to-gether with its set of initial goals) by the set of calls and the set of successes.So the information about which successes correspond to which calls is lost.A more precise semantics can be given by replacing the set of successes bythe set of pairs of a call and a corresponding success.The formalism of discriminative grammars does not provide useful ap-proximations of such semantics. If pairs (call1 ; success1 ); (call2 ; success2 )are in such approximation then (call1 ; success2 ); (call2 ; success1 ) are theretoo. Useful approximations can be however provided by parametric dis-criminative grammars. With such a grammar one can specify a family ofspeci�cations. Correctness w.r.t. such a family means the following. When-ever a call is correct w.r.t. some speci�cation from the family then any itssuccess is correct w.r.t. this speci�cation. Additionally, each call is correctw.r.t. some of the speci�cations.In this section we address the question of partial correctness of programsw.r.t. parametric speci�cations. First we state formally the problem andshow that it can be re-formulated in terms of parametric set constraints.We show how to employ the constraints to check whether a program iscorrect w.r.t. a given speci�cation and how to compute a speci�cation forwhich the program is correct. Then we formalize the notion of error anddiscuss how the correctness checking procedure locates errors.



134 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .5.1 Parametric speci�cations and program correctnessBy a parametric speci�cation we mean a set of speci�cations.32 We areinterested in speci�cations given by parametric grammars, this is howeverinsigni�cant for the purposes of this section. Here we de�ne the notion ofcorrectness for such speci�cations and prove a su�cient condition for suchcorrectness.De�nition 5.1 Let Spec be a parametric speci�cation. A call c []A in anLD-derivation is correct w.r.t. Spec if there exists some (Pre; Post) 2 Specsuch that c []A 2 Pre. A success c0 []A� corresponding to a call c []A iscorrect w.r.t. Spec if c0 []A� 2 Post, for any (Pre; Post) 2 Spec such thatc []A 2 Pre.A program P with a set of initial goals G is correct w.r.t. Spec i� in anyLD-derivation of P starting from a goal from G all the calls and successesare correct w.r.t. Spec. A program P is correct w.r.t. Spec i� P with theset of initial goals SfPre j (Pre; Post) 2 Spec g is correct w.r.t. Spec. 2We impose following restrictions on parametric speci�cations. If(Pre; Post) is a member of such a speci�cation then Pre; Post are closed un-der instantiation and Pre � Post.33 The correctness criterion from Propo-sition 3.1 can now be generalized.Theorem 5.1 Let P be a CLP program, G a set of atomic initial goalsand Spec be a parametric speci�cation. Let each (Pre; Post) 2 Spec respectconstraints. A su�cient condition for P with G being correct w.r.t. Spec is:1. For each clause H  B1; : : : ; Bn and any (Pre0; P ost0) 2 Specthere exist (Pre1; P ost1); : : : ; (Pren; P ostn) 2 Spec such that forj = 0; : : : ; n, any substitution � and constraint cif c []H� 2 Pre0; c []B1� 2 Post1; : : : ; c []Bj� 2 Postjthenc []Bj+1� 2 Prej+1, if j < nc []H� 2 Post0, if j = n2. Each element of G is in some Pre, such that (Pre; Post) 2 Spec.(As explained in Section 3.1, the restriction to atomic initial goals is notsubstantial).PROOF Consider the i-th goal Qi of an LD-derivation starting from a goalQ0 2 G. We show that the call and the successes occurring in Qi are correct.32Remember that a (non parametric) speci�cation is a pair of sets of (constrained)atoms.33The latter condition is not essential. To abandon it, it is su�cient to replace eachPostl in theorem 5.1 by Prel \ Postl.



5 Locating Program Errors with Parametric Specifications 135The proof is by induction on i. If i = 0 then Qi contains no successes andthe call in Qi is obviously correct.Let i > 0. Consider the call in Qi. (The case of the goal containing nocall is considered later on). Qi is of the form c [](Bj+1; : : : ; Bn; ~A)� , wherej < n, for some clause H  B1; : : : ; Bn of P , and the derivation is� � �Qi0 = c0 []A; ~AQi1 = c0 [](B1; : : : ; Bn; ~A)�0� � �Qi2 = c1 [](B2; : : : ; Bn; ~A)�0�1� � �� � �Qij+1 = cj [](Bj+1; : : : ; Bn; ~A)�0 � � � �j� � �where ij+1 = i, �0 � � � �j = � and the call cl�1 []Bl�0 � � � �l�1 from agoal Qil succeeds in the goal Qil+1 (for l = 1; : : : ; j). The calls fromQi0 ; : : : ; Qij are correct, by the inductive assumption. So there exist(Pre0; P ost0); : : : ; (Prej ; P ostj) 2 Spec such that c0 []A 2 Pre0 andcl�1 []Bl�0 � � � �l�1 2 Prel for l = 1; : : : ; j.Now we show that the successes of these calls are correct.This means cl []Bl�0 � � � �l 2 Postl for l = 1; : : : ; j and for any(Pre0; P ost0); : : : ; (Prej ; P ostj) as above. Notice that this includes the(Pre1; P ost1); : : : ; (Prej ; P ostj) from condition 1 of the Theorem.The successes from Qi2 ; : : : ; Qij are correct by the inductive assumption.Also the success from Qij+1 of cj�1 []Bj�0 � � � �j�1 is correct. To show thisremove (the instances of) Bj+1; : : : ; Bn; ~A from the goals of the derivationQij ; : : : ; Qij+1 , obtaining a derivation to which the inductive assumptionapplies. (The derivation is shorter than i and starts from an atomic goal).Other procedure calls (from goals between Qij and Qij+1) may succeed inQij+1 . These successes are correct by the same reasoning.As all Prel; P ostl are instance closed, we have cj []A� 2 Pre0 andcj []Bl� 2 Postl for l = 1; : : : ; j. Moreover, A� = H� , as A�0 = H�0. Fromcondition 1 of the Theorem it follows that the call cj []Bj+1� is correct.It remains to consider the case when Qi does not contain a call. So Qiis of the form c [] and the initial goal Q0 succeeds in Qi. Let Q0 = c0 []A.If A is a constraint then i = 1 and Q1 = c0; A []. As the speci�cationrespects constraints, the success in Q1 is in Post whenever Q0 2 Pre and(Pre; Post) 2 Spec. If A is not a constraint then we have a derivation asabove, with j = n � 0 (so Qi = Qin+1), Qi0 being the initial goal (so i0 = 0)and ~A being empty. Reasoning as previously we obtain that the premisesof the implication in the Theorem hold. Hence cn []A� = cn []H� 2 Post0.



136 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .As the choice of Pre0 was arbitrary, this holds for any (Pre0; P ost0) 2 Specsuch that c0 []A 2 Pre0. So the success of c0 []A is correct. 2In our approach parametric speci�cations are given by parametric gram-mars. We assume that such a grammar G has two distinguished variablesCall ;Success . The speci�cation is thenSpec = f ([[Call ]]G(�); [[Success ]]G(�)) j G(�) is parameterless g:We require that each speci�cation (Pre; Post) 2 Spec respects constraints.Additionally we require that for each p such that Success >p(~Y ) 2 G, eachparameter occurring in hp(~Y )iG occurs also in hp( ~X)iG, where Call >p( ~X) 2G. Informally, this means that procedure successes may only depend onthose parameters on which the corresponding procedure calls depend. Thisassures that to each Pre there corresponds exactly one Post such that(Pre; Post) 2 Spec.Each grammar providing a speci�cation can be seen as consisting oftwo parts. One is �xed for a given programming language and speci�esthe semantics of constraint predicates. The second is given by the userand describes the predicates de�ned by her program. Real CLP languageshave built-in predicates, they can be treated by our method like constraintpredicates.5.2 Correctness checkingIn this section we discuss checking the veri�cation conditions of Theorem5.1 with respect to a parametric speci�cation given by a PED grammar. Wegeneralize to such speci�cations the ideas of Section 3.2.Similarly as in the parameterless case, each implication from Theorem5.1 can be expressed by a system Fj(C) of constraints consisting ofX > H�X(Call0) \ j\i=1Bi�X(Success i) (6)(where C = H  B1; : : : ; Bn is the considered clause, 0 � j � n and kranges over the occurrences of X in the considered atom) for each variableX occurring in C, and of theCall j+1 > Bj+1 if j < n;Success0 > H if j = n: (7)So for the condition 1 from the Theorem to hold it is suf-�cient that for each choice of (Pre0; P ost0) 2 Spec there exist(Pre1; P ost1); : : : ; (Pren; P ostn) 2 Spec such that each constraint systemFj(C) (j = 0; : : : ; n) has a model I in which I(Call i) = Prei, I(Success i) =Posti, for i = 0; : : : ; n.



5 Locating Program Errors with Parametric Specifications 137Now assume that the speci�cation is given by a parametric grammar G.A particular (Pre0; P ost0) is given by a parameterless instance G(�) of Gfor some parameter valuation �: Pre0 = [[Call ]]G(�), Post0 = [[Success ]]G(�).For any such � we are looking for �1; : : : ;�n describing, respectively,(Pre1; P ost1); : : : ; (Pren; P ostn). As the latter depend on �, the gram-mars of �1; : : : ;�n may be parametric, with the parameters originating fromgrammar hCall iG. �1; : : : ;�n should be chosen in such a way that for any�, each Fj(C) has a model I in whichI(Call0) = [[Call ]]G(�); I(Success0) = [[Success ]]G(�);I(Call i) = [[Call ]]G(�i)(�); I(Success i) = [[Success ]]G(�i)(�) (8)for i = 1; : : : ; n. This can be done in the following way.Assume that �1; : : : ;�j (0 � j � n) have already been found. We showhow to check the j-th implication of Theorem 5.1 and, if j < n, how toconstruct �j+1. Let G0; : : : ; Gj be the grammars G;G(�1); : : : ; G(�j) withthe variables renamed apart such that1. Call ;Success in G(�i) are renamed into, respectively, Call i;Success i, fori = 1; : : : ; j, and Call ;Success in G into Call0;Success0,2. no variable occurs in more than one grammar G0; : : : ; Gj and no variablefrom clause C occurs in G0; : : : ; Gj .Now Fj(C)[G0[ : : :[Gj is to be converted into a discriminative gram-mar. For each variable X in the clause, constraint (6) is transformed asdescribed in Section 3.2, by applying generalized projection and intersectionoperations from Section 4.4.First for each A�X(Y ) occurring in (6), by generalized projection weobtain hXA; GAi such that A�X([[Y ]](G0[:::[Gj)(�)) � [[XA]]GA(�). (Noticethat Y is Call i or Success i, thus [[Y ]](G0[:::[Gj)(�) = [[Y ]]Gi(�).) Then theintersection operation (followed by appropriate variable renaming) is appliedto hXH ; GHi; hXB1 ; GB1i; : : : ; hXBj ; GBj i, resulting in hX;GXi such that[[X]]GX (�) � H�X([[Call 0]](G0[:::[Gj)(�))\ j\i=1Bi�X([[Success i]](G0[:::[Gj)(�))In this way we construct GX for each variable X of C. A renaming isapplied so that the variables of the constructed grammars GX are distinctand Call1; : : : ;Calln;Success1; : : : ;Successn do not occur in any GX . LetG0 = SX GX . Notice that G0 is discriminative and that, for any �, the leastmodel of (G0 [ G0 [ : : : [ Gj)(�) is a model of C = Fj(C) � f(7)g [ (G0 [: : : [Gj)(�).Also, the constraint (7) is converted into a discriminative grammar G00in an obvious way, as described in Section 3.2. Each model of G00 is a modelof (7), each model of (7) coincides with some model of G00 on the variablesof (7).



138 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .Take an arbitrary � (such that (G0 [ : : :[Gj)(�) is parameterless). LetI� be the least model of C = Fj(C)� f(7)g [ (G0 [ : : : [Gj)(�). We haveI�(X) � [[X]]G0(�) for any variable X occurring in C, and I�(Y ) = [[Y ]]Gi(�)for Y being Call i or Success i, i = 1; : : : ; j. Let us represent (7) as Y > A,where Y is Call j+1 or Success0 and A is, respectively, Bj+1 or H. It holdsthat [[Y ]]G0(�)[G00 = [[Y ]]G0(�)[f(7)g = [[A]]G0(�) � I�(A).If j = n then Y is Success0, A is Bj+1 and it remains to apply theinclusion algorithm to check whether[[Success0]]G0(�)[G00 � [[Success ]]G(�);for any �. If yes then I� is a model of (7) (as [[Success ]]G(�) = I�(Success0)),hence a model of Fj(C). It has the required properties, as (8) holds fori = 1; : : : ; n.If j < n then Y is Call j+1, A is Bj+1 and �j+1 has to be constructed.We have I�(Bj+1) � [[Call j+1]]G0(�)[G00 , for any �. Now we apply the setmatching operation of Section 4.4 to obtain �j+1 such that for any �[[Call j+1]]G0(�)[G00 � [[Call ]]G(�j+1)(�):Take an interpretation I 0� such that I 0�(Call j+1) = [[Call ]]G(�j+1)(�),I 0�(Successj+1) = [[Success ]]G(�j+1)(�) and I 0�(V ) = I�(V ) for any othervariable V . For any �, I 0� is a model of (7) (as I�(Bj+1) � I 0�(Call j+1))and hence of Fj(C)[ (G0 [ : : :[Gj)(�). It also ful�lls the requirements (8)for i = 1; : : : ; j. If the set matching fails, then the program is not found tobe correct.Computing �j+1 (or, in the case of j = n, performing the inclusioncheck) completes the iteration step for j. The reasoning above provides aproof for:Lemma 5.2 If the process described above succeeds producing �1; : : : ;�nthen the condition 1. from Theorem 5.1 is satis�ed, for clause C and theparametric speci�cation given by the parametric grammar G.If the clause does not satisfy the condition of the Theorem 5.1 thenthe process of checking is bound to fail. The reverse is not true. Thecorrectness checking of a correct program may fail, due to the fact that theemployed intersection and projection operations for parametric grammarsare approximate.Due to similarity of this correctness checking algorithm to that describedin Section 3.2, we expect that its complexity is the same.Example 5.3 Consider the following clause, a part of the \Slowsort"program: slowsort(L,S) :- perm(L,S), sorted(S).



5 Locating Program Errors with Parametric Specifications 139For this clause we have the following three systems of constraints (we ab-breviate slowsort as s, perm as p and sorted as sd):F0 : L > s(L; S)�L(Call 0)S > s(L; S)�S(Call0)Call1 > p(L; S)F1 : L > s(L; S)�L(Call 0) \ p(L; S)�L(Success1)S > s(L; S)�S(Call0) \ p(L; S)�S(Success1)Call2 > sd(S)F2 : L > s(L; S)�L(Call0) \ p(L; S)�L(Success1) \ sd(S)�L(Success2)S > s(L; S)�S(Call 0) \ p(L; S)�S(Success1) \ sd(S)�S(Success2)Success0 > s(L; S)A speci�cation is provided by the following parametric grammar G:Call > s(ListN;Any)Call > p(List; Any)Call > sd(ListN)ListN > [ ]ListN > [NatjListN ]Nat > nat
Success > s(ListN;ListN)Success > p(List; List)Success > sd(ListN)List > [ ]List > [�jList]Any > >The �rst step of checking the correctness of the clause w.r.t. the speci�cationdeals with F0. First one uses generalized projection operation to computes(L; S)�L(hCall 0; Gi) = hListN;Gi and s(L; S)�S(hCall 0; Gi) = hAny;Gi.We may informally say that the �rst two rules of F0 have been transformedinto L>ListN , S >Any.Then GL and GS are respectively hListNiG and hAnyiG (the subsetsof G de�ning ListN and Any), with the variables appropriately renamed.Their union is G0: L > [ ]L > [Nat0jL]Nat0 > nat S > >The grammar G00 is just the last rule of F0. Matching hCall 1; G0[G00i vhCall ; Gi succeeds after checking the pairs (Call1;Call ); (L;List); (S;Any);(Nat 0; �). The result is �1 = f� 7! hNat 0;G 0 [G 00i g. So the �rst implica-tion of the veri�cation condition is satis�ed, provided that (Call1;Success1)is de�ned by G(�1) (after an appropriate variable renaming).We briey outline the remaining two steps. Notice that the results ofgeneralized projections from one step are also used in later steps.Dealing with F1 begins with computing two new generalized projections:p(L; S)�L(hSuccess1; G1i) = hList1; G1i and p(L; S)�S(hSuccess1; G1i) =hList1; G1i, where G1 is a renamed G(�1) and List1 is the renamed List.



140 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .(We may informally say that the �rst two rules of F1 have been transformedinto L > ListN \ List1 ; S > Any \ List1 .)Then intersection operation is applied to approximate sets [[ListN ]]G(�)\[[List1]]G1(�) and [[Any]]G(�) \ [[List1]]G1(�), by grammars hListNiG _\G1and hAnyiG _\G1. The grammars are renamed, so that ListN _\List1 be-comes L and Any _\List1 becomes S, resulting in G0. Matching hCall 2; G0[fCall 2>sd(S)gi v hCall ; Gi does not involve any parameter and succeeds,so �2 = ; and G2 is G with variables renamed.Similarly, in the third step the projections related to atom sd(S) resultin hAny2; G2i and hListN2; G2i. (We may informally say that the �rst tworules of F2 have been transformed into L > ListN \ List1 \ Any2 ; S >Any \ List1 \ ListN2 .) Notice that [[List1]]G1 = [[ListN2]]G2 . G0 obtained inthis step is essentially the same as that in the previous one { the sets [[L]]and [[S]] that G0 de�nes are the same as in the previous step. The inclusioncheck succeeds, which completes checking that the clause is correct.5.3 Computing parametric speci�cationsNow we show how to compute a parametric speci�cation approximating thesemantics of a given program.Consider a parametric speci�cation Spec. Notice that if the veri�cationconditions of Proposition 3.1 hold for each (non parametric) speci�cationfrom Spec then the conditions of Theorem 5.1 hold, with (Pre0; P ost0) =: : : = (Pren; P ostn). Thus the program is correct w.r.t. Spec. We will usethis fact in constructing parametric speci�cations for a given program. Theinitial goals are described by a parametric grammar G0. G0 also describesthe constraint predicates, similarly as in Section 3.3. We are going to con-struct a parametric grammar G (with the parameters from G0) such thatwhenever the initial call is from [[Call ]]G0(�), all the calls and successes arefrom [[Call ]]G(�), [[Success ]]G(�), respectively.To compute G we proceed as in the parameterless case (Section 3.3). Theonly di�erence is that the algorithm is now applied to parametric grammars.We require that the description of constraint predicates is parameterless. Sowhenever a rule Call > p(Y1; : : : ; Yn) or Success > p(Y1; : : : ; Yn), where pis a constraint predicate, appears in G0 then hYiiG0 does not contain anyparameters (for i = 1; : : : ; n). Obviously, we require that the speci�cationgiven by G0(�) respects constraints.We employ the veri�cation conditions of Proposition 3.1 expressed as theconstraint system C(P ) (see Section 3.3). For the grammar G0 as above,C(P ) is parametric. C(P ) = C0 [ G0, where C0 is a set of parameterlessconstraints C0 = [C2P[j F 0j(C):Consider a parameterless instance G0(�) of G0. If I is a model of C(P )(�)



5 Locating Program Errors with Parametric Specifications 141such that Spec = (I(Call ); I(Success)) respects constraints then the veri�-cation conditions of Proposition 3.1 are satis�ed, as shown in Section 3.3.Our goal is to construct a grammar G such that for any � (for whichG(�) is parameterless) there exists a model I of C(P )(�) in which I(Call) =[[Call ]]G(�) and I(Success) = [[Success ]]G(�). This implies that the ver-i�cation conditions of Proposition 3.1 are satis�ed for each speci�cation([[Call ]]G(�); [[Success ]]G(�)). Hence the veri�cation conditions of Theorem5.1 are satis�ed for the parametric speci�cationf ([[Call ]]G(�); [[Success ]]G(�)) j G(�) is parameterless ggiven by grammar G, and the program is correct w.r.t. this speci�cation.To obtain such a grammar we use the iterative procedure of Section3.3. It starts with G0 and produces a sequence of grammars Gi. Anyparameter appearing in Gi occurs in G0. The description of the constraintpredicates in any Gi is the same as in G0. The constructed grammars Gihave the following property, for any � (such that G0(�) is parameterless):The constraints C0 are satis�ed if the occurrences of Call and Success inconstraints (3) (see Section 3.1) are valuated as in the least model of Gi(�)and the occurrences of Call and Success in constraints (4) as in the leastmodel of Gi+1(�). This follows from the discussion in Sections 3.2, 3.3,which can be repeated for the case of parametric grammars. The di�erence isthat in the parameter free case the operations of intersection and projectionare exact while in the parametric case they are approximate. However theconclusions hold in both cases. In particular, if G0; G00 are constructed as inSection 3.2 then the least model of (G[G0)(�) is a model of Fj;1(C) [G(�)and the least model of (G0[G00)(�) is a model of Fj;1(C) (for any � assigningparameterless grammars to the parameters of G).As discussed in Section 3.3 it is necessary to apply some technique forenforcing termination while computing �xpoints. As discussed there ourprototype implementation uses for that purpose an adaptation of a techniqueof [Mil99], which extends also to the parametric case.Now Gi is the required grammar. For any � as above there exists amodel J of C0 which coincides with the least model of Gi(�) on Call andSuccess . An interpretation I in which the variables of C0 are valuated asin J and the variables of G0, except of Call , Success , as in the least modelof G0(�), is the required model of C(P )(�). As explained above, if suchmodel exists then the program is correct w.r.t. the parametric speci�cationgiven by Gi.We derive a somehow restricted kind of parametric speci�cations. When-ever the initial goal is in [[Call ]]G(�), all the calls and successes of the compu-tation are, respectively, in [[Call ]]G(�), [[Success ]]G(�). Thus our approach isunable to construct such parametric speci�cations that various usages of apredicate in a program are described by di�erent instances of the parametricspeci�cation.



142 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .5.4 Error detectionThe purpose of error diagnosis is to locate the errors in the program. Byerrors we mean those program fragments that are the reasons that the pro-gram is incorrect w.r.t. a given speci�cation. For the semantics chosen inthis work, the incorrectness means that some call or success in some com-putation of the program violates the speci�cation. Such calls or successeswill be called error symptoms. A pragmatic requirement is that the errorsfound are as small program fragments as possible.In traditional approaches, debugging begins with symptoms, obtainedfrom executing the program on some test data. Obviously, only a �nitesubset of (usually) in�nite set of test data can be used. In our approachsymptoms are not needed. At the expense of restricting the class of speci-�cations to types de�ned by parametric discriminative grammars, programcorrectness can be checked automatically. A successful check is a proof thatthe program is correct. Equivalently, if the program is incorrect then thecheck fails; moreover from the correctness checking algorithm we can obtaininformation locating the errors.Our correctness checking algorithm uses the su�cient condition of The-orem 5.1. The condition consists of n+ 1 implications for each n-ary clauseof the program (and an obvious condition on the initial atomic goals). Eachimplication concerns a pre�x H  B1; : : : ; Bi of a clause H  B1; : : : ; Bn(1 � i � n).34 Two implications concern the whole clause (i = n). If theprogram is incorrect then some of the implications do not hold. The clausepre�xes corresponding to these implications will be considered the errors ofthe program.De�nition 5.4 Let P be a program and Spec a parametric speci�cation.An error in P (w.r.t. Spec) is a pre�x H  B1; : : : ; Bk+1 (0 � k � n� 1)of a clause H  B1; : : : ; Bn of P , or the whole clause H  B1; : : : ; Bn(then k = n) such that for some (Pre0; P ost0) 2 Spec and for each(Pre1; P ost1); : : : ; (Prek; P ostk) 2 Spec such that the implication of The-orem 5.1 holds35 for j = 0; : : : ; k � 1, there exists a substitution � andconstraint c such that c []H� 2 Pre0; c []B1� 2 Post1; : : : ; c []Bk� 2 Postkand c []Bk+1� 62 Prek+1 for any (Prek+1; P ostk+1) 2 Spec, if k < n;c []H� 62 Post0, if k = n:We say that the representative of the error is Bk+1 when 0 � k � n � 1,or H when k = n. (So it is the atom whose instance is found incompatiblewith the speci�cation). 234In the notation of Theorem 5.1, i = j + 1 if j < n and i = n if j = n.35This means that for any substitution � and constraint cif c []H� 2 Pre0; c []B1� 2 Post1; : : : ; c []Bj� 2 Postjthen c []Bj+1� 2 Prej+1



5 Locating Program Errors with Parametric Specifications 143This de�nition formalizes the intuition of a program fragment being thereason of incorrectness. Such fragments have to be changed in order toobtain a correct program. On the other hand, in a general case there areno semantic criteria to state what in such a fragment has to be changed. Inthis sense the errors de�ned above are minimal. What is \the error" fromthe pragmatic point of view, depends on the programmer's intentions aboutthe exact intended semantics of the program.Example 5.5 Consider a type speci�cationCall > m(Any;L)Success > m(�;L) L > [ ]L > [�jL] Any > >and a clause m( X, [Y,Z] ) :- m( X, Z ). The (pre�x being the) wholeclause is incorrect w.r.t. the speci�cation, as for j = 0 the second argument ofthe call m(X;Z)� is, speaking informally, of type � instead of L. We cannotstate which atom of the clause is erroneous. To obtain a correct clauseone may for instance replace m(X; [Y;Z]) by m(X; [Y jZ]), or m(X;Z) bym(X; [Z]). Only knowing that m is intended to de�ne a list membershiprelation, makes it possible to decide what is the actual error (w.r.t. the(exact) intended semantics of the program).Notice that there is at most one error in a given clause, as De�nition5.4 requires that the implications for j = 0; : : : ; k � 1 hold. Thus accordingto our de�nition each proper pre�x of an error is not an error. The reasonis that if H  B1; : : : ; Bj+1, 0 � j < k, were an error then we would nothave a criterion which (Prej+1; P ostj+1) to consider in determining thatH  B1; : : : ; Bk+1 is an error.36We will use the correctness checking procedure from the previous sec-tion to locate errors in programs. If a clause contains an error then theprocedure will fail. The reverse is not true, correctness checking of a clausenot containing an error may fail, due to approximation inaccuracies of theintersection and projection operations.The correctness checking procedure �nds each clause containing an error.Moreover, to a certain extent a clause pre�x containing the error is located.If �1; : : : ;�j are successfully constructed then each pre�x H  B1; : : : ; Bi,for i = 1; : : : ; j is not an error. If then constructing of �j+1 fails, it ispossible that some of pre�xes H  B1; : : : ; Bi, where i > j, is an error. Ifno approximation inaccuracies had appeared then H  B1; : : : ; Bj+1 wouldhave been an error. The inaccuracies make it possible that some larger pre�xis an error or the clause does not contain an error.36Such a criterion may be obtained by setting Postj+1 = SfPost j (Pre; Post) 2Spec g. We expect however that the de�nition modi�ed in such way would de�ne errorswhich do not correspond to an intuitive notion of an error.



144 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .6 The prototype diagnosis tool6.1 The structure of the toolWe implemented a prototype tool that locates errors by checking correctnessof a program wrt types speci�ed by PED grammars. Notice that such agrammar may or may not include parameters. As already mentioned in theIntroduction, the tool consists of three main components:� the type inferencer { for a given program and parametric entry dec-laration constructs parametric directional types of the program usingthe technique of Section 5.3. The types approximate the programsemantics.� the type checker { checks correctness of a program wrt to given para-metric directional types using the technique of Section5.2� the speci�cation editor { a GUI which makes it possible to specifyintended directional types and also to inspect and to re-use in thisspeci�cation the inferred types.A diagnosis session starts with type inference. The inferencer may issuesome warnings about illegal calls to built in predicates. It happens if theinferred call type for a built-in is not a subtype of the expected one. Theexpected call types for built-ins are stored in the system library and may beviewed as a part of speci�cation given a priori.The main part of the session consists in providing/editing by the usera speci�cation of the intended types. The type checker works interactivelywith the editor. Each veri�cation condition is checked as soon as a su�cientfragment of a speci�cation is provided. The diagnosis relies entirely on theprovided types. It does not involve execution of the program and it does notuse the inferred types. The role of type inference is auxiliary. As mentionedabove, the inferencer may discover certain irregularities in the program andits warnings suggest starting points for the diagnosis. On the other hand,the inferred types may be used as a draft for the speci�cation; this simpli�esthe task of constructing the speci�cation by the user.The current version of the tool supports a substantial subset of the CHIPlanguage. It can be easily modi�ed to be used with any Prolog-like language.The prototype has been implemented in SICStus Prolog. A more detaileddescription of our tool, in its version for parameterless speci�cations, to-gether with an example error diagnosis session is given in [DMP00a].6.2 TypesThe parametric speci�cations used by the tool are PED-grammars de�nedin Section 4.3. For every parameter valuation such a grammar de�nes a set



6 The prototype diagnosis tool 145of constrained terms. A parametric type de�ned by such a grammar can beseen as a family of sets (of constrained terms).In the implementation we use the notation as shown in the examplebelow. We write:-typedef tree --> nil; t(elem,tree,tree).to denote the grammar Tree > nilT ree > t(Elem; Tree; T ree)Such a grammar may be a part of a program.The present version of the tool uses four base types:� any denotes [[>]],� nat denotes the set of natural numbers,� anyfd denotes the set of constrained atoms of the form x 2 FD []xwhere FD is a �nite domain, i.e. a �nite set of natural numbers37,� int denotes the set of integers.The approach to base types in the implementation does not satisfy Require-ment 2.13. Namely, sets denoted by anyfd and int are neither disjoint norone of them includes the other. This design choice remained from the previ-ous versions of our approach. It is dealt with by some ad hoc modi�cationsof the grammar operations. It will be changed, by adding a base type negof negative numbers and de�ning the set of integers as the union of [[nat]]and [[neg]].The type of a top call for a program is provided with entry declaration,for instance::- entry delete(list(A),A,any).Parameters are identi�ers written with capital letter (like variables in Pro-log). Thus the above declaration says that we intend to delete an element ofan arbitrary type A (the second argument) from the list of elements of thattype (the �rst argument). The third argument is supposed to be a variableon call, which can be only expressed as any.To make the system interface more user-friendly we introduced a libraryof type de�nitions which may be augmented by the user. It contains forinstance, a parametric grammar de�ning type list(A), i.e. lists of elementsof type A.Whenever possible, the types computed by the system are presented tothe user in terms of those de�ned in the library or declared by the user. In37We do not distinguish between c and x 2 fcg [] x.



146 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .this way the user faces familiar and meaningful type names instead of arti-�cial ones. For instance, assume that the system has to display a type t77together with the grammar rule t77 --> [];[t78|t77]. Then it �nds thatthey are an instance of the rules de�ning list(A) and displays list(t78)instead.When providing the speci�cation the user gives intended call and successtypes for a given program. Formally this means providing grammar rules forCall and Success . So the grammar providing the speci�cation consists of therules kept in the library, the grammar rules given in :-typedef declarationsof the program and the rules for Call and Success provided by the userduring the diagnosis section.6.3 Inferring and checking typesThe type inference algorithm is based on the description of Sections 3.3and 5.3. It computes an approximation of call-success semantics of a givenprogram. This is done by means of �xed point iteration. The algorithm isimplemented in Prolog.For all programs used in our experiments (up to 230 clauses and 52 predi-cates) the prototype implementation computes approximations in reasonabletime38.As already mentioned in Section 3.3, in the parameterless case the algo-rithm can be seen a method of solving set constraints. However, the solutionobtained is in general not the least one because of widening and of the ap-proximate nature of the union operation which is used by the algorithm.Extension to the parametric case introduces additional loss of informationcaused by the operations on PED grammars discussed in Section 4.4.The type inferencer is not able to �nd polymorphic dependencies betweenvariables by itself. The only parameters that may appear during the analysisare those provided by the user in the entry declaration.As discussed in Section 4.4, the de�nitions of operations on PED gram-mars include some arbitrary decisions. The union and the intersection of atype parameter with another type are, respectively, [[>]] and the other type.The implementation produces a warning whenever these situations appearduring type inference.The rationale behind the warnings is as follows. The type parameter incall speci�cation reects the intuition that any instance of the parametrictype is allowed at call. Normally it means that the analyzed procedure ispolymorphic and it is supposed to work for any instance of the parameter.Thus the result of the analysis should be independent on potential instan-tiations of the parameter. In other words, none of the operation on types3821.88 s in the worst case, running SICStus Prolog, ver.3.8.4 on Sun-Ultra 10/440, with440 MHz CPU speed and 265 MB RAM.



6 The prototype diagnosis tool 147should touch parameters. If it happens then the procedure may not workas a polymorphic one.The type inference algorithm constructs call and success types of thepredicates de�ned by program clauses, thus computing an approximation oftheir call-success semantics. To be able to deal with real programs, it usesa library of type speci�cations of built-in predicates. Similarly it is able todeal with fragments of programs (for instance with programs under devel-opment). In the latter case the user is required to provide type descriptionsfor the unde�ned predicates.As already mentioned, the diagnosis relies on the type speci�cation pro-vided incrementally by the user. The speci�cation process is supported bythe possibility to accept some types constructed in the analysis phase asspeci�ed ones. This possibility is restricted to the types of the predicatesrelevant for the diagnosed predicate. Moreover, a heuristics is used to sug-gest to the user the order of specifying types. Following this order oftenresults in fewer type speci�cations needed to locate an error. The user maystop the diagnosis with the �rst error message, which is often obtained with-out specifying all requested types. The diagnosis process may be continuedby specifying all requested types. In this case, the tool will locate all incor-rect clause pre�xes in the fragment of the program relevant for the diagnosedpredicate.An error message contains an incorrect clause. The incorrect pre�x isindicated by referring to its representative (cf. De�nition 5.4). The speci�-cation provided by the user is stored by the diagnoser and may be re-usedduring further diagnosis sessions.6.4 ExamplesBelow we show some examples illustrating the use of the diagnosis tool.The examples exhibit an advantage of parametric analysis over the non-parametric one.Consider the following erroneous program:append([],Ys,Ys).append([H|Xs],Ys,[H,Zs]) :-append(Xs,Ys,Zs).The head of the second clause should be append([H|Xs],Ys,[H|Zs]). As-sume that the append/3 predicate is supposed to concatenate two lists of anyarbitrary type. In the non-parametric framework the best way to expresssuch a type is list(any). After analyzing the program with the followingentry point declaration::-entry append(list(any),list(any),any).the inferred success type is



148 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .append(list(any),list(any),list(any))The reason for inferring such a (success) type for the third argument ofappend/3 is that the type of two-element list originating from the head of thesecond clause ([H,Zs]) has been joined, by means of the upper bound oper-ation, with the type list(any) coming from the recursive call of append/3.It results in the type list(any). Thus nothing suspicious can be concluded.On the other hand, if we provide a parametric declaration::-entry append(list(A),list(A),any).then the inferred success type does not meet our expectations:append(list(A),list(A),list(any))as we would rather wish to have list(A) as a result. Moreover, the analyzerwarns us that the parameter A (originating from the success of the �rst clauseand type list(A) of Ys) will be approximated by any while computing anupper bound with the type list(A) (originating from the second clause andthe term [H,Zs], in which Zs is of type list(A).After the user has speci�ed the success type, the diagnoserlocates the error and reports it by indicating its representativeappend([H|Xs],Ys,[H,Zs]).The next example is a fragment of a job scheduling program. The frag-ment sets up precedence constraints among the jobs. A job is described bya term job(T,P), where T is a starting time of processing the job and P isits duration. As T has to be found by the program it is a domain variable;P is �xed. The jobs are kept in a list and are identi�ed by the position in it.The precedence between two jobs is represented as a term prec(J1,J2),with a meaning: J2 cannot start before J1 has been completed. All suchpairs are kept in the list. The precedence constraints are set up by theprocedure precedences/2 de�ned below.:-typedef tprec --> prec(nat,nat).:-typedef tjob --> job(anyfd,nat).:-entry precedences(list(tprec),list(tjob)).precedences([],_).precedences([prec(A,B)|Ps],Jobs) :-get_nth(Jobs,A,job(TA,PA)),get_nth(Jobs,B,job(TB,_)),TB #>= TA + PA,precedences(Ps,Jobs).get_nth([_|X],1,X) :-!. % bug hereget_nth([_|Xs],N,X) :-N1 is N - 1,get_nth(Xs,N1,X).



7 Discussion and Conclusions 149The :-typedef declaration de�nes new types used in the entry dec-laration. The �rst clause de�ning get nth/3 contains a bug, as the �rstargument of its head should be [X| ].The inferred success type for precedences/2 is:precedences(t52,list(tjob))together with a de�nition of t52:t52-->[]This means that the procedure may succeed only when the precedence list isempty. If a diagnosis session is started with this predicate the user is askedto provide expected call and success types for get nth/3. Assume they arerespectively:get nth(list(A),int,any)andget nth(list(A),int,A)After this step the diagnoser presents as an error the clause pre�x pointedby the representativeget nth([ |X],1,X).The reason for the error message is that inclusion check of list(A) andA fails. Notice however, that in non-parametric framework the speci�cationfor get nth/3 could be get nth(list(any),int,any), both for calls andsuccesses. In this case the inclusion check of list(any) and any wouldsucceed, and the bug would not be discovered by the diagnosis.7 Discussion and Conclusions7.1 Related WorkThis work is directly related to:� the research on proving partial correctness of logic programs wrt call-success speci�cations,� the research on approximating semantics of logic programs by descrip-tive types based on set constraints and on abstract interpretation.It extends some of the techniques proposed in these �elds to handle para-metric polymorphism and constraint domains.Partial correctness. From [BLR92, Apt93, BC89] and our own pre-vious work [DM88, BM97] we extend to CLP a directional view of logicprograms in the sense that each predicate is considered a procedure which,when applied to a suitable tuple of call arguments returns upon a successa tuple of computed values. This is formalized by the notion of call-successsemantics.We rely on the proof methods of [DM88, BC89] for proving partial cor-rectness of logic programs wrt call-success speci�cation. We use their mod-i�cation for CLP described in [DMP00b, DMP00a] and we extend them



150 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .to deal with parametric speci�cations. For speci�cations formulated asde�nite set constraints [HJ90a]39 correctness can be e�ectively checked byreformulation of the veri�cation conditions of the above mentioned methods,also as de�nite set constraints. As discussed in Section 3.1 such a reformu-lation requires speci�c operation called generalized projection, which is aspecial case of the \quanti�ed set expression" of [HJ94] and \membershipexpression" of [DTT97, TDT00]. For the reasons discussed in Section 2.1.1we choose as our speci�cation language a parametric variant of well-knownformalism of discriminative regular term grammars40 see e.g. [DZ92] addi-tionally equipped with basic types for handling constrained terms and atomsof CLP. The same language is used for describing approximations of call-success semantics. Traditionally such approximations are called descriptivetypes of logic programs.Soundness of our method of type checking is stated by Lemma 3.2. whichgives a su�cient condition for correctness of CLP programs for speci�cationsgiven as term grammars. This result extends then for PED grammars. Arecent paper [CGLV00] argues that such su�cient conditions for veri�cationof Logic Programs can be systematically derived if the considered class ofspeci�cations is de�ned as an abstract interpretation domain with Galoisconnection relating them to a concrete semantics of logic programs. Unfor-tunately, as shown in [DP98], for our non-parametric speci�cations such aGalois connection does not exist,41 so that it is not clear whether the methodis applicable.Types in logic programming. We follow the descriptive typing ap-proach where types approximate a posteriori the semantics of untyped pro-grams. The early work on descriptive types [Mis84, FSVY91, YS91] wasbased on the least model semantics. The problems considered were how tocheck that the least model semantics is included in a regular set of terms (thetype checking problem) and how to approximate it by regular sets (the typeinference problem). The regular sets were de�ned by regular grammars orequivalently by regular unary logic programs [FSVY91]. This approach doesnot take into account the intended use of the predicates and gives thereforea few possibilities for �nding typing errors. The focus is mostly on detectingthat for some predicates the inferred types are empty sets in which case thepredicates never succeed.Checking of directional types based on set constraints was discussed in[AL94]. The types used are sets of non-ground terms. They are speci�edby set constraints together with a lifting function Sat that maps a set of39Later studied also by [CP97] and [TDT00].40Such grammars de�ne sets acceptable by deterministic root-to-frontier tree automata.Alternatively, the sets are called tuple-distributive or path-closed.41The abstraction function does not exist, as there does not exist the best approximationof a given set of terms by a regular set of terms. This holds for both kinds of regular sets,those de�ned by discriminative and by arbitrary term grammars.



7 Discussion and Conclusions 151ground terms to a set of nonground terms. Type checking is based on thesame veri�cation condition we use, which in general form originates from[DM88, BC89] and was speci�cally formulated for directional type checkingin [Apt93]. We also allow nonground types but in contrast to this workwe achieve non-groundness not by lifting ground sets but by extending setconstraints with constants interpreted as basic nonground types.Inference of directional types in the framework of set constraints wasillustrated by an example in [Hei92a]. (The main topic of the paper areimplementation techniques for solving set constraints.) In the example thetypes are inferred by constructing set constraints analogous to our encodingof veri�cation conditions, and solving them. A more recent work on inferenceof directional types for logic programs is [CP98]. It rephrases (as Theorem1) the veri�cation conditions of [Apt93] in model-theoretic setting42. Thus,a starting point for type inference are again the veri�cation conditions usedboth in [AL94] and in our work. In [CP98] the directional types are regular,but in general not discriminative. They are characterized by the least modelof a uniform program constructed from the original program. The authorsare not speci�c about the algorithms to be used for constructing a represen-tation of the resulting directional types. In contrast to this work we do notconstruct uniform programs. We encode the veri�cation conditions as setexpressions. Directional types are models of these expressions. We restrictedour attention to discriminative directional types. This made it possible toextend the type checking and type inference algorithms of [GdW94, Mil99],based on abstract interpretation, to the case of parametric directional types.Our work follows the idea of using semantic approximations for programveri�cation and for locating errors presented in [BDD+97]. This idea wasalso used for designing a generic preprocessor for validation and debuggingof CLP programs [PBH00b]. The preprocessor veri�es various assertions,provided by the user or inferred, in particular also non-parametric discrim-inative directional types similar to ours.While most of the papers on types in logic programming claim errordetection as their objective, a little attention is usually devoted to locatingerrors. In this paper we extend our previous approach to locating errors[DMP00b, DMP00a] to the case of polymorphic types. As discussed in Sec-tion 6 this gives some more opportunities to locate the reasons of discrepancybetween actual program and user expectations.Parametric Polymorphism in Logic Programming. Use of para-metric polymorphic types in logic programming was �rst suggested in[MO84]. In this approach the function symbols and the predicates of alogic program are supposed to have a priori declared types. The typesare used to restrict the syntax of the language to well-typed formulae. Acompile-time test is then formulated which gives a su�cient condition that42These conditions are stated as magic transformation of the original program.



152 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .well-typedness is an invariant of goals in all computations. This approachto using types, called prescriptive typing has been followed in many papersand in several logic programming languages, most notably G�odel [HL94] andMercury [SHC96]. Semantically, prescriptive typing corresponds to takingmany sorted typed logic as a foundation of logic programming, instead ofuntyped logic. Our approach is based on untyped logic and our parametrictypes approximate actual or intended semantics of the program. Thus, ourwork is in the framework of descriptive types, and the vast literature onprescriptive types is not further discussed here. Let us only mention somerecent research on this topic [FC01, SFD00, DS01].In the context of descriptive typing some preliminary ideas on the is-sue of parametric polymorphism are discussed already in [Mis84] as a pos-sible extension of the presented type checking method for non-directionaltypes. [Zob87] presents a method for deriving \syntactic" polymorphictypes. These types are not directional. They are clearly related to termgrammars but the paper does not explain the relationship. Our techniquesfocus on directional types and are based on semantic considerations.Polymorphic directional types for logic programs discussed in [Boy96] arebased on the annotation method of [Der93] for proving correctness of logicprograms. This method is di�erent from that used in our work and refersto a di�erent semantics. In spite of that the veri�cation conditions have asimilar nature to ours and give rise to similar parametric set constraints.Our work goes further in that we use such parametric constraints in a suf-�cient correctness test, and also for type inference, while the simpli�cationtechniques of [Boy96] are rather limited in handling parameters.The problem of polymorphic directional type checking is also addressedin [RT00] and more recently in [RT01]. This work presents a formal system,where directional well-typing of a logic program for given type speci�cation isde�ned in terms of proofs constructed from given axioms and typing rules.This is di�erent from our approach where the well typing algorithms arederived from the semantic concept of program correctness and types areunderstood as families of sets, speci�ed by means of PED-grammars. Thusit seems impossible to compare our type checking algorithms with thosediscussed in [RT00].Nevertheless, the semantics of types as sets is also provided in [RT00].It is done by a �xpoint construction, which for a given alphabet of typedfunction symbols associates each used type with a subset of the Herbranduniverse. In this, rather indirect, way a similar e�ect is obtained as byour direct speci�cation of types by means of PED-grammars. However,the class of the sets which can be constructed in that way is not preciselycharacterized. Syntactic restrictions on the way of de�ning signatures seemto make it somewhat restricted. For example, it is impossible to havenonempty intersection of instances of di�erent polymorphic types, e.g. []cannot be used for representing both the empty list and the empty tree.



7 Discussion and Conclusions 153This is a substantial restriction, e.g. one cannot de�ne a type of even lengthlists.The soundness theorem of [RT00] relates the directional types of well-typed programs to their declarative semantics, while the types discussedhere are related to the call-success semantics. Failure of our type checkingalgorithm locates potential errors in a fragment of a clause, while a prooffailure of [RT00] seems to indicate a whole clause. (At least this issue isnot discussed in that paper.) Handling of constraints is not discussed intheir work, its main objective is representing di�erent directional types of apredicate by one main type.7.2 ConclusionsWe extended the concept of partial correctness for a logic program wrt to adirectional type to a concept of partial correctness of a CLP program wrt toa parametric directional speci�cation. We formulated su�cient conditionsfor the correctness and we encoded them as set constraints. In this way wegave a semantic-based view of parametric polymorphism in constraint logicprograms.We extended the notion of discriminative term grammar to the notionof parametric extended discriminative term grammar (PED grammar). Weargued that directional types speci�ed by such grammars are quite useful.On one hand, they make it possible to describe simple approximations ofprogram semantics, easy to provide and to understand by the user. On theother hand, they allow automatic check of the su�cient conditions men-tioned above. Using these conditions one can also automatically infer para-metric directional types from a parametric entry declaration.Our type inference techniques extend to CLP and to the parametrictypes the techniques of [GdW94] corrected by Mildner [Mil99]; they arebased on abstract interpretation of logic programs. It seems possible toextend instead some of the set constraint solving techniques. This may bea topic of future work including also a comparison of both extensions.We developed a prototype tool implementing the proposed algorithms,which can be obtained from the third author. The theoretical result of[CP98] shows that the problem of checking discriminative directional typesis not tractable, even in the parameterless case. The complexity of our typechecking algorithm is exponential w.r.t. the maximal number of occurrencesof a variable in a clause. However our tool turns out to be su�ciently e�cientfor practical purposes.Our tool supports a compile-time technique for error location based onchecking directional parametric types. Clearly, the class of errors that canbe located is restricted to type errors. The check locates those clause pre-�xes, which cause the type errors. Our approach does not impose any typediscipline on the program. It does not require providing all type declara-



154 PAPER III: USING PARAMETRIC SET CONSTRAINTS . . .tions in advance and often only a few declarations are su�cient to locate anerror. The process of specifying declarations is supported by the possibilityof inspecting and adopting the inferred types.AcknowledgmentsWe want to thank the anonymous referees for insightful comments and sug-gestions which resulted in substantial improvements of this paper. We ac-knowledge the contribution of Marco Comini who was largely involved inthe development of an early version of the diagnosis tool. We also thankour colleagues from the DiSCiPl Project in which this research has beeninitiated. In particular we are grateful to Pierre Deransart and ManuelHermenegildo for fruitful discussions. This work was partly funded by TheSwedish Research Council grant 1999-109.
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Improving goal directed bottom-upevaluation of logic programsJan Carlson and Pawe l PietrzakAbstractThis paper introduces a new strategy for goal directed bottom-up evaluation of logic programs. The strategy is based on acombination of two known techniques: dividing a program intostrongly connected components (SCC) and Induced Magic-sets.In our approach no magic transformation is needed (as in In-duced Magic-sets). We introduce a notion of a call-success de-pendency graph that is constructed directly from the originalprogram. Its SCCs are used to optimize a �xpoint computa-tion (i.e. they coincide with SCCs of a corresponding magic pro-gram). The new graph contains substantially fewer edges thanstandard dependency graph of a magic program, and thus itsSCCs are computed faster. We also show how to incorporateSCC-based optimization into the Induced Magic-sets technique.This is achieved by modifying the basic Induced Magic method,so that the �xpoints are computed locally for every SCC.The impact of our method is illustrated by experimental results.Keywords: magic-sets, bottom-up evaluation1 Introduction and motivationBottom-up �xpoint evaluation of logic programs has two main applications:answering queries in deductive databases and static program analysis. Com-puting a �xpoint in such an approach is often ine�cient and thus a numberof optimization techniques have been proposed. One of them is splitting thepredicate dependency graph of the program into strongly connected compo-nents (SCC for short) [MUV86], and then computing a local �xpoint foreach of them.The bottom-up scheme is often employed in conjunction with the magic-sets program transformation [BMSU86, RLK86, Sek89, Ram91], which aimsat bottom-up goal-directed evaluation of logic programs. The magic-setstransformation results in a program (called a magic program) which is thenevaluated bottom-up. This method is devised to simulate top-down execu-tion of the original program with the given top goal. The technique, however,



158 PAPER IV: IMPROVING GOAL DIRECTED . . .is also known to cause ine�ciency problems due to a high degree of over-lapping in the clause bodies in the magic program. One possible remedy tothis problem is the Induced Magic-sets strategy [Cod99].In this paper we show how to combine SCC-based optimization withInduced Magic. First, we describe a new method for �nding SCCs of thepredicate dependency graph e�ciently. Up to our knowledge, �nding SCCsof a magic program has been (so far) performed in a straightforward way(see e.g. [GdW94]), i.e. the magic program is constructed and then its com-ponents are computed as in the case of any logic program. However, it turnsout that the overlapping of clause bodies in the magic program is reectedin redundant edges in its dependency graph. We exploit this feature byconstructing a graph (called a call-success dependency graph) which has thesame set of SCCs as the dependency graph of the magic program, but con-tains substantially fewer edges. SCCs of such a graph are then computedmuch faster then those of the dependency graph of a magic program. Thecall-success dependency graph can be easily built directly from the originalprogram and thus we do not have to explicitly perform the magic trans-formation. This makes it possible to combine this technique with InducedMagic-sets, which also does not perform the magic-sets transformation andoperates directly on the original program. We present a modi�cation ofthe Induced Magic algorithm, that for a given program and its (decorated)call-success dependency graph performs a �xpoint evaluation over a givendomain.As indicated by experiments, combining SCC-based optimization withInduced Magic brings signi�cant improvements in terms of e�ciency. More-over, if a widening function is applied, the division of the program into SCCssometimes leads to an increased accuracy of the analysis. When the widen-ing is applied to an intermediate result of analyzing the whole program, itmight give worse over-approximation than when applied to a single SCC.Particularly, if we take advantage of the information that some SCCs arenon-recursive.The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 surveys brieybasic notions like bottom-up evaluation, the magic transformation and In-duced Magic-sets techniques, and dependency graphs. Section 3 introducesa concept of a call-success dependency graph and gives its properties. Thenext section describes a method that employs the Induced Magic-sets strat-egy enhanced with SCC optimization. Benchmark results are presented inSection 5. Finally, Section 6 gives some conclusions.2 PreliminariesIn the following we assume familiarity with basic notions of logic programsas described in [Apt90, Llo87b].



2 Preliminaries 1592.1 Bottom-up evaluationWe de�ne bottom-up evaluation in general terms, without determining itsexact purpose. Di�erent variants of bottom-up evaluation, such as com-puting models of datalog programs or approximating declarative seman-tics [GdW94], are viewed as instances of our bottom-up evaluation concept,making our method applicable to a wider range of tasks.The fundamental idea of bottom-up evaluation is that every clause c of alogic program de�nes an operator Oc : D ! D on a single partially orderedset D, sometimes refered to as the domain of the evaluation. Similarly, aprogram P de�nes the operator OP : D ! D, where OP (d) is de�ned as theleast upper bound of fOc(d) j c 2 Pg.Di�erent instances of bottom-up evaluation use di�erent domains anddi�erent de�nitions of the operations, but the goal is always to �nd a �xedpoint of OP . The evaluation consists of starting from the bottom elementof D, d0 = ? and iteratively computing di = OP (di�1) until we �nd a �xedpoint of OP , that is a di 2 D for which di = OP (di).In general, one must ensure that a �xed point is always found in a �nitenumber of steps. This is for example achieved when the domain is �nite (ora poset of �nite length), or by applying some widening technique [CC92a].Termination of bottom-up evaluation is outside the scope of this article,since the method presented is equivalent to ordinary bottom-up evaluationin this respect (i.e. our method does not change the termination criteria).For a thorough discussion on the subject see, for example [Nil92].Although we allow the exact de�nition of Oc(d) to di�er, we requirethat it can be de�ned in terms of three operations (denoted B , � and C ) asfollows.De�nition 2.1 If c is the clause h b1; : : : ; bn we de�ne Oc(d) asOc(d) = C (h;Lni=1(B (bi ; d)))The three operations are arbitrary, and we only restrict the domains onwhich they are de�ned. Let D be a partially ordered set, and let T be theset of all atoms over the current alphabet. Finally, let E contain mappingsfrom variables in the alphabet to elements of some arbitrary domain. Thenwe haveB : T �D ! E� : E �E ! EC : T �E ! D 2The role of B can be described informally as collecting information aboutthe variables of a body atom with respect to an element from D. Theoperator� combines the information gained from di�erent atoms, and �nally



160 PAPER IV: IMPROVING GOAL DIRECTED . . .C constructs an element in D from the head of a clause and the bindingsfrom the whole body. A graphical presentation of this can be found inFigure 6. � // � // � // CB 55kkkkkkkkkkk BOO BOO BOOb1 ??��� dOO b2 ??~~~ dOO b3 ??~~~ dOO bn >>~~~~ dOO hOO
Figure 6: Computation of Oc(d), where c is the clause h b1; : : : ; bnExample 2.2 When bottom-up evaluation is used to compute the leastHerbrand model of datalog programs, D is the powerset of the Herbrandbase, and E is the powerset of all substitutions binding variables to groundterms. The three operations are de�ned as follows.B (t; d) = f� j t� 2 d ^ � contains only variables from tg�(e1; e2) = f�1 [ �2 j �1 2 e1 ^ �2 2 e2 ^^ [(X=t1 2 �1 ^X=t2 2 �2) ) (t1 = t2)]gC (t; e) = ft0 j � 2 e ^ t0 is a ground instance of t�gLet c be the clause p(X)  q(X;Y ); r(Y ) and assume that we have thedomain element d = fq(a; a); q(b; b); q(c; d); r(b); r(c); r(d)g. Then thecomputation of Oc(d) would look like this:e1 = B (q(X; Y ); d) = ffX=a; Y=ag; fX=b; Y=bg; fX=c; Y=dgge2 = B (r(Y ); d) = ffY=bg; fY=cg; fY=dgge3 = �(e1; e2) = ffX=b; Y=bg; fX=c; Y=dggOc(d) = C (p(X); e3 ) = fp(b); p(c)g2.2 Dependency graphs and strongly connected componentsAs already mentioned, the bottom-up evaluation may be optimized by di-viding the program into parts that can be evaluated separately. Those partsare strongly connected components of the predicate dependency graph of theprogram. Below we recall some related de�nitions.A digraph (directed graph) G is a pair (V;!) of vertices V and edges!. Let +! denote a transitive closure of !.De�nition 2.3 A strongly connected component of a digraph G = (V;!)is a greatest set C � V s.t. for every v1; v2 2 C (v1 6= v2) there is a pathv1 +! v2. 2Let SCC(G) denote a set of all SCCs of a digraph G.



2 Preliminaries 161De�nition 2.4 We say that two SCCs C1 and C2 of a given digraph G arein order )G i� there exist v1 2 C1 and v2 2 C2 s.t. v1 !G v2. 2De�nition 2.5 A reduced graph of a given graph G (denoted R(G)) is apair (SCC(G);)G). 2De�nition 2.6 We say that a predicate p directly depends on a predicateq in a program P i� P contains a clause where p appears in the head andthe body contains an atom with the predicate q. A predicate p depends onq i� (p; q) is in the transitive closure of \directly depends on". 2Let Pred(P ) denote the set of all the predicates occurring in P .De�nition 2.7 A dependency graph of a program P (denoted as Dep(P ))is a digraph (Pred(P );!P ) s.t. p!P q i� q directly depends on p in P . 2Notice, that +!P corresponds to the relation \depends on".Consider a clausep(u0)  q1(u1); : : : ; qn(un) 2 PIt contributes with n edges to Dep(P ):q1 ! p; q2 ! p; : : : ; qn ! pThe purpose of introducing the above notions is to apply them to bottom-up evaluation of logic programs. Before the bottom-up iteration begins,the SCCs of Dep(P ) are constructed. Computation of the �xed point isdivided into a sequence of �xpoint computations: one for each SCC. Insuch a sub-computation only clauses de�ning predicates in the current SCCare traversed. The entire algorithm is guided by a topological ordering onR(Dep(P )).2.3 Magic programsThe major drawback of pure bottom-up approach is that all the facts (an-swers or consequences of the program) are generated, regardless of the topgoal. There is a well-known technique named the Magic-sets program trans-formation [BMSU86, RLK86, Sek89, Ram91], that aims at overcoming thisdisadvantage. In the context of program analysis we typically need to dis-tinguish between answers and calls.In this paper we assume the simplest form of Magic-sets technique. Weassume the Prolog's computation rule, i.e., the clause bodies are traversedfrom left-to-right. Moreover, without loss of generality, we assume that thetop goal is atomic.



162 PAPER IV: IMPROVING GOAL DIRECTED . . .De�nition 2.8 Let P be a program and  G an initial query. The magicprogram PMG is de�ned as follows:� with each predicate symbol p from P we assign two new symbols �pand p�,� for every clausep(u0)  q1(u1); : : : ; qn(un) 2 Pthere are n + 1 clauses in PM:(1) �q1(u1)  �p(u0)(2) �q2(u2)  �p(u0); q�1(u1)...(n) �qn(un)  �p(u0); q�1(u1); : : : ; q�n�1(un�1)(n+1) p�(u0)  �p(u0); q�1(u1); : : : ; q�n�1(un�1); q�n(un)� let G be of the form  p0(u), then PMG is extended with a seed (fact)�p0(u)  2We will skip G in PMG if the initial call is not relevant.The main idea behind Magic-sets is to perform bottom-up evaluation ofPMG and in this way mimic top-down execution of P w.r.t. G. Atoms built ofpredicate symbols �p and p�, that appear in the bottom-up semantics of PMGcorrespond respectively to calls and successes of p in the top-down executionof G. In the context of program analysis some precision can be lost, as theMagic-sets method does not keep track of links between a particular calland the corresponding success. For more in-depth discussion on the topicsee [CDY94, DR94, Nil95, Bra00].To see what predicate dependency graphs of magic programs look like,consider a clause of a program P :p(u0)  q1(u1); : : : ; qn(un)This gives n+1 clauses in PM (cf. De�nition 2.8) and thus (n+1)(n+2)2 edgesin the dependency graph of PM :�p ! �q1q�1 ! �q2; �p ! �q2... ...q�n�1 ! �qn; q�n�2 ! �qn; : : : ; �p ! �qn;q�n ! p�; q�n�1 ! p�; : : : ; q�1 ! p�; �p ! p�



3 Call-success dependency graph 163e := B (�h; d)for i = 1 to n beginOmi(d) := C (�bi; e)e := e � B (b�i ; d))endOmn+1(d) := C (h� ; e)Figure 7: Induced Magic-sets2.4 Induced Magic-setsMagic programs contain clauses whose bodies highly overlap each other.During bottom-up evaluation, this causes redundant computations of iden-tical fragments of the clause bodies, which is an obvious weakness.One solution to this problem is the Supplementary Magic transforma-tion [Ram91]. A problem with Supplementary Magic is that for every clausewhose body is of length n, we introduce n new supplementary predicates,which is often not pro�table.Another solution, presented by Michael Codish [Cod99] as InducedMagic-sets, is to process at the same time all the magic clauses originat-ing from the same clause. The idea is best understood by investigating thede�nition of Omi(d) for the magic clauses m1; : : : ;mn+1 generated by thesingle clause h b1; : : : ; bn.Om1(d) = C (�b1; B (�h; d))Om2(d) = C (�b2; B (�h; d) � B (b�1 ; d))Om3(d) = C (�b3; B (�h; d) � B (b�1 ; d) � B (b�2 ; d))...Omn+1(d) = C (h� ; B (�h; d) � B (b�1 ; d) � B (b�2 ; d) � � � � � B (b�n ; d))By keeping the value of the second argument to C and using it when pro-cessing the next magic clause, redundant computation is avoided.Codish also points out that this method makes it possible to skip themagic transformation altogether, since the original clause provides the infor-mation needed. Figure 7 shows the Induced Magic algorithm for computingthe Omi(d) values above. Note that the input to the algorithm is the originalclause h b1; : : : ; bn.Induced Magic-sets has been shown to be superior to SupplementaryMagic regarding di�erent criteria, such as analysis time and number of uni-�cation steps. See [Cod99] for details.3 Call-success dependency graphA dependency graph of a magic program has several properties that weexploit in order to calculate SCCs e�ciently and thus to optimize program



164 PAPER IV: IMPROVING GOAL DIRECTED . . .evaluation. The dependency graph for a magic program has a number of \re-dundant" edges, that correspond to the overlapping parts of magic clauses.Observe also, that it is the reduced dependency graph R(Dep(P )) ratherthen Dep(P ), that is needed to guide the bottom-up evaluation.In the following we de�ne for a given program P , a call-success depen-dency graph that contains considerably fewer edges than the dependencygraph for PM and has properties that can be used to optimize the �xedpoint iteration.De�nition 3.1 A call-success dependency graph for a given program P(written as CSDep(P )) consists of� a set of vertices f�p j p 2 Pred(P )g [ fp� j p 2 Pred(P )g� a set of edges which{ for each unit clause p(u) includes the edge �p! p�, and{ for each non-unit clause p(u) q1(u1); : : : ; qn(un) 2 P , includesthe following edges:�p ! �q1;q�1 ! �q2;...q�n�1 ! �qn;q�n ! p� 2Notice, that every clause from P contributes only with n + 1 edges inCSDep(P ) (compared to (n+1)(n+2)2 in Dep(PM)). Before we state the mainresult of this section we introduce an auxiliary de�nition.De�nition 3.2 A predicate p is useful i� there is a clause p(u)  q1(u1); : : : ; qn(un) n � 0, where all q1; : : : ; qn are useful. (So each pred-icate occurring in a unit clause is useful.) 2Proposition 3.3 If a predicate p is useful then �p +!CSDep(P ) p�.PROOF: By structural induction on de�nition 3.2.If there is a unit clause p(u0)  2 P then the property holds. Otherwisethere must be a clause p(u0) q1(u1); : : : ; qn(un) 2 P , with q1; : : : ; qn (n >0) being useful. By inductive assumption we get �qi +!CSDep(P ) q�i . Combin-ing this with de�nition 3.1 we obtain the following path in CSDep(P ):�p! �q1 +! q�1 ! � � � ! �qn +! q�n ! p�This completes the proof.



3 Call-success dependency graph 165Proposition 3.4 For a given program P , such that all its predicates areuseful, the following holdsR(Dep(PM)) = R(CSDep(P ))PROOF: By combining Proposition 3.3 and De�nition 3.1 we can recon-struct all the paths of Dep(PM), starting from CSDep(P ). Those pathsfully determine +! and ) of both graphs.The above theorems show that under certain conditions we can em-ploy R(CSDep(P )) to guide the bottom-up evaluation of PM, just in thesame way as SCCs of a dependency graph are used to navigate the ordinarybottom-up evaluation.Example 3.5 Let P be a programa([ ])a([XjY ])  b(X); a(Y ); c(X)b(1)c(1)Then PM contains the following clauses:a�([ ])  �a([ ])�b(X)  �a([XjY ])�a(Y )  �a([XjY ]); b�(X)�c(X)  �a([XjY ]); b�(X); a�(Y )a�([XjY ])  �a([XjY ]); b�(X); a�(Y ); c�(X)b�(1)  �b(1)c�(1)  �c(1)The dependency graphs are shown below�a "",, �� // a��� // �c�� �a�� // a� // �c���b // b� //``@@@@@@@@@@@ OO >>~~~~~~~~~~~ c�@@@@@``AAAAA �b // b�``@@@@@@@@@@@ c�``@@@@@@@@@@@Dep(PM) CSDep(P )Both graphs have the same reduced graph that isf�a; �b; b�g ) fa�; �c; c�g



166 PAPER IV: IMPROVING GOAL DIRECTED . . .Observe that Dep(PM) contains a lot of redundant edges, that could bediscarded when computing SCCs.Next we show that our technique never turns recursive components intonon-recursive ones. This is important if we apply an optimization basedon the fact that the �xpoint computation of non-recursive components willsurely terminate. In such cases enforcing termination by using a wideningfunction may be skipped, as the �xed point of a non-recursive componentis found in one iteration. The problem concerns obviously only singletonrecursive SCCs (i.e. those containing only one vertex connected to itself), asonly one-element SCCs can be non-recursive, and as stated in Proposition3.4 our technique preserves the structure of reduced graphs (provided thatall the predicates in the program are useful).Proposition 3.6 Let P be a program with all predicate useful. Iffvg 2 SCC(Dep(PM)) and v !Dep(PM) v then v !CSDep(P ) v (andfvg 2 SCC(CSDep(P ))).PROOF: If v is of the form �a then there must be a clause a(u)  a(u0); q1(u1); : : : ; qn(un) 2 P with all qi 6= a; 1 � i � n (otherwise moreelements would belong to the SCC). Thus by the de�nition 3.1 there is theedge �a! �a in CSDep(P ). Similarly, if v is of the form a�, then there mustbe a clause a(u)  q1(u1); : : : ; qn(un); a(un+1) 2 P , s.t. qi 6= a; 1 � i � n.Hence, there is the edge a� ! a� in CSDep(P ).If a program contains non-useful predicates, the structure of reduceddependency graphs may not be preserved, i.e.R(Dep(PM))6=R(CSDep(P )).This happens if a path �p +! p� is missing for some p, which means that thepredicate p is not useful and will never succeed. In fact, this is a ratherodd case and may indicate a bug in the program. In particular it happensif p is not de�ned in P . We can discover this situation at the early stage ofanalysis and just abandon iteration over SCCs that have no edge incomingfrom some other component (with an exception of the component containingthe initial call).Example 3.7 Let P be a programa(X)  b(X); a(X)b(X)It is clear that a never succeeds. The dependency graphs are�a //�� �� a��� �a�� a����b // b�OO``AAAAAAAA �b // b�``AAAAAAAADep(PM) CSDep(P )



4 Combining Induced Magic-sets with SCCs 167In both cases we have two SCC. Evaluation navigated by Dep(PM) will beiterating over fa�g. Whereas in CSDep(P ) this component has no incomingnode and therefore will be omitted during the iteration.It is also possible to achieve complete equivalence between R(Dep(PM))and R(CSDep(P )), that means dropping the condition that every predicateis useful, in proposition 3.4. This could be done just by adding the edge�h! h� for each clause in the de�nition of CSDep(P ).4 Combining Induced Magic-sets with SCCsHaving showed an e�cient method to compute SCCs of PM we proceed bydescribing how to use them together with the Induced Magic-sets technique.The original Induced Magic-sets algorithm computes together all magicclauses generated by a single clause in the original program. These clauses,however, might de�ne predicates in more than one SCC. Thus, computingthem together would mean that we lose some of the e�ciency of the SCCmethod.To combine the two methods, we use a slightly di�erent version of In-duced Magic-sets. We will still be able to process the original program ratherthan the magic clauses generated from it, but we need to know how the over-lapping magic clauses are distributed over the SCCs, and this informationis easily gathered when the SCCs are constructed.4.1 Decorated call-success dependency graphIn order to keep track on the program structure, we decorate the call-successdependency graph in the following way.De�nition 4.1 Let P be a program and let every clause in P have aunique label. A decorated call-success dependency graph of P is a graphCSDep(P ) where each vertex v is associated with a set of labels Lvconstructed as follows:For every clause p(u0)  q1(u1); : : : ; qn(un), with a label c the verticesare decorated so that:� (c:i) 2 L�qi for 1 � i � n� (c:n+1) 2 Lp� 2The intuition of the labels is that the label (c:i) 2 La corresponds to the ithmagic clause (whose head is a(u)) generated from clause c, assuming that



168 PAPER IV: IMPROVING GOAL DIRECTED . . .the magic clauses are ordered as in De�nition 2.8. Thus, La describes themagic clauses de�ning a.Next, the information of these labels should be passed up to the SCCs.This is done by merging the labels originating from the same clause.De�nition 4.2 For a given program P , every C 2 SCC(CSDep(P )) isassigned a set LC of labels on the form (c:from:to) where:� from = min fi j (c:i) 2 Sv2C Lvg� to = max fi j (c:i) 2 Sv2C Lvg 2The intention of decorating SCCs is to locate those parts of the originalprogram clauses that are relevant for a given SCC. If the label (c:i:j) isassociated with the SCC C it means that clause c in the original programgenerates magic clauses de�ning predicates in C. Furthermore, only themagic clauses number i to j do.Example 4.3 Consider the following \naive reverse" program:(1) nrev([ ]; [ ])(2) nrev([XjXs]; R) nrev(Xs;R1);app(R1; [X]; R)(3) app([ ]; Y s; Y s)(4) app([XjXs]; Y s; [XjZs]) app(Xs; Y s; Zs)Its call-success dependency graph, with decorated vertices, is shown be-low: �nrevf(2:1)g //@GAFE �� nrev�f(1:1); (2:3)gzzuuuuuuuuuu�appf(2:2); (4:1)g //@GAFE �� app�f(3:1); (4:2)gOO FBECD��The graph has two SCCs, labeled as follows:f�nrevg +3 fnrev�; �app; app�gf(2:1:1)g f(1:1:1); (2:2:3); (3:1:1); (4:1:2)gThe next section will explain in more detail how this information is usedduring evaluation. For this we need the following proposition:



4 Combining Induced Magic-sets with SCCs 169Proposition 4.4 Consider a program P (containing only useful pred-icates) and a decorated set SCC(CSDep(P )). If there are two di�erentSCCs C1; C2 2 SCC(CSDep(P )), s.t. C1 ) C2, (c:i1:j1) 2 C1 , (c:i2:j2) 2 C2then j1 < i2.PROOF: Let assume that j1 = i2. This means that one predicate belongsto two di�erent components, which is a contradiction. Next assume thatj1 > i2. Let c be p(u)  q1(u1); : : : ; qn(un). Clearly, there must be a pathfrom �qi2 to �qj1 (or to p� if j1 = n + 1) in CSDep(P ). This contradicts theassumption that C1 ) C2 and that C1 and C2 are SCCs.4.2 Evaluation algorithmThe purpose of constructing labeled SCCs of a program was to be ableto combine e�ciently the SCC approach with the Induced Magic-set wayof computing overlapping magic clauses together. As in the original SCCmethod, each SCC is evaluated individually, respecting the) ordering. Thedi�erence is that the labels give us information about how to compute somemagic clauses together, within each SCC, in a way similar to the InducedMagic-sets method.When processing a SCC C, the labels LC and the original program Pcontain all information needed. During each iteration step all labels in LCare considered. A label (c:i:j) indicates that the magic clauses mi, mi+1,. . . , mj generated from clause c 2 P de�ne a predicate in C. Since thesemagic clauses overlap, they can be computed together. A simple way ofdoing this is by traversing the original clause c, much as in the InducedMagic-sets method.Figure 8 shows the algorithm for Induced Magic-sets restricted to a la-beled SCC. Given a set of labels LC and a domain element d, the algorithmends with d0 containing the value of OM (d) (M being the subset of PM thatde�nes predicates in C). As in the original Induced Magic-set algorithm, themagic clauses are never explicitly generated.Let c be a label of the clause h  b1; : : : ; bn. For each label (c:i:j), thealgorithm traverses the head and the j � 1 �rst body literals of c. Beforereaching the ith literal, no new facts are generated, since the correspondingmagic clauses do not belong to the current SCC. Proposition 4.4 tells thatfor all x � j�1, b�x either have been already computed, or is being computedduring the current SCC iteration.The conditional statement after the loop is needed to take care of thespecial case when j = n + 1, since the head of the last magic clause isdi�erent from the others.Example 4.5 Consider the program from example 4.3. During the iter-ation over the �rst SCC, the second original clause will be used to gather



170 PAPER IV: IMPROVING GOAL DIRECTED . . .d0 := fgforeach (c:i:j) in LC do(c is the label of h b1; : : : bn)e := B (�h; d)for x = 1 to j � 1 doif (x � i) then d0 := d0 [ C (�bx; e)e := e � B (b�x ; d))end forif (j < n+ 1) then d0 := d0 [ C (�bj; e)else d0 := d0 [ C (h� ; e)end foreachFigure 8: Induced Magic-sets restricted to a labeled SCC.facts about �nrev, because of the label (2:1:1). Each iteration step wouldlook like this:e := B (�nrev([XjXs]; R); d)d0 := d0 [ C (�nrev(Xs;R1); e)In the second SCC, the same original clause will be used to gather factsabout �app and nrev�, because of the label (2:2:3). During each iterationstep, the label will be handled as follows:e := B (�nrev([XjXs]; R); d)e := e � B (nrev�(Xs;R1); d)d0 := d0 [ C (�app(R1; [X]; R); e)e := e � B (app�(R1; [X]; R); d)d0 := d0 [ C (nrev�([XjXs]; R); e)Notice that in the �rst SCC the traversal of the clause stops before theend of the clause is reached. In the second SCC, the �rst body literal is onlyused to create variable bindings, and not for creating new facts. This wayof restricting the traversal to the current SCC is what makes the algorithmdi�erent from the original Induced Magic-sets method.5 BenchmarksWe have done some experiments concerning computing SCCs and applyingSCC-driven strategy to induced magic-sets. All the tests we performedrunning SICStus Prolog version 3.8.4 on Sun-Ultra 10/440, with 440 MHzcpu speed and 265 MB RAM.



5 Benchmarks 1715.1 Computing SCCsIn Table 1 we present experimental results illustrating an advantage of usingCSDep(P ) and thereby reducing the overhead of computing SCCs. Timespresented (in milliseconds) include only computing SCCs of the respectivegraphs. The �gures do not include reading the programs from �les and,in the Dep(PM) case, performing magic transformation. SCCs have beencomputed using SICStus Prolog ugraphs library [SIC98].Edges TimeProgram P Vertices Dep(PM) CSDep(P ) Dep(PM) CSDep(P )cs_r.pl 72 230 110 40 20disj_r.pl 62 348 101 27 10ga.pl 76 256 99 33 23gabriel.pl 40 120 67 13 7kalah.pl 90 298 145 37 20meta.pl 18 51 26 3 3nand.pl 86 386 150 57 30nandc.pl 28 101 38 13 7neural.pl 78 289 129 37 20sumfac.pl 12 45 21 3 3semi.pl 44 158 61 27 10ronp.pl 32 108 55 10 7qplan.pl 96 480 197 67 33press.pl 102 334 185 53 37peep.pl 42 117 77 33 27treeorder.pl 12 31 22 3 3trs.pl 74 334 160 60 27tsp.pl 48 188 67 13 7Table 1: Computing SCCs for Dep(PM) and CSDep(P )The number of edges in CSDep(P ) is considerably less than in theDep(PM) case. This is interesting as the standard algorithm for comput-ing SCC [Tar72] has a linear time complexity w.r.t. number of vertices andedges. This fact is clearly reected by the columns containing executiontimes. In the experiments the CSDep(P ) contains 53% fewer edges andSCCs are found in 37% shorter time, in average.5.2 Type analysisIn order to assess the impact of applying SCC to the Induced Magic-setstechnique, we have implemented a prototype system that infers descriptive



172 PAPER IV: IMPROVING GOAL DIRECTED . . .call-success types of a given program. The basic operations on the typedomain are taken from [GdW94, DP99]. The tests were performed usingsemi-naive evaluation strategy. No. of Analysis timeProgram SCCs No SCC SCCserialize.pl 10 630 560nqueens.pl 4 290 240sumfac.pl 6 970 780qsort.pl 1 380 380cs r.pl 23 13300 7850disj r.pl 19 4940 4060dsf.pl 3 3970 3910press.pl 7 12660 12550gabriel.pl 14 1740 1200kalah.pl 17 11620 10910neural.pl 17 1910 1640semi.pl 9 4680 4630ronp.pl 26 1710 990qplan.pl 8 9560 8840peep.pl 13 4690 4050treeorder.pl 5 290 270tsp.pl 16 4750 2980zebra.pl 6 820 880Table 2: Type analysisThe results are displayed in Table 2. The �rst column contains a nameof a program P , the second one the numbers of SCCs in PM. The next twocolumns present times (in milliseconds) of evaluating programs without,and with splitting them into SCCs. Times include reading program �lesand type inference (thus in the case of SCC-based optimization they includecomputing SCCs as well). In almost all cases we observe improvement ofe�ciency. The average evaluation speed-up is 15% (but the maximum is41%).The number of SCCs remains in small correlation with the speed-up ofanalysis. This is due to the fact that in the presence of recursive procedures,predicates of PM sometimes tend to group into a single big SCC, and fewsmall ones (see [Car00]). In particular, it seems, that in the zebra.pl pro-gram, predicates did not distribute over SCCs equally enough to compensatethe overhead of computing SCCs.



6 Concluding remarks 1736 Concluding remarksWe have demonstrated a novel method to compute the strongly connectedcomponents (SCCs) of a logic program which is the result of a Magic-settransformation. Such programs are characterized by a high degree of over-lapping clauses, and the method exploits this fact by building a reducedpredicate dependency graph directly from the original program. We haveshown that the SCCs of this reduced graph is consistent with those com-puted in the ordinary way.Further, we have shown how a labeled dependency graph can be usedwhen evaluating this type of programs bottom-up. Using information fromthe construction of the dependecy graph, the Induced Magic-sets methodcan be restricted to clauses (and parts of clauses) that are signi�cant toa single SCC. Thus, we can avoid recomputation of overlapping parts ofclauses, whithout loosing the e�ciency gained by the SCC approach.Experimental data show the e�ciency of both methods.
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Paper V





The TELL diagnosis toolPawe l Pietrzak1 IntroductionConstraint logic programming (CLP) is a family of untyped programminglanguages. Programming practice indicates however that the user has usu-ally \types" in mind when writing a CLP program. Moreover, certain typesof parameters are often required by builtin procedures. This paper describesTELL (Type-based Error Locator for constraint Logic programs), a toolthat �nds type errors in untyped CLP programs.TELL combines veri�cation techniques together with a language of types,as a speci�cation language. The tool veri�es a CLP program w.r.t. a (type)speci�cation given by the user and locates errors if the veri�cation fails.When providing the speci�cation the user may take advantage of results ofstatic analysis (type inference). The results of the analysis can be seen as adraft for the speci�cation being created. The process of writing speci�cationgoes interactively. As soon as this is possible, fragments of program clausesare veri�ed. Thus it is likely that the user does not have to provide theentire speci�cation in order to locate a bug. Our approach is based ondirectional types that make a di�erence between call and success types.The theoretical principles of TELL, as it was evolving, have been describedin [DMP00b, DMP02].TELL is designed to handle a family of Prolog-like CLP languages. Itsarchitecture makes it possible to easily adjust TELL to a speci�c dialect ofCLP. The current version of TELL handles a considerable subset of SICStusProlog [SIC98] including �nite domain and boolean constraints. We alsohave made experiments with a version suited for the programming languageCHIP [Cos98].In this paper we describe the architecture of TELL and explain how touse the TELL diagnosis tool to locate errors. In particular, we explain howto add de�nitions of types, how to write speci�cations of programs, howto write speci�cations of new libraries and extend existing ones. It is alsoshown how to use the GUI during diagnosis sessions. Some implementationissues are discussed. Formal aspects of our approach, i.e. the veri�cation andanalysis methods, and the speci�cation language are described elsewhere([DMP00b, DMP00a, DMP02]). We assume that the reader is familiar withthese papers.In [DMP00a] we have outlined the previous version of the diagnosis tool(as well as some formal issues of the method). After experimenting withthe tool, it became clear to us what functionality was missing and what thearchitecture of the tool should be. This paper discusses our new view of the



178 PAPER V: THE TELL DIAGNOSIS TOOLdiagnosis tool. The paper should be read as a design proposal rather thana description of an existing system, since not all of the functions describedare implemented now.The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we briey describethe structure of the tool. Section 3 recalls the notion of (descriptive) typesand introduces the syntax that is used by TELL. Section 4 explains how towrite speci�cations. Section 5 addresses some issues related to full Prologand explains how to handle other constraint domains. The architecture ofTELL is discussed in Section 6. Features of the user interface are presentedin Section 7. We summarize with some conclusions.2 Overview of TELL
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specificationFigure 9: The structure of TELLThe TELL system is built of three major components as depicted inFigure 9:� Analyzer - takes a program and an entry point, i.e. information of theinitial calls to the program, and computes (statically) call and successtypes which approximate the program's semantics; the analyzer usesa speci�cation given a priori to determine types of builtin, library andunde�ned predicates,



3 Types 179� Speci�cation editor - facilitates writing speci�cation; uses the re-sult of the analysis (if it has been performed) as an initial draft ofthe speci�cation; also uses (a part of) a speci�cation possibly given apriori,� Diagnozer - performs veri�cation of the program w.r.t. the speci�ca-tion and locates errors.A diagnosis session begins with loading the program which may but neednot be analyzed by the analyzer. Then the user, working interactively withthe speci�cation editor, constructs the speci�cation. During that processthe editor invokes the diagnozer in order to verify the clauses, for which itis possible, i.e. a su�cient part of the speci�cation is provided. The sessionends with locating an error, if there is one.Algorithms used in the components of TELL are described in [DMP02].The architecture of TELL is further described in Section 6.3 TypesIn our approach we use descriptive types. This means that the types ap-proximate the semantics of an untyped program. We consider call-successsemantics (with the left-to-right selection rule) (cf. [DMP02] Section 2.3),thus the types are used to describe both call and success patterns. The typesare sets of (constrained) terms, as described in Section 2.2 of [DMP02]. Wedistinguish between base types like integers or reals, and compound types thatare de�ned by regular term grammars. This formalism makes it possible tospecify commonly used types such as lists or trees, and also applicationspeci�c types. Compound types may be combined with base types (e.g. tode�ne the type consisting of lists of integers). In this section we describehow to de�ne types, how they are stored by TELL, and how they are used.We refer to [DMP02] for further details.3.1 Base typesThe notion of base types is de�ned in [DMP02], Section 2.2.2. The basetypes are built into the system in form of de�nitions kept in a separate�le. Every base type is represented by a unique type symbol, called alsoa type name. In the following description, sample base type will be used:int - integers, float - oat numbers, anyfd - �nite domain variables43,atom - Prolog atoms. Additionally, the type any (> in [DMP02]), which isa supertype of any type, is always present in the system. The �le with basetype de�nitions includes:43It di�ers from anyfd from [DMP02] since �nite domains in SICStus range over integernumber rather than natural ones.



180 PAPER V: THE TELL DIAGNOSIS TOOL� the declarations of base type symbols, as illustrated by the followingexample:base_type(int).base_type(float).base_type(anyfd).base_type(atom).� the declaration of inclusion relations between the base types, e.g. :int < anyfd.These declarations should satisfy the requirement that every two dis-tinct base types are either disjoint or one is included in the other(Requirement 2.13 of [DMP02]). Otherwise the type algorithms mayproduce wrong results. For instance, the algorithm computing an up-per bound of two types might produce a non-discriminative grammar.� Prolog procedures for membership testing of every base type:is_in_base(anyfd,C) :- integer(C).is_in_base(int,C) :- integer(C).is_in_base(float,C) :- float(C).is_in_base(atom,C) :- atom(C).This test is crucial in computing, for instance, an intersection betweenint and a �nite type containing integer constants.This �le can be extended with new base types.3.2 De�ning compound typesBesides base types there are compound types de�ned by parametric typegrammars, which are introduced in [DMP02], Section 4.3. Likewise basetypes, non-base type symbols are written with a lower case letter. A typede�nition begins with a keyword typedef followed by the left hand side ofthe grammar rule. On the right of ---> there is a right hand side of the rule.It can be a constant, a function symbol with type names as arguments44,or a base type name (i.e. is prohibited to write a r.h.s. like f(blah), whereblah is a constant from the program, not a type name). Alternatively onecan write many right hand sides of the rule(s) separated by ;. For examplea grammar de�ning the type of binary trees with integers in nodes wouldlook like:44We dropped a restriction of De�nition 4.5 of [DMP02], where the base type symbolsare disallowed under a function symbol in type de�nitions.



3 Types 181typedef inttree ---> void.typedef inttree ---> t(int,inttree,inttree).or equivalently:typedef inttree ---> void; t(int,inttree,inttree).Type grammars may contain parameters that have to be written with capi-tals as Prolog variables:typedef list(A) ---> []; [A|list(A)].typedef tree(A) ---> void; t(A, tree(A), tree(A)).In some circumstances base type name might be mistaken with constantsof the programming language. It happens if a base type name is a top-mostsymbol in the right hand side of the grammar rule, i.e. if it appears where aconstant may appear. In theory it is possible to make an assumption thatalphabets of a program and type names are disjoint. In practice, symbolslike int or float may appear in the program. To avoid confusion the basetype names are to be pre�xed by @.For instance, type grammars can be used to de�ne types that are unionsof two or more base types:typedef number ---> @int; @float.typedef atomic ---> @atom; @int; @float.Without @, the type number would be understood as containing just twoconstants int and float.3.3 Role of type namesWe have shown how to de�ne base and compound types. The de�ned typesare given names. TELL uses type names and corresponding de�nitions forvarious purposes:� to refer to the available type de�nitions before and during a diagnosissession; the type de�nitions are used by the analyzer and diagnozer;the user may inspect them at any time,� to display results of analysis - whenever the inferred type is equal toa type de�ned in the system, then the name of the de�ned type isdisplayed; otherwise, the analyzer displays the newly constructed type(with arti�cial unique name) together with its de�nition,� to display type information in an error message.



182 PAPER V: THE TELL DIAGNOSIS TOOL3.4 Storing type de�nitions in TELLTELL supports a layered memory of type de�nitions. The layers di�er inthe policy of loading type de�nitions and keeping them during a diagnosissession. Five layers of de�nitions are distinguished:standard de�nitions - they include base types and all the types thatare needed to specify builtin procedures (but not library procedures).They are built into the system and are linked with the language tobe analyzed/veri�ed. Standard types are de�ned together with thespeci�cation for builtin predicates, and should be modi�ed / extendedby a person who writes this speci�cation. Standard types are presentin TELL permanently.library-speci�c de�nitions - they contain types needed in speci�cationsof library predicates. (This speci�cation may use standard types aswell.) Library-speci�c type de�nitions come together with the speci�-cation of the library. They are loaded to TELL on demand, i.e. onlyif a relevant library is used by the program being diagnosed. They areretracted from the TELL's type memory when the diagnosis session isover.user's de�nitions - this is a collection of commonly used types de�ned bythe user. The types are used in writing speci�cation of programs butare not speci�c to a particular program. They are (re)loaded at thebeginning of every session. Another option is to load them and discardon request.program-speci�c de�nitions - these types are application-speci�c typesand come with speci�cations for individual programs. (Speci�cationsof programs may also use standard, library-speci�c and user's types.)Program-speci�c types are de�ned in a program speci�cation, andtherefore are written by the user/programmer. These types are presentin TELL only during a diagnosis session with the given program.synthesized de�nitions - they are results of the operations on types whichare performed mainly during analysis, but also during veri�cation.They are stored in the system temporarily (some of them are kept onlyin a single iteration of the analysis). The synthesized types that arein the �nal result of the analysis may become a part of a speci�cation.In this case they become program-speci�c types.Normally, only synthesized types are displayed together with their def-initions. Otherwise, TELL displays just type names, as it is assumed thatthe user is familiar with non-synthesized types and does not have to see



4 Writing specifications 183their de�nitions. He may however have a look at the de�nition of any type,upon request.Whenever possible a synthesized type is replaced with a type known tothe user. When looking up a candidate for the replacement TELL checksthe type groups in the following order: program-speci�c types, user's types,library-speci�c types and eventually standard types. The idea behind thisstrategy is that the types de�ned by the user should be preferred over stan-dard or library ones, likely de�ned by someone else.TELL requires type names to be unique. While loading type de�nitions,TELL rises a warning if a conict in type names occurs, (i.e. if there are twoor more de�nition of a type with the same name) and enforces renaming.4 Writing speci�cations4.1 Speci�cations of predicatesTypes that have been introduced in the previous section are used to specifypredicates. For every predicate we have to specify its call and success types(i.e. call and success patterns). They have a form:Call-Type => Success-Type.The speci�cation of a predicate should be read as an implication:whenever the predicate's call has a form that belongs to Call-Type then itssuccess is in Success-Type, provided that the call succeeded. For example:qsort(list(number),any) => qsort(list(number),list(number))says that the predicate qsort/2 should be called with �rst parameter boundto a list of numbers and second to any term. Type any is an implicit wayof referring to calls including variables, since this information cannot beexplicitly expressed in the type de�nition formalism. Upon success botharguments are expected to be lists of numbers.If a speci�cation of a predicate contains parameters then every parameterin the success type must appear in the call type. It is necessary in order todetermine the value of the parameter as the predicate is called.4.2 Speci�cations of builtins and SICStus librariesA typical program makes use of builtin predicates and libraries. Therefore,the analyzer and the diagnozer must be given information about call andsuccess types of the builtin and library predicates. This information isprovided by speci�cations. The speci�cation of builtin predicates is alwayspresent in the system. The speci�cation of a library lib is loaded whenevera directive



184 PAPER V: THE TELL DIAGNOSIS TOOL:-use module(library(lib))is encountered in the SICStus program. Similar directives occur inother CLP dialects, for which the speci�cation loading procedure shouldbe adjusted. By convention, a name of a �le containing the speci�cation islib.spec.pl.A builtin speci�cation, as well as a library speci�cation, consists of calland success types for predicates of the library. They are usually precededby library-speci�c type de�nitions. We illustrate this by a fragment of thespeci�cation of SICStus builtin predicates. It includes the following typede�nition for arithmetic expression.typedef expr --->number;- expr;expr + expr;expr - expr;expr * expr;expr / expr;expr // expr;expr mod expr.and speci�cation of calls and success types, as illustrated below. The decla-rationany is expr => number is expr.says that we expect an expression on the right hand side of is/2 when acall occurs, and any term on the left hand side (a number or a variable isexpected but in our type language we have to approximate it by any) whichupon success will be bound to number.length(any,any) => length(list(any),nat).The above speci�cation reects behavior of the predicate length/2, as if itsucceeds the �rst parameter is a list and the second is its length (a naturalnumber), regardless of the call pattern.var(any) => var(any).This is a test for checking if an argument, which can be anything, is avariable.float(any) => float(float).This is a test for checking if an argument, which can be anything, is a oatnumber. It succeeds i� it is a oat number.



4 Writing specifications 185see(atom) => see(atom).This predicate opens an input �le, whose name is a Prolog atom.seen => seen.That predicate closes the current input �le, has no parameters.A speci�cation of libraries has the same form as one for builtins. Belowwe show a part of a speci�cation of the clpfd library of SICStus Prolog.typedef fd_lin_expr --->@anyfd;int * anyfd;int * int;fd_lin_expr - fd_lin_expr;fd_lin_expr + fd_lin_expr.typedef fd_expr --->@anyfd;fd_expr + fd_expr;fd_expr - fd_expr;fd_expr * fd_expr;fd_expr / fd_expr;fd_expr mod fd_expr;min(fd_expr) ;max(fd_expr) ;abs(fd_expr).The types fd lin expr and fd expr denote, respectively, �nite domain lin-ear expressions and �nite domain expressions. These de�nitions are used indeclaring types for the constraint predicates such as equality and disequality:fd_expr #\= fd_expr => fd_expr #\= fd_expr.fd_expr #= fd_expr => fd_expr #= fd_expr.As a next example, consider the speci�cation of the predicate labeling/2.Its �rst argument has to be a list of options that specify search strategy. Inorder to reect this in the speci�cation a type labeling option is de�ned:typedef labeling_option ---> leftmost; min; max; ff; ffc;step; enum; bisect; up; down; all.The speci�cation of labeling/2 looks as follows:labeling(list(labeling_option),list(anyfd)) =>labeling(list(labeling_option),list(int)).



186 PAPER V: THE TELL DIAGNOSIS TOOLOn call, the �rst argument is supposed to be a list of the options, whereas thesecond one is a list of �nite domain variables. Upon success �nite domainvariables are instantiated to integer values. This is reected by the typelist(int) of the second argument in the success type.It is unrealistic to assume that a complete speci�cation of builtins andlibraries will be ever provided. Thus the system is exible so it allowsincomplete speci�cation. If types of a builtin or library predicate are notgiven then the system takes type any for all the arguments, both in call andsuccess types. This results in a less precise, yet still correct, analysis andveri�cation. Another option would be to rise a warning with a request toupdate the speci�cation.4.3 Speci�cations of programsA speci�cation of the program has the same parts as one for library or forbuiltins. It may contain type de�nitions and has to specify call and successtypes for the predicates in the program. Additionally the speci�cation of theprogram includes an entry declaration which says what the top goals are.For instance, assume we have a quicksort program, whose main predicate isquicksort/2 which takes an unsorted list of numbers in the �rst argumentand a free variable in the second one. This is reected in the following entrypoint declaration:entry quicksort(list(number),any).Even though the entry declaration is used mainly by the analyzer, it becomesa part of the speci�cation - it is a call type of the top goal predicate.The system can handle programs which are not completely implemented.In this case the speci�cation should contain type information about predi-cates that are not de�ned in the program. If this information is not presentin the speci�cation (or if no speci�cation was given) then TELL asks theuser to input the missing types. Another possibility is to treat these pred-icates as builtins with no speci�cation, i.e. to assume types any for all oftheir arguments.Speci�cations of programs may be written before the diagnosis, and maybe constructed during an interactive diagnosis session as well (cf. Figure 9).4.4 Role of speci�cations in analysis and diagnosisDi�erent parts of speci�cation play di�erent roles during analysis and diag-nosis. While analyzing the program, the speci�cation provides informationabout success types of builtins, predicates de�ned in libraries or predicatesnot de�ned yet. If the success type is parametric, then the call type is usedto determine a valuation of the parameters. Consider a slowsort program:



4 Writing specifications 187:-use_module(library(lists)).slowsort(L,S) :- permutation(L,S), sorted(S).sorted([]).sorted([_]).sorted([A,B|T]) :-A =< B,sorted([B|T]).together with the entry declaration:entry slowsort(list(number),any).and the following line in the speci�cation of the lists library:permutation(list(A),any) => permutation(list(A),list(A)).Then, during the analysis:1. the entry point is used to determine the types of L and S just aftercalling slowsort(L,S),2. permutation/2 is recognized as being imported from the librarylists,3. the computed call for permutation/2, which ispermutation(list(number),any) is now matched against thecall type from the speci�cation; as a result we obtain a valuation ofthe parameter A (A is bound to number),4. now, since the value of the parameter A is determined, the successof permutation/2 can be computed, using the success type from thespeci�cation - it is permutation(list(number),list(number)),5. at this point an initial call type of sorted can be computed and theanalysis proceeds normally, until reaching the �xed point.The role of the speci�cation in diagnosis is entirely di�erent. The di-agnozer constructs veri�cation conditions from the program clauses, andchecks if they are correct w.r.t. the speci�cation. The veri�cation algorithmis described in details in [DMP02].To summarize, the role of speci�cation in the analysis is to completemissing information, like types for builtin predicates, whereas in diagnosisit is veri�ed whether the program conforms the speci�cation.



188 PAPER V: THE TELL DIAGNOSIS TOOL5 Handling full PrologA practical CLP tool should handle a language like SICStus Prolog [SIC98]that conforms to the standard [DEDC96] in high degree.5.1 PrologEven though most of the builtin predicates �t well to our framework, insome of them precision has to be sacri�ced, as little information can bedetermined at compile time. In other cases extra information has to begiven in the speci�cation. Below we list some of the problematic cases.� Control structures like \if-then-else" and disjunction are treated cor-rectly in the system: always all possible branches are analyzed, asthis is impossible to decide statically which of them will be eventuallyexecuted.Cuts (!) are simply ignored45 as normally they do not a�ect typeinformation.� Meta predicates are handled accordingly, provided that the ana-lyzer/diagnozer is given information telling what argument of the metapredicate is an actual goal. This information is given to the system bythe predicate meta call/2 that has to be de�ned in the speci�cationfor builtins, for example:meta_call(call(A),A).meta_call(findall(_,A,_),A).Then TELL knows that, for instance in the callfindall(P,perm(L,P),Ps) the second argument is a call to thepredicate perm/2, and concludes that perm(L,P) should be furtheranalyzed/diagnosed. Of course, the system can make use of thesedeclaration provided that the goal pattern is known (it is not avariable).� Clause retrieval, creation and destruction. Predicates from thisgroup obviously modify the state of the program and not much canbe deduced about them at compile time. If a predicate is dynamic,i.e. its de�nition is constructed during the execution, then, duringanalysis, the user will be asked for the types of the predicate. Theuser's answer is treated as a result of analyzing the predicate de�nitionas it were not missing. The answer is considered as a part of theprogram speci�cation, and is stored together with it.45Cut is considered as a builtin predicate that cannot cause a run-time error and alwayssucceeds.



6 The architecture 189� Term manipulation also introduces some changes into the pro-gram. Terms which show up during execution and are not presentin the program text cannot be given types. Therefore they are (over-)approximated by any. For example, the only reasonable speci�cationof functor/3 is:functor(any,any,any) => functor(any,atom,nat)where nat stands for natural numbers.� Input predicates clearly cannot give any useful information at com-pile time. Thus the argument of predicates like read/1 is of typeany.Some problems with writing accurate speci�cations in our type languagecome from the fact that many predicates are multi-directional (like append/3that can be used for list concatenation as well as for list decomposition). Atthe moment we are not able to express such a case, which is a limitationof the approach. What can be done now is either to overapproximate allpossible uses of the predicate or to choose only one of them.The current version of TELL does not handle DCG grammars and ig-nores e�ect of executing expand term/2 predicate when reading the pro-gram. This however can be easily incorporated to the system. Problemsalso occur if operators are de�ned in the program that extend the standardsyntax.5.2 Handling di�erent constraint domainsConstraint domains are incorporated to SICStus Prolog through libraries.In order to extend the analyzer/diagnozer to handle a constraint domainthe following steps have to be taken:� the user-expert has to identify base types needed, and he has to declarethem accordingly, as described in Section 3.1,� then the speci�cation of the constraint predicates must be written, asfor any library, together with grammars de�ning necessary types.A sample speci�cation of clpb is given in the Appendix 8. It howeverdoes not require new base types to be introduced.6 The architectureAs already pointed, TELL has three main modules: the analyzer, the di-agnozer and the speci�cation editor. They use, and in some cases share,



190 PAPER V: THE TELL DIAGNOSIS TOOLsoftware components. The key components are listed below with a notewhich of the major modules of TELL (A - the analyzer, D - the diagnozer,E - the speci�cation editor) are using them:operations on types (A, D) - they include computing union and inter-section, inclusion checking and matching, as de�ned in Section 4.4of [DMP02]. Some of them have been implemented by re-using andmodifying source code of the analyzer described in [GdW94],single analysis step (uses the operations on types) (A, D) - as explainedin [DMP02] this procedure is used both by the analyzer and the diag-nozer46 and has been adopted from [GdW94].type simpli�cation and presentation (E) - the type simpli�cationmodule decides what name should be used to display a type: userand standard names are preferred over those generated by the typeoperations (mainly during analysis).type management (A, D, E) - this part is responsible for storing typede�nitions. Types generated during analysis are stored in new e�cientdata structures: instead of ordinary lists, as it was implemented by[GdW94], we are using AVL trees; this resulted in about 20% speed-upof analysis, in average. Types from speci�cations are stored in Prologdatabase.widening (A) - this is an implementation of one of the widening operationspresented in [Mil99] (as the original solution due to [GdW94] causednon-termination in some cases).The software components and their relationships are depicted in theFigure 10The TELL diagnosis tool has been implemented in SICStus Prolog[SIC98]. The GUI has been written in Tcl/Tk and uses an interface be-tween Prolog and Tcl/Tk provided by SICStus.7 Using the TELL interfaceThe user can communicate with the system through the graphical interface.The interface is shown in Figure 11.First step that has to be taken by the user is selecting a program to bediagnosed, and loading it together with a �le with the program speci�cation,if one exists. By default the �le with speci�cation of the program program.plhas a name program.spec.pl. Program predicates are listed in window46More systematic treatment of the topic of relating analyzers and veri�ers can be foundin [CGL01].
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Figure 10: Software components of TELLPredicates and those call and success types that have been found in thespeci�cation are present in User.Then, the user may (but need not) choose to run the analyzer by pushingthe button Analyze . During the analysis the �le with the program speci-�cation is being looked up for the entry declaration. If the system cannot�nd one, then the user is asked to input it. If a de�nition of a predicate ismissing (the predicate may be dynamic or not) then the user has to pro-vide its success type (the call type will be computed). The provided typeis considered as a part of speci�cation and re-used in the diagnosis phase.The analyzer uses also speci�cations of builtins and libraries to determinesuccess types of these predicates.Once the analysis is completed, we can have a look at the inferred types,by selecting a predicate in Predicates. The types are displayed in the left-bottom window named Types. If the type is a synthesized type then itsde�nition is also displayed.During the analysis the system checks whether calls for the builtin andlibrary predicates, which are in the program, correspond to those expected,i.e. given as call types in the speci�cation. If the computed call type is not asubtype of the call type in the speci�cation then the system displays a warn-ing message saying about possible run-time error. The message includes thebuiltin predicate, the clause (with original variable names and line numbersin the source code). In addition, there is information about the types ofvariables that are in the arguments of the call to the builtin.The user initiates the diagnosis by pointing a predicate to be diagnosedand pushing Diagnose . If the analysis took place, then the inferred typesmight help in choosing the predicate.Then, the window Ask shows the list of questions to be asked to the user.
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Figure 11: The GUIEach question is displayed as a procedure name together with a tag (C) whenthe question is about the call type of the given procedure, or a tag (S) ifit is about the success type. The displayed questions concern those typesthat are not yet speci�ed and are needed to verify the program fragmentrelevant for the selected predicate. The order in which they appear reectsthe following strategy: the more veri�cation conditions contain the givencall or success type, the higher is the type's position in the list. Moreover,shorter conditions are preferred over the longer ones (they are counted witha greater weight), as hopefully they will be veri�ed after answering fewerquestions.Then the user is giving a part of the speci�cation that was not de�nedprior to the diagnosis session (or gives the entire speci�cation if nothingwas de�ned), by answering the questions from the list. If the analysis wasperformed, the inferred type is a suggestion for the speci�cation and it is dis-played in the window Types. The user may accept it by clicking Accept ! ,and the call or success type becomes a part of the speci�cation, or canmodify it by choosing Change , and by giving the types for the predicatearguments, as shown in the Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Inputting success types for genmat/2The window User displays information for which predicates the call (suc-cess) types have already been speci�ed, either during the session or prior toit. (The syntax is the same as in the Ask window.) If an item in the windowUser is selected then the de�nition of the corresponding type is shown in thewindow Types. It is possible to retract one (  Clear ) or all ( Clear All )of these types from the speci�cation; then the corresponding questions arere-inserted into the list Ask.After having introduced some fragments of the type speci�cation we mayreceive a warning which is a clause pre�x47 incorrect w.r.t. the speci�cation.A sample warning is shown in the Figure 13. Likewise in warnings generatedby the analyzer, here we have the original clause with all the informationthat helps in �nding the place in the source code. We also see what call orsuccess type the diagnozer could not verify. There is also information aboutthe actual types of the variables, so the reason of the proof failure can beidenti�ed easier.It may also happen that no warning is generated. Then we are sure thatthe program is correct w.r.t. the speci�cation.After the session is completed, the system stores the types given by theuser as a speci�cation which can be re-used in further diagnosis sessions.8 ConclusionsIn this paper we have presented main features of the diagnosis tool TELL:� TELL works statically, i.e. no execution and no test data are needed,� TELL �nds all type errors in the program,� speci�cation e�ort is minimized by using results of static analysis andby interactive, demand-driven strategy of entering types (often a par-tial speci�cation is su�cient to locate an error),� TELL makes it possible to verify not completely implemented pro-grams (programs with missing fragments).47A pre�x of a clause H:-B1,...,Bn is any of H:-B1,...,Bi, for i � n.
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Figure 13: Final step of the session: �nding the bugThe architecture of TELL is exible and allows easy modi�cations andextensions suitable for other dialects of Prolog/CLP as well as for new li-braries. TELL can also be easily customized.New features of the diagnosis tool, compared to the version of [DMP00a]are:� handling parametric polymorphism,� the layered memory of types,� the user-friendly environment for de�ning types,� handling program modules and libraries,� diagnosing a program without prior analysis.Future work will focus on completing the implementation and on furtherdevelopment of TELL.



8 Conclusions 195Appendix: A speci�cation of clpbtypedef truth ---> 0; 1.typedef cexpr ---> @integer; integer - integer.typedef bexpr --->0;1;@atom;~ bexpr;bexpr * bexpr;bexpr + bexpr;bexpr # bexpr;any ^ bexpr;bexpr =:= bexpr;bexpr =\= bexpr;bexpr =< bexpr;bexpr >= bexpr;bexpr < bexpr;bexpr > bexpr;card(list(cexpr),list(bexpr)).sat(bexpr) => sat(bexpr).taut(bexpr,any) => taut(bexpr,truth).labeling(list(any)) => labeling(list(truth)).
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